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Abstract
Molecular and atomic structures and dynamics have been unraveled with the development
of ultrafast, high-energy optical lasers, delivering pulses from the infra-red to the X-rays.
Soft X-Rays attosecond pulses can be generated via high-harmonic generation from an
optical high-energy, single-cycle laser. Coherent pulse synthesis of few-cycle, high-energy
pulses is a promising technique to generate isolated attosecond pulses for its scalability
in spectral bandwidth and energy. Here we consider pulse synthesizer based on OPCPAs.
Four major parts compose a waveform synthesizer: first a pump line scalable to high
energies, second a broadband carrier-envelope phase (CEP) stable front-end, third a sequence of parametric amplification stages to amplify the front-end pulses to high energies,
and fourth synchronization and stabilization of the pulses. The state of the art waveform
synthesizers rely on Ti:sapphire pump lasers, which are advantageous for the mature
technology and the ultrashort pulses, but are intrinsically limited in achievable average
power. This limitation in the waveform synthesizer pump line can be overcome by using
alternative laser materials, like ytterbium doped hosts. In this thesis, the developments
toward an ytterbium based waveform synthesizer are presented.
The pump line of the synthesizer realized in this work consists of a seed oscillator with
chirped fiber Bragg grating pulse stretcher and two main amplifiers. The pulse energy of
the regenerative amplifier reaches 6.5 mJ at 1 kHz repetition rate. Its output is split in
two: one part is compressed to 615 fs transform-limited pulses to drive the front-end. The
second part seeds a multi-pass amplifier based on composite thin-disk technology, which
boosts the energy up to 72 mJ. With the compressed pulses of the regenerative amplifier,
the front-end based on white-light generation is demonstrated with a passive CEP stability
of 90 mrad over 11 h. The best adapted parameters for white-light supercontinuum
generation with sub-picosecond long pulses were found after an experimental study. A
narrow-band fraction of the super-continuum is parametrically amplified. The complete
electric field of the amplified signal was retrieved from a FROG measurement. The smooth
and well-behaved phase is a proof that the broadband pulse generated by white-light
continuum remains a single, compressible pulse. The corresponding CEP stable idler
generates a CEP stable supercontinuum, which is split in the channels of the waveform
synthesizer. These broadband pulses are then amplified to the µJ level with parametric
amplifiers. The pulse synthesis and the dispersion management is discussed.

v

Kurzfassung
Die Struktur der Materie auf der molekularen und atomaren Skala und ihre Dynamik
wurde durch die Entwicklung von ultrakurzen, hoch-energetischen Lasern, die vom infrarotem bis im EUV-Bereich Spektren aufweisen, aufgelöst. Die Erzeugung von weichen
Röntgen, attosekunden-Pulsen werden durch die Konversion von hoch-energetischen, Einzel-Zyklus optischen Impulsen durch die Erzeugung von hohen Harmonischen ermöglicht.
Die kohärente Pulssynthese von hochenergetischen Pulsen mit wenigen Zyklen ist aufgrund der Skalierbarkeit der spektralen Bandbreite und der Energie eine vielversprechende
Technologie, um isolierte attosekunden-Pulse zu erzeugen. Ein Frequenzsynthesizer besteht aus vier Hauptbestandteilen: erstens aus zu hohen Energien skalierbaren Pumplasern, zweitens einem breitbandigen Front-end mit stabiler Träger-Einhüllenden Phase,
drittens einer Folge von hochenergetischen Verstärkungsstufen, und viertens einem Pulssynchronisations- und Stabilisierungssystem. Die Ti:Sapphir Laser, worauf die gegenwärtigen Frequenzsynthesizer typischerweise basieren, sind in der erreichbaren Durchschnittsleistung begrenzt. Diese Begrenzung kann mit alternativen Lasermaterialien, wie Ytterbium dotierten Grundmaterialien, überwunden werden. Diese Dissertation stellt die
Architektur sowie die Implementierung eines skalierbaren Ytterbium-basierten Frequenzsynthesizers und den ”Synthesizer Front-ends” dar.
Der in dieser Arbeit vorgestellte Pumplaser des Synthesizers besteht aus einem Seedoszillator mit frequenzverschobenen Faser Bragg Gitter Strecker und zwei Hauptverstärkern, einen regenerativen Verstärker sowie einen mutipass Verstärker. Die aus dem regenerativen Verstärker extrahierte Pulsenergie erreicht 6.5 mJ bei 1 kHz Pulswiederholungsrate. Der Ausgang ist in zwei Pfade aufgeteilt: ein Teil wurde auf 615 fs transformationslimitierte Pulslänge komprimiert, um das “Front-End” anzutreiben. Der zweite
Teil wird in einem Multi-pass-Verbundscheibenverstärker auf 72 mJ erhöht. Das auf
Weißlichtsuperkontinuum basierende und mit dem Ausgang des regenerativen Verstärkers angetriebene Front-end demonstriert eine passive CEP Stabilität von 90 mrad über
11 Stunden Dauer. Eine experimentelle Studie hat die für die Weißlichterzeugung mit
sub-pikosekunden langen Pulsen am besten angepassten Laser-Parameter bestimmt. Ein
schmallbandiger spektraler Anteil des Superkontinuums wird parametrisch verstärkt. Das
komplette elektrische Feld des verstärkten Signals wird aus einer FROG-Messung erfasst.
Die gleichmäßige Phase beweist, dass sich der breitbandige, durch Weißlichtkontinuum
erzeugte Puls wie ein einzelner und komprimierbarer Puls verhält. Der entsprechende
CEP stabile Idler erzeugte ein weiteres CEP stabiles Superkontinuum, das zwischen den
Armen des Synthesizers aufgeteilt wird. Diese breitbandigen Pulse werden anschließend
durch parametrische Verstärkung auf das µJ Niveau gebracht. Die Pulssynthese und das
Dispersionsmanagement wird diskutiert.
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Résumé
Le développement de lasers ultra-rapides à haute énergie, livrant des impulsions dont le
spectre s’étend de l’infra-rouge aux rayons X, a permis l’exploration de la matière et de
sa dynamique à l’échelle moléculaire et atomique. Les impulsions attosecondes avec un
spectre dans le domaine des rayons X sont produites par multiplication de fréquence d’un
laser optique produisant des impulsions ayant une durée de quelques cycles optiques à
haute énergie. La synthèse cohérente d’impulsions à haute énergie et longues de quelques
cycles optiques est une technique prometteuse pour produire des impulsions attosecondes, car elle est extensible en largeur de bande spectrale et vers les hautes énergies. Un
synthétiseur de fréquences est composé de quatre parties principales: en premier lieu, une
ligne de pompe extensible à de hautes énergies, en second lieu une partie frontale à basse
énergie avec une large bande spectrale stable en phase, en troisième lieu une succession
d’amplificateurs amenant la partie frontale à de hautes énergies, et enfin une synchronisation et une stabilisation des impulsions. Les synthétiseurs de fréquence à la pointe
de la technologies reposent sur des lasers Ti:saphir qui sont intrinsèquement limités en
puissance moyenne. Cette limitation peut être surmontée en utilisant d’autres matériaux
lasers dopés par exemple à l’Ytterbium. Cette thèse présente les développements vers un
générateur de fonctions optiques, aussi nommé synthésiseur de fréquences, reposant sur
un laser de pompe dopé à l’Ytterbium.
La ligne de pompe du synthétiseur de fréquences réalisé dans ce travail consiste en un
oscillateur suivi d’un étireur à réseau de Bragg fibré avec dérive de fréquence et de deux
amplificateurs principaux. L’énergie des impulsions en sortie de l’amplificateur régénératif
atteint 6.5 mJ à 1 kHz de fréquence de répétition. De cette sortie divisée en deux parts,
l’une est amplifiée à 72 mJ par un amplificateur multi-passes dont le module de gain
est un disque composite. La seconde partie est comprimée pour donner des impulsions
longues de 615 fs proche de la limite de Fourier et qui fournit les impulsions d’entrée de
la partie frontale à basse énergie. Cet avant est composé d´un étage de génération de
lumière blanche et fournit des impulsions avec une relation de phase fixe entre la porteuse et l´enveloppe; la stabilité de la phase est de 90 mrad sur 11 h. Les paramètres les
plus adaptés à la génération de lumière blanche avec des impulsions proche de la picoseconde sont déterminés à partir d’une étude expérimentale. Une partie limitée en spectre
du super-continuum est amplifée paramétriquement. Le champ électrique complet de ce
signal amplifié est recouvré à partir d’une mesure de FROG. La monotonie de la phase
spectrale du super-continuum prouve que des impulsions individuelles et compressibles
sont générées à cet étage. L’idler correspondant est stable en phase et génère un supercontinuum avec une relation de phase fixe entre la porteuse et l´enveloppe, qui est
divisé entre les branches du synthétiseur. Les impulsions à large spectre sont ensuite amix

plifiées jusqu´au µJ avec des amplificateurs paramétriques et la gestion de la dispersion
est discutée.
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1 Introduction
Einstein explained the principle of light amplification by stimulated emission (LASER)
in 1916 [1]. Then Schawlow and Townes, in 1954, implemented the first Maser in the
microwave domain [2]. In 1960, Maiman demonstrated the first optical laser [3]. From
that time onwards, lasers have never stopped changing our lives. They form the fundamental technology behind modern telecommunications, are ubiquitous in industrial manufacturing and enable numerous medical applications, just to name a few of the many
applications. They are universally used in research areas such as biology and physics.
Since the invention of the Ti:Sapphire laser in the 80’s [4], ultrashort, solid-state lasers
offer high energy, femtosecond pulses for studying fast transitions between molecular
states. At the beginning of the 2000’s, the development of attosecond sources opened the
door to real time observation of electron dynamics in atoms [5]. Combining ultrashort
pulses with high energies and high repetition rates permits the realization of real-time
movies of atomic and molecular dynamics [6, 7]. Another interesting science case is the
study of ultrafast charge transport from atoms on surfaces, which was shown to occur on
an attosecond time scale [8, 9].
With ultra-broadband, high energy pulses sub-cycle by nature, it should be possible
to obtain single attosecond pulses at multiple spectral ranges, from the ultra-violet (UV)
to the extreme ultra-violet (EUV). The corresponding photon energies range then from
∼20 eV up to keV, beyond the water-window. High pulse energies are required to generate
EUV pulses and to perform novel EUV pump-probe experiments. To eliminate the effects
due to pulse trains on a target, research groups strike at developing isolated attosecond
pulse sources.
EUV and X-ray pulses have been generated via two different mechanisms: EUV,
attosecond pulses are generated by high harmonic generation (HHG) from an optical
laser [5, 10], whereas X-Ray pulses are produced by free-electron lasers or inverse Compton scattering based sources [11, 12, 13, 14, 15].
HHG for producing attosecond pulses can be described within certain limitations by
the three-step model [16], illustrated in figure 1.1: A high-energy laser is focused into
a gas target and the very intense laser field leads to tunnel ionization of the weakest
bound electron. The first half cycle of the driving laser pulse bends the electric field of
the atom, so that an electron tunnels out of the potential well, as shown in figure 1.1a.
The freed electron is accelerated by the laser field during the next half cycle (figure 1.1b)
before it returns to the parent ion (figure 1.1c) and eventually recombines (figure 1.1d).
Depending on the ionization time, the trajectories of the freed electrons may return or not.
During recombination an X-ray pulse is emitted. The tunneling of the electron takes place
only above a certain threshold field strength, making this process strongly dependent on
the electric field of the incoming laser beam. If several electric field cycles in the pulse
1
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Figure 1.1: Representation of the 3-step model; figure from [10]

reach this threshold, electrons are released and accelerated in each cycle, leading to an
attosecond pulse train. The photon energy of the emitted X-ray pulses increases with the
central wavelength of the driving field, whereas the efficiency decreases rapidly with the
driving wavelength [17, 18]. There is then a trade-off between the cut-off energy of the
emitted field and the efficiency; thus a high energy broadband source will be the optimum
solution to achieve different cut-off energies with an efficiency and wavelength adapted to
the desired experiment, by tuning and selecting the corresponding spectral domains.
In a pump-probe experiment, a pulse excites the object to study, and another one
probes the new state reached by the system; by delaying the probe from the pump, the
deexcitation of the system is sucessfully monitored. In case of a pulse train for the pump or
the probe, the excitation results from the accumulation of pump pulses, and the temporal
resolution decreases. For pump-probe experiments studying the atomic and molecular
dynamics, single isolated attosecond pulses are therefore preferred. An efficient way to
generate isolated attosecond pulses is to develop high-energy single or even sub-cycle laser
sources. The stability of the carrier envelope phase of these sources is necessary, because
HHG is driven by the electric field of the pulses: a change in the carrier envelope phase
(CEP) induces a change in the strength of the electric field, hence in the electron tunneling
and recombination.
For this application, high energy lasers and sub- to few cycle pulses are necessary.
Curently, an extensive development program towards such sources is undertaken at the
Center for Free-Electron Laser Science (CFEL) in Hamburg. A first frequency syntheziser
for generating sub-cycle pulses is being developed [19, 20] based on a commercial, high
energy Ti:sapphire pump laser. The scalability of this system in average power is limited
2

by the available Ti:sapphire pump, and the scalability in spectral width is given by the
broadband supercontinuum based front-end. A second system aims at overcoming the
limitations in average power scaling of the first one, scaling even further the spectral
width and the energy. In this work the early developments toward completion of this
system are being addressed.
In its final state, this ultrasfast source is envisioned to deliver mJ level sub- to few cycles
pulses covering 4 octaves of spectral bandwidth, from 400 nm to 5 µm. In the CEP stable
front-end, broadband pulses will be generated, and will be amplified with parametric
amplifiers pumped with a high energy laser. This pump laser for amplification is composed
of a Joule class, sub-picosecond laser. The amplified pulses will then be synthesized to
single-cycle pulses; the output pulses, covering the visible to the mid-infrared (MIR),
might be used in pump probe experiments, or for EUV to soft-X-ray generation via HHG.
In this dissertation, the initial developments towards this laser source delivering high
energy, ultrashort pulses at 1 kHz repetition rate will be presented: this is realized with a
frequency syntheziser constituted of four main parts, which are the pump line, the frontend, the amplification of the signal coming from the front-end, and the synchronisation,
recombination and dispersion management of the pulses. The high energy pump line
has been developed up to the first stage of cryogenically cooled multi-pass amplifiers,
the front-end for generation of extremely wide pulses has been demonstrated, and the
concepts of the amplification of the pulses from the front-end with the high energy pulses
from the pump line have been worked out.
In the pump line, based on ytterbium doped laser materials, an Yb:KYW dual-crystal
regenerative amplifier with high beam quality delivers pulses with several mJ energy
at 1 kHz repetition rate compressible to sub-picosecond duration. This is the highest
energy demonstrated from an Yb:KYW regenerative amplifier reported to date. With
the Yb:YAG cryogenically cooled composite thin-disk multi-pass amplifier, the stretched
pulses from the regenerative amplifier have been further amplified by one order of magnitude. The stretcher and compressor of the pump line have been implemented with chirped
fiber Bragg gratings and a grating compressor, respectively. The front-end, composed of
a first white-light stage followed by two parametric amplifiers driving a second white-light
stage, has demonstrated passive CEP stability over 11 h. This shows the conservation
of the phase over both white-light stages and is the first report of white-light generation
with sub-picosecond long pulses.
The structure of this thesis is the following.
Chapter 2 explains and justifies the general concept of the laser source: first the state of
the art for generating single to sub-cycle pulses is presented. Among the different
possibilities, this frequency syntheziser uses the parallel amplification for generating
high energy, sub-5 fs pulses. Second, the options for the front-end are presented,
and the choice of a passively CEP stable one justified. Third, the different modules
constituting the pump line are presented.
Chapter 3 presents the first amplifier of the pump line, a regenerative amplifier with
7 decades of amplification, delivering >5 mJ pulses at 1 kHz. The results with
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two different crystals, Yb:CALGO and Yb:KYW, are presented and compared to
simulations of the laser dynamics.
Chapter 4 concerns the power amplifier. This multipass, cryogenically cooled Yb:YAG
booster amplifies the pulses from the regenerative amplifier up to 72 mJ thanks to its
shaped end-cap bonded to the thin-disk gain module and the cryogenic temperature.
Chapter 5 summarizes first the different concepts for a stretcher and compressor adapted
to the complete pump line. The implemented chirped fiber Bragg grating stretcher
stretches the pulses up to 0.65 ns/nm, while a Treacy compressor recompresses the
pulses from the regenerative amplifier to 615 fs.
Chapter 6 demonstrates a CEP stable front-end with two stages of white-light generation
in bulk. The first white-light stage is driven with the compressed pulses from the
regenerative amplifier, then the spectral region around 2 µm is amplified with parametric amplification, from which the resulting idler is passively CEP-stable. This
idler is used to generate the second supercontinuum.
Chapter 7 presents calculations of frequency conversion of the spectral regions created
with the second white-light generation and mostly of the pump line. This requires
the generation of second and third harmonic of the pump line, which is presented
theoretically and experimentally for the second harmonic. The first experimental
implementations of the parametric amplifiers are shown.
Chapter 8 describes first the future implementation of the compensation of the slow drifts
leading to timing jitter and CEP noise and second the principle of the recombination
of the different spectral bands into sub-cycle laser pulses. Some calculations of the
dispersion management are shown, the experimental realization being kept for the
future.
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2 Design strategies for high-energy, few-cycle
laser systems
The study of dynamics of molecules, atoms and electrons, with the ultimate goal of
making time resolved studies, necessitates high energy, attosecond to few-femtosecond
pulses. A sub-cycle pulse is a pulse with a duration shorter than one electric field cycle
of the central frequency. Because of Fourier transform relationships, this corresponds to
a spectrum extending over several octaves.
This chapter details first the methods to generate sub- to few cycle pulses and explains
the choice of a parallel frequency synthesizer, then presents its constitutive parts: the
front-end, the pump line and the parametric amplifiers. The second section details different concepts for the implementation of the front-end, before discussing the different
solutions and justifying the chosen one. Section 2.3 presents the chirped pulse amplification method to amplify ultrashort pulses to high energies. The last section presents the
pump line concepts.

2.1 Pulse synthesis using frequency synthesizers
In different laboratories, several concepts have been investigated to reach sub-cycle pulses.
Most successful were hollow-core fiber compressors [21, 22] and frequency synthezisers [23,
24, 25].
In the first approach, ultrashort, few-cycle pulses from a Ti:sapphire oscillator are amplified to the mJ level and then spectrally broadened via self-phase modulation (SPM) in
a hollow-core fiber compressor [26, 27]; the pulse duration after amplification is typically
around 35 fs and reaches the single-cycle regime after the hollow-core fiber compressor. The shortest pulse duration was achieved at MPQ, Munich [22, 28]: the broadened
spectrum was divided into three parts for fine tuning of the dispersion compensation,
then recombined to reach sub-fs with a final energy amounting to 330 µJ. The shortest pulse duration at mJ energy was demonstrated by Böhle et al. in 2014, with 3 mJ
pulses compressed to 4 fs [21]. Further energy scaling was implemented to reach terawatt
pulses [29, 30]. This approach, limited to the spectral broadening achievable in the hollow
core fiber compressor, was extended via cross-phase modulation to the range 300 nm to
930 nm with 380 µJ, however at the time of writing the pulses were not yet recompressed
over the full bandwidth [31]. Hollow-core fiber compressors are the current state of technology, but limited in energy, and the spectral broadening is difficult to scale up further;
moreover this method needs very long setups of several meters. Up to now, the maximal
energy after compression amounted to 3.4 mJ for ∼3 m long fibers [21].
5
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Generation of broad spectral ranges via nonlinear effects, such as white-light generation
in bulk-materials or nonlinear frequency conversion, overcomes the bandwidth limitation
and reaches longer wavelengths, suitable for higher cut-off energies in HHG. Both generation schemes are limited to relatively low output energies. In the case of white-light
generation, the output energy of the broadened spectrum reaches only the nJ level due
to the nature of the filamentation process. In the case of nonlinear frequency conversion,
such as difference and sum frequency conversion, the currently available aperture of the
crystals in combination with the conversion efficiency is the limiting factor. The generated
spectral bandwidths must then be further amplified to the mJ level with amplifiers. Two
different kinds of amplifiers exist: traditional laser amplifiers, based on a gain medium
storing the energy from a pump laser, and parametric amplifiers, in which a strong pump
laser exchanges instantaneously its energy to a weak signal. The first ones are limited
in the choice of the gain material, which do not cover the spectral range from the visible to MIR, and have a limited amplification bandwidth; the broadest one, Ti:sapphire,
amplifies only from 750 nm to 900 nm (FWHM). High gain amplification leads to strong
narrowing of the spectrum. With energy storage and its transfer to the amplified pump,
the energy difference between pump and laser photon energy is transferred as heat into
the material. On the contrary, in an optical parametric amplifier (OPA), described in
section 7, a high energy, sub- to few picosecond long, narrow-band pump pulse transfers
its energy nonlinearly to the broadband signal. Parametric amplifiers do not store energy
in the crystals, avoiding the subsequent heat transfer; the broadband gain, obtained by
adjusting the phase-matching between the pump and the signal, minimizes spectral gain
narrowing.

(a) Parallel synthesis scheme

(b) Serial synthesis scheme

Figure 2.1: Schemes for frequency synthesis: (a) parallel and (b) serial.
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2.1 Pulse synthesis using frequency synthesizers
In OPAs, the phase-matched bandwidth is limited to less than one octave: a spectral
bandwidth covering several octaves has hence to be amplified progressively. Two methods
emerged during the last decade: the parallel and the serial approaches, as displayed in
figure 2.1. In the serial one, the spectral parts of the wide spectrum are amplified one after
the other in series, and was demonstrated in [25]. This is advantageous to avoid splitting
and recombining the pulses, but has the drawback on the uncertainty of the phase at the
interface and overlap spectral regions. The dispersion compensation for compressing in
time the pulses after amplification has to include the full bandwidth. The phase in the
overlap region of the partial spectra has not yet been characterized and the recompression
of the pulses was not yet demonstrated; the quality of the recompression is thus, at the
time of writing, still an open question.
The parallel approach circumvents this problem by splitting before and recombining
after amplification of the spectra. By limiting each channel to sub-octave bandwidth,
the complexity of the dispersion compensation is relaxed inside each channel, but the
recombination adds timing problems, jitter and stability issues. This has already been
demonstrated for 2 channels in [32], and a synthesizer with 3 channels is being built in
our CFEL labs [20].
Since the parallel approach is the most scalable method in bandwidth and energy,
the generation of sub-cycle pulses for attosecond experiments will be based on a parallel
frequency synthesizer. This work concerns the realization of this system described in the
next paragraphs.
The whole system is consequently mainly divided into these four parts: the frontend, the pump-line, the parametric amplification and last but not least the synthesis.
The front-end or seed source incorporates the generation of the broadband seed, either
through nonlinear conversion of the spectrum of an ultrashort Ti:sapphire oscillator, or
through white-light generation. The so-called pump line consists of high-energy amplifiers
around 1 µm delivering high energy pulses in the range of a picosecond duration to pump
the powerful OPAs and chirped pulse OPAs (OPCPA) at various wavelengths. The third
part encompasses the amplification of the frond-end by the pump line. The last part
concerns the synthesis of the separately amplified spectral regions to one single cycle
pulse; moreover this part encompasses the stabilization of the whole system, as well in
space as in time for compensating jitter problems, the stabilization of the CEP of the
pulses, and the dispersion compensation.
To start with, an oscillator delivers a high repetition rate pulse train of several tens
of MHz. Its spectrum has to match the wavelength of the pump line: a 10 nm wide
spectral component at 1030 nm will serve as seed for the pump amplifier chain. Either
the spectrum of the pulses out of the oscillator itself covers nearly one octave, or it is
limited to a few nanometers and has to be broadened to be the starting point of the seed
line.
The general concepts of the pump and seed lines are schematically shown with block
diagrams in figure 2.2 (a) and (b): the exact implementation of both lines is detailed in the
next sections. In the pump line, the pulses out of the oscillator are stretched (Stretcher ),
amplified with several stages of power amplifiers (PA1 ) to (P An ), and finally recompressed
(Compressor ). The seed line includes oscillator (Oscillator ), nonlinear broadening (NL
Broad.) to reach the desired spectral width and pre-compensation of the dispersion (Disp.
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Figure 2.2: General scheme of (a) the pump and (b) the seed lines. The abbreviations
stand for: PA1 to PAn power amplifier 1 to n, NL Broad. nonlinear broadening, Disp. Comp. dispersion precompensation.

Comp.) before parametric amplification and recombination. The oscillators in the pump
and seed lines of figure 2.2 might be one single oscillator or two synchronized with each
other. The scheme with a single oscillator avoids jitter issues due to the imperfect synchronization of two separate oscillators. The module for nonlinear broadening (Front-end )
includes the CEP stabilization of the spectrally widened pulses.
After the module for nonlinear broadening, the wide spectral range is split into the parallel channels for separate dispersion management and further amplification. A possible
scheme for the optical parametric chirped pulse amplification (OPCPA) stages is shown
in figure 2.3. The different spectral regions of the pulses broadened in the CEP stable
front-end are amplified in this example in several channels parallel to each other. Each
amplification line encompasses a first parametric amplification stage (OPCPA1 ), a dispersion management module (Disp. Man.), several further amplification stages (OPCPA2
to OPCPAn) and a pre-compression module (Pre-Comp.). The final compression of the
pulses is realized after the synthesis in the module Combination - compression. The
dispersion management and compression of the pulses will be detailed in section 8.3.

Figure 2.3: Scheme of the OPCPA stages: n OPCPA stages amplify the CEP stable pulses
from the front-end. Disp. Man. is the dispersion management for an efficient
amplification in the OPCPAs and Pre-Comp. a pre-compression of the pulses
before the final compression after the synthesis.
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2.2 Front-end
Specifications of the laser system
The pump line has to be scalable to very high energies at a kHz repetition rate with
picosecond to sub-picosecond pulses, which is possible with ytterbium based lasers.
For the intended attosecond pulse generation, the desired spectrum ranges from 400 nm
to 5 µm. The amplified spectral ranges in the parallel frequency synthesizer are limited by
the achievable bandwidth in the OPCPAs, meaning by the phase-matching bandwidth.
The amplification will take place by dividing the spectral bandwidth as represented in
figure 2.4. The spectral gap between 1200 nm and 1800 nm is due to the phase-matching
limitation of β-baryium borate (BBO)-based OPAs pumped at 1 µm. The advantage of
using the well-known crystal BBO is its high reliability and manufacturing reproducibility,
as explained in detail in section 7, as well as the scalability to mJ-level energies due to a
high damage threshold and a high effective nonlinear coefficient. As the absorption edge
of BBO is located at 2.2 µm, other crystals have to be used to amplify longer wavelengths.

Figure 2.4: Spectral regions of the Yb-based frequency synthesizer

The pump for the parametric amplification of the domains extending up to 2.5 µm
is either the direct output of a 1 µm pump line or its second or third harmonics. The
amplification of the mid-infrared (MIR) spectral range covering 2.4 µm to 5 µm would
not be very efficient with an OPA pumped with 1 µm radiation, though it can be done.
For this reason, a secondary pump line working with Ho:YLF laser amplifiers at 2 µm is
being developed in parallel [33].
The next sections describe the different existing elements or modules constituting the
whole system, followed by a discussion of the front-end and pump line concepts.

2.2 Front-end
The front-end concepts can be divided into two categories: the first ones are based on a
broadband Ti:sapphire oscillator whose spectrum is extended towards longer wavelengths
9
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through nonlinear mechanisms like pulse broadening in a fiber or difference frequency
generation (DFG) and toward shorter ones with sum frequency generation (SFG). The
second ones are based on white-light generation. The different potential seed sources are
also categorized according to the CEP stabilization mechanisms, either passive or active.

2.2.1 Constitutive elements of the front-end
The Ti:sapphire seed oscillator
The Titanium:Sapphire oscillator available for this experiment delivers sub-5 fs pulses,
whose spectrum covers more than one octave. This kind of oscillator operates at a working
point which is usually sensitive to environmental fluctuations or other disturbances, e.g.
air humidity susceptible to modify the dispersion management inside the cavity. This
is limiting a reliable operation of the complete laser system. An enhanced Kerr-effect is
required to reach the octave-spanning spectrum and leads to intensities on the crystal
close to the damage threshold of the material.
Nonlinear conversion by SFG and DFG
The spectrum of the Ti:sapphire laser would be divided into several parts to “seed” the
nonlinear conversion stages that extend the spectrum into the visible and the MIR. As
the energy in each pulse reaches ∼5 nJ, only 1 nJ to 2 nJ can be used for each nonlinear process. The resulting spectra would be used to seed the OPA or OPCPAs, which
are extremely sensitive to superfluorescence, occurring with too low seed energy. Consequently, it is necessary to optimize the photon conversion efficiency. As demonstrated
in [34] and used in [35], adiabatic conversion is the ideal solution: by slowly adjusting the
phase-mismatch parameter over the propagation, the seed pulse adapts to the frequency
converted pulse, and 100% photon conversion efficiency can be theoretically achieved
between signal and idler.
The process and some experimental results are presented in detail in appendix 10A.
From a spectrum covering 550 nm to 950 nm, adiabatic sum frequency generation (SFG)
generated an idler between 410 nm and 505 nm with 92% average photon conversion
and adiabatic difference frequency conversion (DFG) covering 1.8 µm–5 µm has also been
demonstrated [36].
White-light generation
Spectral broadening can be accomplished with supercontinuum generation, either in bulk
or in fiber. The generation in bulk crystals relies on filament broadening [37]: the plasma
created by high intensity in the medium leads to beam defocusing, while self-focusing
refocuses it; at the equilibrium, a filament is formed. With the plasma formation, new
spectral components are created. In a fiber, self-phase modulation is the main mechanism
underlying the broadening, allowing to keep a smooth spectral phase for compressing the
pulses. Experimental results have demonstrated fiber broadening over more than one
octave, however with 20 dB amplitude variations over the whole spectrum [38]. The
results published about white-light generation in bulk [39] show on the contrary less
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spectral density dynamic, which is of advantage for further amplification stages, and
spectral coverage from the visible to the mid-infrared.
The detailed results of the white-light generation (WLG) are shown in chapter 6.1.
The CEP stabilization
The CEP can be passively or actively stabilized [23, 40]. In the passive stabilization, the
random component of the CEP is cancelled out during the parametric process. The phase
relationship between pump, signal and idler follows this conservation law similar to the
energy conservation law:
φ3 − φ1 − φ2 = const
(2.1)
In the case of SFG, where two pulses at frequencies ωP and ωS are mixed nonlinearly to
produce the sum frequency ωI , equation (2.1) can be rewritten as: φI = φP + φS − π/2.
The phase of the generated pulse contains both the random phase of the pump and of the
signal pulses. In the case of DFG, where the difference between the frequencies ωP and
ωS is generated, the phase of the resulting pulse is given by: φI = φP − φS − π/2. If the
pump and signal waves have the same phase, the phase of the resulting idler is a constant.
This means that DFG may be used with a passive stabilization scheme, but not SFG. In
the front-end version with SFG, the oscillator pulses have to be actively CEP stabilized.
Passive CEP stabilization can be implemented with white-light continuum seeding an
OPA [39]. The pump pulses are split, once for generating white-light, second for pumping
the parametric amplification of the signal coming from the white-light. Following the
same phase relationship 2.1 as for DFG, the random part of the CEP cancels out in the
generated idler. The latter is further used as a CEP stable pulse.
The active stabilization consists in actively controlling the oscillator with the help of a
feedback loop. This requires a frequency ω and its doubled frequency 2ω. After doubling
the fundamental frequency, the two beams at 2ω interfere and the beat note is detected.
The generated signal is fed back to the oscillator’s pump, the intra-cavity dispersion or
the intra-cavity mirror on a piezo controlled holder.
The stabilization of the CEP might be improved by adding a feed-forward loop with
high bandwidth as demonstrated in [41]. This technique corrects for foreseeable CEP
drifts and for the noise coming from the f-2f interferometer itself. The resulting noise
with the feed-forward loop only was decreased by a factor of three when the feed-back
loop was also on.

2.2.2 Possible front-end schemes
Different concepts for the front-end have been envisaged under the following aspects:
their scalability for increasing the spectral width and the complexity of the system. The
spectral width towards MIR is requested for applications such as scaling HHG towards the
water-window. A system with a high complexity in terms of stages presents more risks for
failures: if one of the stages composing the front-end fails, the whole amplification chain
is disturbed, in the best case only partially operating on a spectral sub-domain. The
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targeted applications necessitate long operation time of the full laser driver, for example
for acquiring experimental data.
The possible front-ends can be categorized into two main groups: actively CEP stabilized or passively CEP stable ones. In the following, the discussion will be limited to the
two concepts shown in figure 2.5 (active version) and 2.6 (passive version).

Figure 2.5: Front-end of the Yb based frequency synthesizer — version based on
Ti:sapphire oscillator and adiabatic frequency conversion. The curved line
represents the electronic feed-back to the oscillator for CEP stabilization.

The active stabilized front-end, which was the first version of the front-end, shown
in figure 2.5, begins with a Ti:sapphire oscillator delivering 500 mW, 20 fs long pulses
centered around 800 nm, at 85 MHz repetition rate. Its spectrum extends from 570 nm
to 1100 nm (cf. figure ??). The amplification of the region close to 1030 nm from the
Ti:sapphire to high energy and power will create the pump for amplifying the rest of the
spectrum.
In the seed line, the Ti:sapphire spectrum is divided and additional spectral components are created by several mechanisms, like wave-mixing and self-phase modulation. To
amplify the spectral bandwidth without superfluorescence, the signal energy has to be at
the nJ level after frequency conversion. Contrarily to traditional frequency conversion,
adiabatic frequency conversion ensures close to 100% photon conversion. The low energy
of the Ti:sapphire oscillator has to be first amplified with a non-collinear OPA (NOPA)
pumped with the second harmonic of the 1 µm, so that the energy contained in each spectral domain reaches the nJ level. With sum frequency generation (SFG), the spectrum
is extended in the visible from 410 nm to 520 nm. With difference frequency generation
(DFG), the mid-infrared part from 1.3 µm to 5 µm is obtained. Through spectral broadening in a photonic crystal fiber (PCF), the range between 900 nm and 1300 nm is covered.
The hole between 520 nm and 570 nm is covered either by second-harmonic generation
(SHG) of the 900-1300 nm, or by SFG between the Ti:sapphire spectrum and the 1.8 µm
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amplified with a Thulium doped fiber amplifier. The range 900 nm to 1300 nm, spectrally
broadened in a fiber, has hence to be divided into 3 parts, one for further amplification,
one for SHG and one for CEP stabilization of the Ti:sapphire oscillator.

Figure 2.6: Front-end of the Yb based frequency synthesizer — version with passively CEP
stable front-end based on white-light generation. The idler on the OPA stages
is passively CEP stable, because of the substraction of the phases between
pump and signal.

On figure 2.6, a passively CEP stable version is shown, similar to the one demonstrated
in [20]. After the first white-light generation stage, 200 nm spectral width centered
around 2 µm are amplified with two OPA stages. The idler of the second one, centered
around 1.97 µm, is passively CEP stable, because pump and signal come from the same
fundamental pump pulse and the phases cancel out. The second WLG stage broadens
the spectrum from 470 nm to more than 2.5 µm. OPA3 is the first amplification stage
of the near-infrared (NIR) channel before pre-compensation of the dispersion with, e.g.,
a spatial light modulator (SLM). The spectral extent depends on the material used for
white-light generation and is limited in the visible by the material bandgap. For example,
WLG in YAG extends down to 500 nm. For the first experiments intended with the
synthesizer, this spectral coverage is sufficient; if needed later, the region 420-510 nm can
be implemented with SFG or WLG in CaF2 or BaF2 driven at 1 µm or 515 nm.
Another passively CEP stable version is based on a similar scheme than demonstrated
by Okumura et al. in [42]. A non-collinear optical parametric amplifier was pumped and
seeded by a common 400 nm second-harmonic pulse from a Ti:sapphire regenerative amplifier. The idler and its second-harmonic were consequently passively CEP stable; their
angular dispersion was compensated by adaptive dispersion control with a deformable
mirror. This method is really appealing for its use of the idler and its SHG, usually considered as parasitic, in the NOPA crystal; the compensation of the angular dispersion is
however not trivial. A remaining angular dispersion may be kept over the amplification
stages and prevent sub-cycle pulse synthesis.
The first version has the strong advantage of full scalability in the spectral domain.
Experimentally however, the synchronization of the Ti:sapphire with the output pulses
from the regenerative amplifier was proven to be difficult due to the fast jitter coming
from the regenerative amplifier and its compressor (cf. chapter 8.1). In this experiment,
the Ti:sapphire has been synchronized with a 1 µm oscillator seeding the regenerative
amplifier; the resulting jitter was more than a few picoseconds. However, the white-light
measurements performed in the Ti:sapphire frequency synthesizer [20] and on the XFEL
pump-probe laser [43] showed the potential for long-term stable and passively CEP stable
white-light based front-end. It was therefore decided to implement the latter version. One
must however note that non-ideal environmental conditions in a typical laboratory force
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the need for additional further stabilization schemes, even with a passively CEP stable
setup. Due to the need for aligning and combining different broadband laser beams with
interferometric accuracy, the whole passively CEP stable system behaves similarly to an
interferometer. For example, thermal changes and air flow influence the pointing stability
of the setup, as well as the timing jitter and CEP stability of the pulses. This must either
be addressed by extreme control of the environmental conditions — quite unrealistic —
or by implementing feedback loops. These feedback loops may however be significantly
slower than for active CEP stabilization.
Compared with the scheme of Okamura et al., even if the WL-based passively CEP
stable version uses the passively CEP stable idler of an OPA, the angular dispersion is
not problematic, because it is much less than the natural beam divergence: the spectral
bandwidth of the idler is narrowed to keep the pulse duration above 50 fs for the WLG.
The chosen, implemented version is the WL based passively CEP stable one, described
in chapter 6.

2.3 High energy pump laser
Optical parametric amplifiers, with 10 to 20% conversion efficiency in the high energy, low
gain stages, require consequently high energy pump pulses. Besides, for the intended applications, the whole system is intended to work at 1 kHz repetition rate, as a compromise
between technical difficulties the laser development would encounter at higher repetition
rates and acquisition time for the experiment. These technological issues concern mainly
the thermal management and the optical damage arising with the combination of high
energies and increasing repetition rate; on the other side, a high repetition rate allows
a reduced acquisition time during experiments. Some experiments like coherent electron
diffraction imaging necessitate the superposition of a high number of shots: a higher repetition rate minimizes the acquisition time and therefore, among others, the risk of failure
of the experimental setup. The combination of high energy and relatively high repetition
rate leads to high powers, meaning thermal loading in the amplifying media. The developed laser media for high energy are either Ti:sapphire or ytterbium doped materials.
Ti:sapphire based laser systems may reach very high energies [44], but are limited by the
thermal load and are not suitable for high average powers [45]. Yb based materials have
demonstrated both high energies and high average powers [45]. Whereas the frequency
synthesizer demonstrated in [20] relies on a commercial kHz Ti:sapphire driving laser and
is limited by the latter, the frequency synthesizer developed in this thesis aims at higher
energies in the pump line to amplify an even broader bandwidth to several mJ’s: the
pump line will hence be ytterbium based.
The amplification line first consists of an oscillator followed by a fiber amplifier with
∼10 nJ output energy, second of a regenerative amplifier and third of a high power amplifier that may ultimately reach up to 1 J energy at 100 Hz repetition rate. For high
energy amplifiers, cryogenically cooled Yb:YAG is a very promising material for its excellent thermo-optical properties and low saturation fluence [46]. As already demonstrated
by Hong et al. at MIT [46], energies as high as 40 mJ can be achieved with only a few
passes though the gain crystal. The laser emission of Yb:YAG is centered around 1029 nm
within the tuning bandwidth of the seed oscillator.
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The pump line began to be assembled during the experiments with the first front-end
version, meaning with the Ti:sapphire oscillator. The Ti:sapphire laser delivers only a few
pJ at this wavelength, even with intra-cavity gain enhancement, and the power amplifier
needs several mJ to be able to efficiently amplify the pulses up to the 100 mJ or 1 J level.
Therefore, as shown in figure 2.7, the oscillator and the following fiber amplifier (YDFA)
are followed by a regenerative amplifier (Regen) to bridge the gap with amplification
of 6 to 7 orders of magnitude. Its output is then split into two lines, one compressed
(Compressor ) to drive the CEP-stable front-end (FE ), and one further amplified with
a cryogenically cooled power amplifier (Yb-Cryo Amp) before compression with another
compressor (Compressor ).
The power amplifier (Yb-Cryo Amp) is divided into 2 stages: the first one is operating
at 150 K, reaching 100 mJ, and the second one at 77 K to reach the Joule level. The
cryogenic cooling narrows the gain bandwidth of the Yb:YAG crystal to ∼0.8 nm, leading
to picosecond pulses after compression. The amplifying stage working at 150 K preserves
a bandwidth of ∼1.5 nm, limiting the gain narrowing over the total amplification chain.
The actual concept of the cryogenic amplifier is different from the one presented in [46]:
a better scalability is offered with a highly doped composite thin disk (1 mm thickness)
bonded to a 4 mm undoped end-cap.

Figure 2.7: Scheme of the pump line. The abbreviations stand respectively for: YDFA
ytterbium doped fiber amplifier, Regen regenerative amplifier, Yb Cryo Amp
cryogenically cooled ytterbium YAG multipass amplifier, FE front end.

Due to gain narrowing in each amplifier stage, the pump pulse duration increases significantly after the regenerative amplifier to 700 fs and after the cryogenic amplifier to
several picoseconds. The first OPA stage, with low energy, high gain, is better pumped
with the shorter output pulses of the regenerative amplifier to reduce the superfluorescence (cf. chapter 7). The total energy neeeded after the regenerative amplifier for this
pumping and, in parallel, seeding the power amplifiers, amounts to >5 mJ.
Chirped Pulse Amplification
Amplification of ultrashort pulses to high energies is constrained by the nonlinearities
accumulated by the traveling pulse and ultimately by the damage threshold of the material, both limitations scaling with the intensity of the laser pulses. In order to remain
below the threshold for nonlinearities and damage, the pulse peak intensity I, expressed
fE
as I = πw
where f is a factor depending on the temporal pulse shape and equals 1 for
2
0τ
flat-top beam and 2 for a gaussian beam, can be decreased either by increasing the spot
size w0 , radius at 1/e2 or the FWHM pulse duration τ , while increasing the pulse energy
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E. Material constraints, such as the maximal reliably manufacturable aperture, homogeneity or surface quality over a large aperture, as well as the resulting cost, limit the
scaling through spot size increase. In the case of a laser system, the laser dynamic limits
the maximal spot sizes: transparent pumping and gain storage require power proportional to area. Ultrashort pulses have a significant spectral width allowing stretching the
pulses in time by adding chirp. After amplification, this added chirp needs to be removed
for recompressing the pulses to the minimum pulse duration. Figure 2.8 illustrates the
stretching and compression of ultrafast pulses before and after amplification; this process
is called chirped pulse amplification (CPA).

Figure 2.8: Scheme of the chirped pulse amplification: by stretching the pulses in time,
the peak power and consequently the intensity of the pulses are decreased to
avoid nonlinearities and damage of the material. They are recompressed after
amplification.

CPA has been first introduced by Maine et al. in 1988 [47] and widely developed to
reach TW then PW peak powers. This scheme, traditionally used for amplification with
regenerative amplifiers and/or power amplifiers, has been extended in [48] to the optical
parametric amplification, in the optical parametric chirped pulse amplification scheme:
the same argumentation of decreasing the peak intensity for avoiding damages and nonlinearities holds for the parametric amplification.
In the frequency syntheziser, the CPA scheme will be implemented in the high energy
pump line for amplifying the picosecond pulses to the mJ or J level, as well as for the
broadband parametric amplification for amplifying the pulses out of the front-end from
the nJ level to the mJ level.

2.4 Summary
This chapter first described the state-of-the-art concepts for generating single- to subcycle pulses at high energies, such as hollow-core fiber compressor, serial and parallel
frequency synthesizers, and presented their limitations. The laser system needed for
the intended future experiments is based on parallel frequency synthesis. Second, its
constituting modules have been presented: the 4 constitutive elements are the pump line,
with a regenerative amplifier and two stages of a cryogenically cooled Yb:YAG thin-disk
multipass amplifier, the CEP-stable front-end, based on white-light generatiuon in bulk
and parametric amplification, the parametric amplification of the generated spectrum,
and the recombination and compression of the amplified spectral domain.
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2.4 Summary
A passive CEP stable system minimizes the need for synchronization, control and feedback loops; environmental conditions and issues in a non-ideal laboratory setup, like
thermal drifts, have been addressed. For this reason, after experimental trials of an active
stabilized front-end, the final front-end has been built on passively CEP stable WLG, similarly as in [20]. The details about the experiments concerning the previous, active CEP
stabilized version (adiabatic frequency conversion, fiber amplifier details and simulations
of broadening in fiber) may be found in the appendices 10a and ??b.
The next chapters will describe first the pump line, then the front-end and its amplification.
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In the pump line leading to a J-level system to pump the parametric amplifiers of the
frequency synthesizer as shown in figures 2.2 and 2.7, the last power amplifiers need
sufficient input energy to reach saturation, which is in the mJ level. The gap between lowenergy, high repetition rate oscillator and the power amplifiers can be bridged efficiently
with a regenerative amplifier (Regen on the figure 2.7) bearing 6 to 7 decades of gain. A
part of its output is split off for the CEP stable front-end. To seed the high power amplifier,
1 mJ in the 2 nm spectral range around 1029 nm, stretched to 0.8 ns/nm is necessary. For
the first white-light generation stage of the front-end, sub-picosecond pulses are the key
to ensure spectral broadening with high pulse-to-pulse stability.
This chapter will describe the regenerative amplifier for the amplification of the nJ level,
stretched oscillator to the mJ level. After a first section explaining the general concept of
a regenerative amplifier, the state of the art is presented; the choice for a non-commercial
regenerative amplifier in the pump line is then justified. The properties of suitable gain
materials are reviewed. The following sections detail simulations of the laser dynamic and
cavity design. The last section presents the experimental results obtained with two gain
materials: Yb:CALGO (ytterbium doped CaGdAlO4 ) and Yb:KYW (ytterbium doped
potassium yttrium tungstate).

3.1 General concept of a regenerative amplifier
In a regenerative amplifier, a seed pulse is stored in a laser cavity, depleting the stored
energy during each pass through the gain medium. After amplification, a switching mechanism releases the pulse, as described in [49]. Between two consecutive pulses, the stored
energy is regenerated during the pumping phase. In order to avoid damaging the components at the high energies reached after several decades of amplification, the chirped pulse
amplification technique, demonstrated by Maine et al. [47] and described in section 2.3,
decreases the peak power by temporally stretching the pulses before the amplifier and
recompressing the output pulse afterwards.
The switching unit works, e.g., with polarization, as represented in figure 3.1 for a
linear cavity. In (a), the seed pulse with vertical polarization is reflected on the TFP, goes
through the Pockels cell without polarization change before its polarization is rotated by
90◦ by passing twice through the λ/4 waveplate. Horizontally polarized, it traverses the
TFP and passes twice through the crystal. If the Pockels cell is switched off as in (b), the
pulse sees only for the second time the waveplate changing its polarization back to vertical
polarization, which is reflected by the TFP. If the Pockels cell has been changed to operate
as a quarter-waveplate as in (c), then the pulse goes through 2 quarter-waveplates, and its
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polarization remains horizontal: the pulse is thus imprisoned in the cavity. After passing
through the gain medium, the pulse sees twice a λ/2 waveplate as long as the Pockels cell
is switched on. The seeder pulses arriving during this period, as in (d) also see twice λ/2
and cannot enter the cavity. In the case of a ring cavity, the Pockels cell is set to λ/2 and
the seed pulse travels only once through the amplifying medium.
(a)

Input with PC off:

PC

Xtal

TFP
(b)

λ/4

PC switched off:

PC

Xtal

TFP
(c)

λ/4

PC switched on:

PC

Xtal

TFP
(d)

λ/4

Input when PC on:

PC

Xtal

TFP

λ/4

Figure 3.1: Switching diagram of a regenerative amplifier: (a) Introduction of a seed
pulse in the laser cavity. (b) With Pockels cell and waveplate set in open position, the seed pulse leaves the cavity after one round-trip. (c) With Pockels
switched, the pulse is imprisoned in the cavity and amplified. (d) During amplification, further incoming seed pulses are rejected without passing through
the gain medium. The elements are abbreviated with Xtal for crystal, TFP
for thin-film polarizer, PC for Pockels cell and λ/4 for quarter-waveplate.

A drawback with this method of implementing the switch is that the seed pulse passes
through the amplifying medium twice when the switch is off, leading to twice the amplification by the small signal gain. This is typically not a problem if the amplification of
the desired pulse is large enough: the contrast is then high enough (typically >500) for
the intermediate, non-amplified pulses to represent only a small leakage. It may however
become a problem if high contrast output is required, e.g. when successive amplifying
stages may further amplify the leaked signal by themselves. In such situations, a different
switching scheme or contrast enhancement by a secondary switch must be used.
Notations are defined in the timing diagram in figure 3.2: Tk = 1/frep is the period of
the amplifier, Tg the amplification time when the cavity is closed, TP the pumping time
and TR and TR,s the round-trip times of the amplifier and of the seed. The first graph,
figure 3.2(a) represents the switching on and off times: Gate refers to the gating of the
switching mechanism; the cavity is closed, i.e. the losses are minimized when Gate = 1. In
figure 3.2(b), the evolution of the pump fluence ΦP during pumping time and amplification
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cycle is represented. Figure 3.2(c) shows schematically the evolution of the population
inversion n2 with the pumping cycles, while figure 3.2(d) illustrates the amplification of
a seed pulse during the build-up time; its fluence is denoted ΦL .

Figure 3.2: Timing diagram of a regenerative amplifier

There are two possibilities for pumping in time: continuous-wave (CW), where the
pump is continuously switched on, and periodic, where the pump is periodically switched
on and off. The quasi-CW (QCW) is a particular case, with a pumping time suitable for
materials with long lifetimes (>100 µs). The time between two cycles is called pumping
dead time. QCW pumping effectively reduces the thermal load in the gain medium, and
thereby also reducing the thermal aberrations. A factor of 1.5 to 2 times the gain medium
lifetime is usually sufficient to saturate the inversion; a longer pumping time increases the
thermal load inside the crystals without resulting in higher output power.
The design objective for the regenerative amplifier is to amplify the 1 nJ pulses >5 mJ
in Yb:CALGO or Yb:KYW. The spectrum of the seed pulses should cover 4.5 nm fullwidth half-maximum (FWHM) centered at 1029.5 nm and stretched to 2.35 ns in time.
The beam quality parameter M2 has to be better than 1.3. The details of the stretcher are
presented in chapter 5. The next section will present the state of the art for regenerative
amplifiers working at the mJ level, and is followed by a section detailing the laser and
thermo-mechanical characteristics of different crystals.

3.2 State of the art
Several laser geometries have been developed over the last decades: slab, thin-disk and
fiber are among the most popular ones and will be briefly discuss in the following section.
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Fiber lasers [45, 50] scale with the length of the laser medium. Though this geometry
is highly efficient for high power lasers, the dimension of the fiber core limits the maximal
achievable energy, even with high stretching ratios. This is hence not a suitable laser
architecture for this laser system, aiming at several mJ at kHz repetition rate.
Typically, the slab or bulk lasers [45] have a gain medium much longer in the direction
which is longitudinal to the laser mode and they are pumped either longitudinally or from
the side. The cooling is transversal to the laser propagation. In the case of long slabs,
fluorescence stays mainly inside the slab and adds heat to the crystal and its holder. At
high average powers, thermal effects limit this geometry. Thin-disk lasers [45] consist of a
thin-disk contacted to a heat sink: the cooling through a large surface, longitudinally with
the pump and laser beams, allows to remove a higher heat load than in the case of the
slab laser. Thermal bulging (cf. chapter 4) decreases with the thinness of the disk, acting
as a 1D geometry, however preventing a high gain even though the crystals are typically
highly doped: several passes are required for the pump to store energy and for the laser
to extract it efficiently. The multiplication of passes to absorb the pump as well as to
extract the energy, similarly to [51, 52] with 20 pump passes and 13 passes for extraction,
induces a complex mechanics to have a stable laser cavity and leads to very long beam
paths. The thin-disk geometry will be discussed in detail in the chapter 4 dealing with
the high energy stage of the pump line.
Thin-disk lasers were first developed by A. Giesen in 1994 [53]. Yb:YAG regenerative
amplifiers based on this technology demonstrated energies as high as 25 mJ at 3 kHz
repetition rate with 1.6 ps pulse duration after compression, based on Yb:YAG [54].
Tuemmler et al. at the Max Born Institute demonstrated a regenerative amplifier with
165 mJ at 100 Hz, followed by a multipass amplifier to achieve 300 mJ, with nearly
transform limited recompressed pulses to <2 ps; the regenerative amplifier is pumped by
1 J in 1 ms pulse duration using 1 kW pump diodes. [55].
Because of its high gain, Yb:YAG is well suited to achieve high energies [56, 57, 58], but
the gain narrowing reduces the bandwidth of the output pulse to ∼1 nm, corresponding
to 1.1 ps transform limited pulses. For white-light continuum generation, as in the CEPstable front-end, this is not short enough. Other media, like Yb:KYW or Yb:CaF2 , have
a higher gain bandwidth and can be used to achieve shorter output pulses, as in [59, 60].
Nickel et al. demonstrated 9 µJ at 200 kHz and with 280 fs short pulses, however the
average power of 1.8 W is still quite low [59]. The average power was increased to 4 W in
2008 by Rivier et al. [61] and 9 W with significantly degraded beam quality of M2 =5.4. In
[62], a double-thin disk Yb:KYW multipass amplifier has been demonstrated, delivering
promising results: 17 mJ at 100 Hz and 5.5 nm spectral bandwidth, or 27 mJ with 3 mJ
input energy saturating the gain. In 2014, Kessler et al. have demonstrated 16.6 J, 150 fs
long pulses from CaF2 , showing that this material is well adapted to amplify up to TW
peak power, but at ten Hz [60].
Other materials are also promising candidates for regenerative amplifiers. For example,
in 2007, a Yb:Lu2 O3 in an oscillator with 32.6 W average power was demonstrated by
Peters et al. [63]. Based on the achieved output power of the oscillator, the possibility
to build a high power regenerative amplifier is expected. Another example would be
Yb:CaGdAlO4 . The group of F.Druon demonstrated in 2011 [64] an Yb:CaGdAlO4 based
q-switched thin-disk oscillator with 1 mJ at 1 kHz.
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In the bulk approach, the power scaling is based on a compromise between the crystal
length and the pump and laser mode sizes. With the improvement of the Yb:KYW
crystal quality, more than 20 W were extracted from a dual-crystal cavity in continuouswave operation, or 14 W as a regenerative amplifier with repetition rates varying between
350 and 1000 kHz [65]. Non-published experiments have also shown 20 W out of one
single crystal with good beam quality, limited by the thermal lensing and bulging of the
crystal.
In general, another way to scale the power and energy out of a resonator or a regenerative amplifier is to increase the number of gain modules, as in [66, 67] and [65]. The work
from [67] is the base for a commercialized regenerative amplifier from Amplitude Systèmes
(France), able to deliver 1.8 mJ at 1 kHz repetition rate. Another commercially available
system, the Pharos from Light Conversion, delivers up to 2 mJ at the same repetition rate
and central wavelength. Because of the lack of a commercially available system reaching
the energy needed for the frequency synthesizer, a new regenerative amplifier has been
designed and developed.
Considering the advantages of the different approaches, a design based on a bulk crystal
laser-head has been chosen, whereas the booster amplifier relies on a composite thin-disk
design. In the regenerative amplifier, the determining criteria are the possibility to keep
the cavity length relatively short (<5 m) and the high gain per pass in the crystal. Because
of its thermal conductivity, enhanced by the cryogenic cooling, and of its high gain,
Yb:YAG is chosen for the first version of the 100 mJ amplifier; this sets the wavelength
of the whole pump line of the few-cycle laser to 1029.5 nm. Details about the booster
amplifier are given in chapter 4.
Several crystals were tested: Yb-doped CALGO for its spectrally wide emission crosssection and good thermal properties, and Yb-doped KYW for its emission spectrum closely
matching the wavelength of the booster amplifier.
The regenerative amplifier has to deliver 5 to 10 mJ at its output, at a center wavelength
of 1029.5 nm ± 0.5 nm. The beam quality parameter M2 , has to be better than 1.3 to ensure a good spatial beam profile for the next amplifier stages. In the further amplification
stages, either the cryogenic amplifier or the OP(CP)As, the presence of inhomogeneities
in the beam profile would either lead to hot-spots or be transferred to the amplified signal. In spots with high intensities, the pulse accumulates higher nonlinearities during
propagation, leading to a less compressible beam.
The pulse duration of the regenerative amplifier is constrained by two factors: the
shortest possible pulse duration is needed for the first parametric amplification stages,
and the spectral bandwidth has to be limited to efficiently seed the cryogenically cooled
Yb:YAG amplifier. A spectral width of 3 to 5 nm seems to be a good compromise, with a
theoretical Fourier-transform limited pulse of less than 400 fs, assuming hyperbolic secant
square (sech2 ) pulses. In light of the gain-narrowing in the subsequent cryogenically cooled
Yb:YAG booster amplifier, the necessary stretching ratio is estimated to be 0.8 ns/nm (cf.
section 4). The repetition rate of the whole system is 1 kHz.
To design the regenerative amplifier, the laser characteristics such as pump absorption,
stored energy, and extraction need to be taken into account. These depend on material
parameters such as emission and absorption cross-sections. During this design step, the
beam sizes will be fixed and set as input parameter for the cavity design. To respect this
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logical development of the design, the next section will discuss the different crystals, in
order to restrict the choice of crystal hosts for the effective simulations and design. After
this design step, further optics inside the cavity will be discussed.

3.3 Crystals
Fulfilling the above mentioned specifications requires a careful choice of the laser medium.
To match the emission wavelength of Yb:YAG, ytterbium doped hosts are well-suited. The
properties of several hosts for Yb doping are compared in table 3.1 and table 3.3. Both
tables summarize the known values for the thermo-mechanical and optical properties of
the doped host, indicating doping concentration and temperature.
The listed parameters are abbreviated with their symbol: Poisson ratio ν, thermal
expansion coefficient αT , volumic thermal expansion coefficient αvol , nonlinear refraction
index coefficient n2 , thermal conductivity κ, change in refractive index with temperature.
dn/dT . The laser parameters are the number of active ions inside the gain medium NT ,
the emission and absorption cross-sections at pump and laser wavelengths σa,P and σe,L ,
the absorption and emission wavelengths λP and λL , the emission bandwidth ∆λ and the
fluorescence wavelength λF . For the comparison of the different media, the saturation
intensity Isat,P is given.
The hosts Lu2 O3 , Sc2 O3 and LuScO3 belong to the family of the sesquioxydes, very
promising for high power laser applications due to its high thermal conductivity. In the
family of the tungstate hosts, KYW and KGW are biaxial materials with emission and
absorption cross-sections higher than in YAG for ytterbium doping.
Host
CALGO [68, 69, 70, 71]

T
K
300

Doping
%
2

KYW [72, 73]

300

2

KGW [68, 73]

300

2

Lu2 O3 [63, 74, 75]
Sc2 O3 [63, 74, 75]
LuScO3 [74, 75]
YAG [68]
CaF2 [68, 76]

300
300
300
300
300

2.8
2.38
2.58
5
5

n0
[]
1.85

αT
10−6 K −1
–

αvol
10−6 K −1
36.4

(undoped)
p=1.9979,
m=2.0396,
g=2.0869
(undoped)
p=2.0135,
m=2.0458,
g=2.0860
1.91
1.97
1.939
1.82
1.4287

p=2.9,
m=10.7,
g=15.2

30-35

–

8.6
9.6
9.1
6.7
19

16

25.8
28.8
27.3
20.1
56

κ
W.K −1 .m−1
a=6.9,
c=6.3
–

dn/dT
10−6 K −1
(5%)
a=-7.6,
c=-8.6
p=-14.6,
m=-8.9,
g=-12.4

3.8

p=-10.6,
m=-8.4,
g=-15.2

10.8 - 12
6.4
3.5
5.7
5.2

9.1
7 - 8.9
9
–
-11.3

Table 3.1: Thermo-optical and mechanical parameters of the different crystal hosts. The
doping level is indicated.

From the comparison of the thermo-mechanical crystal properties given in table 3.1 for
doped hosts, table 3.2 for undoped hosts and of the laser properties given in table 3.3,
some hosts are suitable for this laser system. YAG is well-known and its manufacturing
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Host
CALGO [68, 69]

T
K
300

αT
10−6 K −1
–

KYW [72, 78]

300

KGW [68, 73, 78]

300

αp = 2.0,
αm = 10.3,
αg = 15.9
–

Lu2 O3 [63, 74]
Sc2 O3 [63, 74]
LuScO3 [74]
YAG [68, 79, 76, 80]
YAG [79, 80]
CaF2 [68, 76, 78, 81]

300
300
300
300
100
300

–
–
–
6.1-7
2.0
18.99

αvol
10−6 K −1
36.4
30-35

16

–
–
–
18.3-21
6.0
56

κ
W.K −1 .m−1
11.4 [68] /
9.3 [77]
3.3

3.3

12.2 - 12.6
15.5 - 17.3
3.6
11.2 - 10.7
46.1
9.7

dn/dT
10−6 K −1
–
p=-14.6,
m=-8.9,
g=-12.4
p=-10.6,
m=-8.4,
g=-15.2
–
–
–
7.8 - 8.9 - 9
1
-17.9

Table 3.2: Thermo-optical and mechanical parameters of the different undoped crystal
hosts

very reproducible; this is a convenient crystal due to its thermo-mechanical coefficients.
But its emission bandwidth, given in table 3.3, is not broad enough to sustain subpicosecond pulses after 6 decades of amplification. Sesquioxydes are highly interesting
for their thermo-mechanical properties, but their emission cross-section is too narrow
for sub-picosecond pulses after this amplification factor. CALGO, KYW, and CaF2 are
interesting for their compromise between thermal and optical properties.
Some parameters, like the lifetime, the thermal expansion coefficient and the thermal
conductivity, vary with the doping concentration. In [77], measurements of the thermal
conductivity show a strong decrease of the thermal conductivity of Yb:CALGO with
increasing ytterbium doping. The exact ratio of gadolinium and calcium atoms influences
the decrease of the thermal conductivity. The value of 9.3 W /m K for the undoped material
is close to the one measured previously by Petit et al. [68] (11.4 W /m K). It decreases rapidly
with increased doping level to reach a limit value depending of the exact composition
of the material: this limit is 4.5 W /m K for 80%Gd 20%Ca material, ca. 4.3 W /m K for
75%Gd 25%Ca material and only 3.5 W /m K for 60%Gd 40%Ca material. For 2% doped
crystals, the value of 6.3 W /m K on the c-axis, lies well in the measurement uncertainty
range [77] and is half the value of YAG. The thermal conductivity is also higher for
undoped Sc2 O3 (15.5 W /m K) and Lu2 O3 (12.2 W /m K) as for the doped material, according
to [63]. This decrease of the thermal conductivity leads to the observation that highly
doped materials are limited by thermal effects under high pump conditions.
Because the wavelength of this specific setup should be centered at 1029.5 nm, and
as pulses compressible to less than 1 ps are needed, the laser medium has to have a
sufficient amplification bandwidth around 1030 nm. Two cases are considered: Yb:KYW
(ytterbium doped tungstate) and Yb:CALGO. Yb:CALGO has a lower emission crosssection than Yb:KYW, but a much better thermal conductivity [83, 84]. It is thus possible
to increase the pump beam size in the crystal to reduce the accumulation of nonlinear
effects, and to pump strongly to achieve a high gain. Their nonlinear coefficients are
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Host
CALGO [68, 69, 64]
KYW [72, 78]
KGW [78]
Lu2 O3 [82, 63, 74]
Sc2 O3 [82, 63, 74]
LuScO3 [82, 74, 75]
YAG [78, 76]
CaF2 [78, 76, 81]

T
K
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300

Dop.
%
2
2
2
3
3
3
5
2.59

NT
1020 cm−3
2.5
1.2
1.2
8.55
10.1
9.3
6.9
6.35

τL
µs
420
320
320
820
800
800
951
2400

σa,P
10−20 cm2
1
13.4
1.33
3.0
4.5
3.1
0.75
0.54

σe,L
10−20 cm2
0.8
3
2.8
1.3
1.5
1.7
2.1
0.25

λP
nm
979
981
981
976.0
975.1
975.7
940
979

λL
nm
1045
1023
1025
1030
1040
1040
1031
1045

∆λ
nm
50
24
20
13
12
22
9
70
Table 3.3: Laser parameters of the different Yb doped crystals

λF
nm
1011
—
993
—
—
—
1007
1005

Isat,P
kW/cm2
48.3
4.7
47.6
8.3
5.7
8.2
29.6
15.7

Isat,L
kW/cm2
56.6
20.2
21.6
18.1
15.9
14.1
9.7
3.2
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similar (9×10−16 cm2/W). Simulations and calculations of regenerative amplifiers based on
these materials are shown below.

3.4 Design of the regenerative amplifier
3.4.1 Laser dynamics
Simulating the dynamic processes in a regenerative amplifier has to be realized on two
different time scales: the coarse one deals with one round-trip, and the fine one divides
one round-trip into smaller time-steps. Looking at the round-trip time scale lets us notice
the evolution of the pulse from one round-trip to another. This way, bistability can be
simulated among other dynamical behaviours: the residual gain after one amplification
cycle is used as input for the regenerative phase of the next period.
The fine time-scale needed to pass the medium can be ignored provided the medium
is thin and has a homogenous gain over its length. This is true for thin-disks or for thin
slabs. It is completely insufficient for fibers or rods, where the absorption of the pump
leads to different gain values along the amplifying material.
In principle, simulation methods like the one described above are able to accurately
predict the principal behaviour of the dynamical processes in a regenerative amplifier
and have the extra advantage of short computational efforts. The simplification for short
crystals may result in inaccurate results when longer crystals are used. In the case of long
crystals, a more complex numerical method should be used to attain accurate numerical
values for the output energy. To simulate this experiment, two situations were detailed.
The first one assumed that the crystals are thin enough to calculate only the total gain
dynamically, similarly to the one described in [85], whereas the second one solved the
laser differential equations in time and space.
In order to estimate the reliability of the numerical values of calculated energies, one
must consider possible sources of errors. A corresponding, accurate model of the resonator
and pump system must be available to provide correct spot sizes of pump and laser. Losses
may be estimated from the properties of the individual intra-cavity elements. The gain
can be estimated from the absorption and emission cross-sections. In part the literature
values for the spectroscopic properties vary significantly, probably as a result of different
crystal qualities and of calculating the absolute values of emission cross-sections with the
Füchtbauer-Ladenburg equation, called the reciprocity method [86, 87]. Also, there is
typically a mismatch between the linewidth of a laser-diode and the spectral width of an
absorption line. An effective absorption coefficient must be estimated in this case. In the
Yb:KYW case, the values taken for emission and absorption cross-sections at pump and
laser wavelengths were 16×10−20 cm2 , 13×10−20 cm2 , 2.2×10−20 cm2 , and 0.52×10−20 cm2 ,
respectively [88].
The equations solved in the first simulation are the following [85]:
g0 − g
gE
dg
=
−
dt
τL
Esat TR
dE
E
=
(g − l)
dt
TR

(3.1a)
(3.1b)
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with E the energy of the laser pulse to amplify, Esat the saturation energy defined as
Esat = λLhc
with σe,L the emission cross-section at laser wavelength, g the gain and l
σe,L
the intra-cavity losses.
The initial conditions of the amplification phase were set to E(0) = Eseed and g(0) = g2 ,
where the gain at the end of the pumping phase g2 is defined by:
g2 = g0 + (g1 − g0 )e



T −T
− Kτ G

(3.2)

L

g1 is the gain at the beginning of the pumping phase and g0 the small signal gain for
CW-pumping.
Equations 3.1 were solved in Mathcad with a Runge-Kutta solver 4th order.
The energy of 100 consecutive output pulses were calculated for a gate length varied
between 1 and n round-trips, n being a natural integer. The simulation was verified with
a laser built previously on a 2-crystal cavity and delivering 8 W at 500 kHz repetition
rate [65]: this model gives an approximate result of the energy after amplification, but
displays well the bistability of the system and reproduces the experimental observations
of the influence of all parameters.

(a) Calgo

(b) KYW

Figure 3.3: Dynamic of the regenerative amplifier: the output energy was calculated for
Yb:CALGO and Yb:KYW crystals.

In the case of a low repetition rate regenerative amplifier, e.g. a repetition rate of 1 kHz,
it is possible to pump it in the quasi-continuous wave regime if the lifetime is shorter than
the period of the amplified pulse train. As the life-time of Yb:KYW and Yb:CALGO are
about 300 µs and 420 µs respectively, this is possible with both materials. As shown in
figure 3.3, there is no bistability under such conditions. Thanks to the strong pumping
it is possible to achieve a high gain in the crystal; the desired, maximum output energy
can be extracted in only 30 to 60 round trips. The effects of saturation in the crystal
and intra-cavity losses can be observed: after reaching a maximum the energy decreases
again.
More detailed simulations were performed by solving the differential equations governing
the dynamics of the pump and seeder fluences. To scale up the power a design with two
crystals was simulated. The rate equations 3.4 have been derived for a quasi-three level
system, similarly as in [89], for the pump and amplified laser fluences ΦP,i and ΦL , with i
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integer referring to the pump of the ith crystal, and for the population inversion ni of the
ith crystal defined as:
ni = n1,i − fL n2,i
(3.3)
fL is the ratio of the absorption and emission cross-sections at laser wavelengths, and
n1,i , n2,i the populations of the energy levels 1 and 2. The fluences ΦP,i and ΦL are
related respectively to the pump and laser energies EP,i , EL and waists wP , w0 with the
relationships: ΦP,i = EP /πwP2 and ΦL = EL/πw02 .
ΦP,i
dni
= ((σa,P + σe,P ) ni + (fL σe,P − σa,P ) nT )
dt
hνP dt
ΦL
ni + f L nT
− (σa,L + σe,L )
ni −
hνL dt
τf
1 dΦP,i
(fL σe,P − σa,P ) nT + (σa,P + σe,P ) ni
=
ΦP,i dz
1 + fL
1 dΦL
= σe,L ni
ΦL dz
1 dΦL
1
=−
ΦL dt
TR

(3.4a)

(3.4b)
(3.4c)
(3.4d)

The indices L, P, a, and e respectively indicate laser, pump, absorption, and emission.
σ symbolizes the cross sections and τf the upper-state lifetime. The cavity photon lifetime
TR is defined as: TR = (2d/cα), with d optical cavity length, α total cavity losses, and c
speed of light in vacuum. The frequencies νL and νP , related to the wavelengths λL and
λP with νL = c/λL and νP = c/λP , correspond to the laser and central pump frequency
respectively. The first equation describes the evolution of the population inversion in each
crystal depending on the pump and laser fluences. The pump is described in each crystal
with equation 3.4b; the pump fluence was assumed as flat-top in time and space. The
growth of the laser fluence over the crystal length, given in equation 3.4c, depends on the
population inversion; the intra-cavity losses are solved over time in equation 3.4d.
These differential equations were solved via Matlab routines and a self-written ODE
(Ordinary Differential Equation) solver using Euler and Runge-Kutta algorithms. The
choice between both algorithms is a trade off between computing time and precision,
using the Euler solver for equations 3.4b to 3.4d and the Runge-Kutta 4th order solver for
equation 3.4a. In the simulation, the propagation of pump and laser beam through the
crystal is computed in one step, according to the assumption of crystals short compared
to the time resolution. The pump and laser fluences are initialized at t = 0 over the first
crystal in the propagation direction z, whereas the population inversion is set to 0. The
pump is initialized for all t at the entrance of the crystal with a pulse flat-top in time,
according to the QCW pumping. The actual algorithm solved first equation 3.4a for both
crystals at time t, using ΦP,i and ΦL calculated at t − 1, then the pump and laser fluences
are propagated at time t over the crystal length. During the propagation over z, ODE 3.4c
and equation 3.4d were solved for each slice, the fluences at the end of one slice being the
initial condition of the next one.
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The parameters used in the simulation are summarized in table 3.4. The pump duration
of 550 µs corresponds to ∼1.5× lifetime of the crystal.
Parameter
Repetition rate, frep
Pumping time, TP
Pumping pause
Round trips, RT
Pump power, PP
Pump spot sizes, wP
Mode spot sizes, w0
Losses, α

Unit
kHz
µs
µs
−
W
µm
µm
%

Target value KYW
1
550
450
32
60
320
300
5

Experimental value KYW
1
550
450
32
60
340
375
6

Target value CALGO
1
1000
0
55
60
300
300
5

Table 3.4: Parameters used for solving the rate equations in the case of 2% dopedYb:KYW and 2.5% doped Yb:CALGO. For KYW, both parameter sets correspond to the targeted parameters during the design phase and to the actual
experimental parameters.

The pump and laser beam parameters are chosen according to the experimental setup
for the plain and dashed curves in figure 3.4, whereas the dash-dotted curve shows the
original targeted values. The losses are estimated from the intra-cavity elements, and finetuned to match the experimental results. Three cases are simulated: first for the targeted
parameters, second with the actual experimental parameters, assuming an absorption
coefficient α = σa,P nT of 17.2 cm−1 , with numbers given in table 3.3, and last an effective
absorption coefficient of 12.0 cm−1 , to account for the spectral mismatch between pump
diode and absorption line of Yb:KYW. The pump light is not fully absorbed due to its
FWHM bandwidth of 4.2 nm, compared to the 3.6 nm absorption bandwidth (FWHM)
of Yb:KYW.
Figure 3.4a shows the evolution of the inversion and amplification over 10 cycles, and
figure 3.4b zooms into one amplification cycle. The energy obtained in each cycle is
constant and no sign of bistable behaviour is observed. In the simulation, 32 cavity round
trips are used for one regenerative amplifier cycle to show saturation and losses. Taking
the two different assumed pump absorption coefficients into account, respectively 8 mJ
and 6.5 mJ output energy are expected for a repetition rate of 1 kHz.
With the targeted value of 320 µm radius for the spot sizes inside the crystals, which
is 15% smaller than the experimental one, more than 10 mJ output energy at 1 kHz is
expected. The other parameters remained the same as given in table 3.4.
Similarly, figure 3.5 illustrates the expected values for the Yb:CALGO based regenerative amplifier. The simulation has been realized with the parameters given in table 3.4.
The time resolution is equal to the one of the Yb:KYW simulation and equals one
round-trip. This simulation assumes 5% intra-cavity losses and 300 µm pump and laser
spot sizes. The expected output energy reaches 8 mJ, before decreasing due to losses.
The net inversion of ∼ 20% is higher than in the case of Yb:KYW in light of the higher
doping concentration. The maximum output energy is reached after 53 round trips.
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(a) 10 periods

(b) One amplification cycle

Figure 3.4: Solution of the differential rate equations in the case of Yb:KYW regenerative
amplifier: the plain, blue curves are the simulations with 17.2 cm−1 absorption
coefficient, the dashed, red ones with 12.0 cm−1 absorption coefficient and the
dash-dotted, both with the experimental spot sizes, and the green ones with
the targeted spot size and full absorption coefficient.

(a) 10 periods

(b) One amplification cycle

Figure 3.5: Solution of the differential rate equations in the case of Yb:CALGO regenerative amplifier.

3.4.2 Avoiding bistability
Bistability or chaotic behaviour originate when the inversion in the gain medium is not
constant from the end of one period to the end of the next one. If, for example, the gain
is not completely depleted when the pump is switched on for the next period Pn , then
the gain at the beginning of the amplification phase of the next period Pn could differ
from the one of the preceeding period Pn−1 . The second seed pulse is then amplified to a
different level and can reach another energy than the previous pulse. If the system does
not reach stability with all amplified pulses at the same energy, it can still stabilize with
two or more distinct output energies, i.e. it undergoes a bifurcation, with a new stable
periodic energy fluctuation emerging. Since the system is sensitive to small changes and
fluctuations it can become chaotic. Figure 3.6 shows an example of this chaos: the energy
of the output pulses is displayed versus the number of cavity round-trips.
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Figure 3.6: Example of a regenerative amplifier showing regions of multi-pulse stability:
for each amplification time, given here in round-trips, 50 consecutive amplification cycles were calculated. The inversion at the end of one period is fed as
input parameter to the next one.

Bistability and chaotic behaviours, studied in [85, 90, 91], are influenced by the repetition rate and the lifetime of the active ions in the gain material: if the time between
one amplification cycle and the next pumping cycle is 2-3 times longer than the decaying
time of the active ions, then the inversion decays systematically to 0 during this pause.
The start inversion for the next pumping cycle is therefore constant. In the cases where
the pumping deadtime is equal to or shorter than the life-time, bistability may occur,
depending on the seed energy and the cavity losses. A strong seed pulse depletes indeed
the gain in a few round trips.
The fine time-scale simulation explains the evolution of the pulse during the round-trip:
the gain in the crystal is modeled more precisely over small steps in the crystals and not at
once. It is then possible to integrate the chirp and the different gain seen for the leading
and the trailing edge of the pulse into the model.
Both simulation approaches may be used in different cases: one can neglect the simulation over several round-trips e.g. if the laser is pumped in quasi-continuous wave regime
and the lifetime of the crystal is shorter than the “dead-time”: during the pumping pause,
the inversion in the crystal decreases completely due to relaxation. During the next pumping time, the inversion builds up from 0 to the same value as during the previous pumping
periods. This is explained above in figure 3.2.

3.4.3 B-Integral calculations
During propagation through a medium, a pulse accumulates nonlinear phase shift due to
the intensity dependence of the refractive index, called Kerr-effect. It induces self-focusing
in the spatial domain and self-phase modulation in the temporal domain. The refractive
index is defined by: n = n0 + n2 I, where I represents the intensity, n0 the linear refractive
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index and n2 the nonlinear refractive index coefficient. The phase shift, or B-integral,
accumulated during propagation in a material with length lmat follows equation 3.5.
2π
B=
λL

Z

lmat

n2 · I(z) dz

(3.5)

0

E
The peak intensity is calculated as: I = τ fπw
2 , where the factor f depends on the beam
0
profile and equals 1 for flat-top or 2 for Gaussian beams in space.
During amplification to high energies, the nonlinear phase shift has to be minimized to
avoid phase front and beam profile distorsions which are detrimental to the applications
of this laser system: OPCPA pumping, WLG and THz generation. This is realized by
reducing the intensity, which can be achieved first by stretching the pulses in order to
implement the chirped pulse amplification scheme (CPA) and second by increasing the
spot sizes.
Accumulation of nonlinear phase concerns mainly the crystal and the Pockels cell, as
these components are the longest in the cavity, and secondarily the waveplate and the
thin-film polarizer. The nonlinearities of air are negligible in this experiment due to the
low nonlinear refractive index and the highly stretched pulses. The cavity design aims
to find the optimum between the material length, fixed in the case of the Pockels cell,
but adaptable for the crystal, and the spot sizes, in order to decrease the nonlinearities
whilst keeping the gain high as needed according to the simulations of the amplification
dynamics.
The B-integral values were calculated with the n2 values of the materials found in the
literature. These can however vary by nearly a factor of 2, as in the case of Yb:KYW [92,
93]. The summary of the material parameters is shown in table 3.5, while table 3.6
describes the cavity parameters taken for the calculation.

Material
KYW
CALGO
BBO
BK7
Quartz
FS
Air
TGG

n2 [10−16 cm2 /W ]
9-15
9
3.1-5
3.7
3.2-2.7
3.2-2.7
1.9 ×10−4
17

Ref.
[93, 92]
[94, 95]
[96]
[96, 97]
[96, 97]
[98]
[99]

Table 3.5: Material parameters for calculation of the nonlinear phase shift in the regenerative amplifier

The length of the Pockels cell, waveplate and TFP are respectively 40 mm, 1.4 mm
and 2 mm, the angle of incidence on the TFP being 56◦ . For the calculations, 1 mm
beam radius in the switching elements and 320 µm in the crystals are assumed. The
number of relevant round trips in the cavity is taken to be 10 and the output pulse has
10 mJ energy: the nonlinear phase accumulated during the round-trips with low energy
can be neglected due to the low number of total round-trips needed. The spot sizes in the
Pockels cell and crystals are taken as constant, because of the collimation of the beam in
the switching elements and the very short length of the gain media. Assuming a Gaussian
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Component
Material
Effective length [mm]
Spot size [µm]
Number
Total

Pockels cell
BBO
40
1000
1
0.22-0.34

Crystal
CALGO
2.5
320
2
0.74

Crystal
KYW
3
320
2
0.98-1.48

Waveplate
FS
2
1000
1
0.006-0.008

TFP
Quartz
1.4
1000
1
0.016-0.02

Table 3.6: Cavity parameters for B-integral calculations in the regenerative amplifier and
the nonlinearity accumulated through a full amplification cycle in the cavity. 10
relevant round-trips and Gaussian pulses stretched to 2.3 ns with a maximum
energy of 10 mJ have been considered.

spatial shape and a Gaussian temporal profile of 2.3 ns, the total nonlinear phase lies
between 1.2 and 1.8, depending on the nonlinear refractive index taken into account for
3-mm long Yb:KYW, FS and BBO. The temporal profile of the pulse is however not
Gaussian because of the sharp spectral filtering in the stretcher based on chirped fiber
Bragg gratings (cf. chapter 5); as a comparison, the intensity is reduced by a factor of
0.88 for sech2 pulses, leading to a B-integral value in the range 1.1 - 1.6.
In the case of the 2.5 mm long Yb doped CALGO crystals, with a 5·10−16 cm2 /W value
for the nonlinear refractive index coefficient of BBO [95], the nonlinear phase cumulates
to 0.85 for a pulse Gaussian in space and time, or 0.75 for a sech2 pulse.
An increase of the spot sizes to 350 µm relaxes the nonlinear cumulated phase in the
crystals to 0.6 for Yb:CALGO and 0.74-1.2 for Yb:KYW.
These values are high for a bulk laser, but no beam distorsion nor spectral broadening
are to be seen experimentally. All these values have also to be mitigated with some
considerations on the pulse duration: in this estimation, the shortest experimental output
pulse duration has been considered throughout the amplification, whereas the incoming
pulse in the regenerative amplifier is 3.6 ns long in reality and shortens due to gain
narrowing. This means that this calculation overestimates the nonlinear phase-shift.

3.4.4 Thermal lensing
The spot sizes of the laser and pump modes in the crystals determined with the simulations
are used for the cavity design. The resonator is based on a dual-crystal resonator similar
to the one shown in [65]. This approach distributes the thermal load and lowers the
thermal effects when compared with a single-crystal cavity. The second condition set on
the cavity design is the insensitivity of the spot sizes with respect to thermal changes in
the crystals.
Thermal lensing is due to the change of the refractive index and the mechanical deformations of the crystal, both caused by non-uniform temperature distribution, caused by
the finite, and typically non-uniform, pump beam profile. The higher the pump intensity,
the stronger the thermal effects. The temperature profile follows the propagation and the
beam profile of the pump beam whilst the cavity is non-lasing. The absorbed energy is
partly emitted as fluorescence and partly converted into heat. Under lasing conditions
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the absorption of the pump increases and energy is extracted, thus reducing the thermal
load.
The mechanical deformations, caused by strain and shear stress, lead to surface bulging.
They depend on the thermal expansion coefficient and thermal conductivity of the material [100].
In the case of ytterbium doping, the quantum defect is low compared with the one of
other ions such as for example neodymium, which is advantageous to reduce the thermal
effects: comparing both ions in the YAG host the quantum defect for ytterbium ions
pumped at 942 nm is 9% and 24% for neodymium ions pumped at 808 nm. ytterbium
ions have a two-level manifold reducing parasitic effects like excited state absorption,
upconversion or cross-relaxation.
Thermal lensing effects in ytterbium doped materials have been extensively investigated
in [56, 101, 102]. Estimation of the thermal lens under lasing and non-lasing conditions
can be performed using the formulas 3.6 given in [102].
λP
) before threshold
λF
λP
λP
+ ηl )) after threshold, lasing
Dth,a = APabs (1 − ηP ((1 − ηl )ηr
λF
λL
ηP ηr
λP
IλL
λP
= APabs (1 −
+ σe,L
τrad ))
(
IλL
hc
λL
σe,L hc ηr τrad + 1 λF
Dth,b = APabs (1 − ηP ηr

(3.6a)
(3.6b)
(3.6c)

The already defined laser and pump wavelengths λL and λP and the fluorescence wavelength λF are parameters of these equations. The strength of the thermal lens fth = 1/Dth
depends on the quantum defect ηp = λP /λL , the radiative quantum efficiency of the upper manifold ηr = τnr /(τnr + τrad ), the laser extraction efficiency ηl and on the fractional
thermal load ηh given by:


λP
λP
+ ηl
(3.7)
ηh = 1 − ηp (1 − ηl )ηr
λF
λL
The radiative and non-radiative lifetime τrad and τnr are used to define the lifetime τf =

−1
−1 −1
τrad
+ τnr
. The coefficient A is a constant of the material, depending on the thermooptic coefficient and pump diameter, defined as :
A=

χ
2 ∗ πcκwp2

(3.8)

where c is the speed of light and the thermo-optic coefficient χ in K −1 is given by:
χ = dn/dT + (n0 − 1) ∗ (1 + ν) ∗ αT + 2 ∗ n30 ∗ αT ∗ Cr,θ

(3.9)

Most material parameters have been defined in table 3.1, and Cr,θ is the photoelastic
coefficient.
Equations 3.6 were used for calculating the thermal lens for Yb:KYW, with the material
parameters given above in section 3.3; the missing photoelastic coefficient Cr,θ of KYW
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has been approximated with the one of KGW of 6.1×10−15 s3/kg as given in [102]. The
value for χ was 2.12×10−15 K−1 and consequently A was 7.65 m−1 W−1 . The thermal lens
was calculated to be ∼240 mm under lasing conditions, assuming a 350 µm pump spot
size, 60 W pump power and 10 W output power. As the cavity had been designed for
300 mm to 350 mm thermal focal length, this thermal lens value leads the cavity close to
the stability limit, below the region insensitive against thermal lensing. This induced a
dramatic increase of the spot sizes from 320 µm to ∼400 µm in both crystals, decreasing
the gain.
Lowering the pump absorption by decreasing the doping concentration reduces the
thermal lensing. The consequent drop in the gain can be compensated by increasing the
crystal length, however at the expense of more nonlinear phase shift accumulation. The
pump wavelength determines the quantum efficiency, meaning the heat load dissipated
in the crystal. ytterbium ions doped media present several absorption peaks: the one
with highest absorption and broadest line is located at 933 nm for Yb:KYW or 938 nm
for Yb:YAG, corresponding to 10% quantum defect. A second absorption line, narrower
and weaker, is located at 974 nm to 982 nm depending on the host, and is called zerophonon line. The quantum defect at the zero-phonon line amounts to less than ∼ 5%.
Even though pumping in this line is of great advantage to minimize the thermal load,
its narrow width has to be matched by the spectral width of the pumping laser diode as
closely as possible; this is a limitation for zero-phonon line pumping, e.g., in cryogenically
cooled YAG. The values determined with this calculation are giving a starting point for
the cavity design.

3.4.5 Cavity design and experimental setup
The cavity has to fulfill several conditions, besides the necessary spot sizes in the crystals
for the gain and in the transmissive elements to minimize the nonlinear phase shift. The
laserhead will be pumped over a large range of pump powers, either continuously or quasiCW, thus the thermal lens will change dramatically. Consequently, a first condition on
the cavity design is the accomodation of a wide thermal lensing range by a stable cavity.
Secondly, the beam parameters have to be insensitive with respect to the thermal lens
over a similar range, thus allowing the output beam parameters to remain stable.
As demonstrated in [103], both conditions are fulfilled when the crystal is inserted at
a distance equal to one Rayleigh length of the laser mode from its waist, as shown in
figure 3.7. The crystal is thus located close to the waist of the pump beam, but not in
a waist of the resonator mode, the divergence of the latter being negligible over a short
crystal length. To implement a dual-crystal cavity, corresponding to the simulated design,
this module with one crystal is symmetrized around the waist of the laser mode. The
waist is allowed to vary freely with the variations of the thermal lens.
The chosen resonator, as schematically represented in figure 3.8, is based on a segmented
design, separating the easy to align short resonator containing the gain modules from the
extended resonator including the Pockels cell and other switching elements. The short
resonator comprises mirrors M1, M2, M3, both dichroic mirrors (DC) and the output
coupler OC1. The high reflector M1 could also be replaced with an output coupler.
This cavity is extended with the mirrors M4 to M7 to include the Pockels cell (PC), the
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Figure 3.7: Scheme of the position of the crystal with respect to the waist of the resonator
mode to minimize the influence of the thermal lens on the resonator mode.
The black line represents the resonator mode for the estimated thermal lens,
and the red one its change in case of a stronger one. Similarly, the waist would
increase for a lowered one.

quarter-waveplate (λ/4) and the thin-film polarizer (TFP). The short cavity is divided into
two halves around the symmetry point S between the crystals. Each half forms a stable
resonator in itself with identical beam parameters and is used to characterize the crystals
independently.
At least an 0.8 mm radius was required in the Pockels cell to minimize nonlinearities,
setting a constraint on the cavity design. As the alignment sensitivity of the end mirror
depends on the spot size, the switching elements are inserted in the middle of a 4-f
telescope. This 4-f telescope is described by the identity ABCD matrix and acts as a
zero-q transformation. It images the beam parameters from the position of the output
coupler OC2 onto the end mirror of the long cavity M7. This ensures that the beam
parameters in the short cavity are not modified by the extension to the long one.
This dual-crystal cavity was designed to be insensitive to variations of the thermal
lenses in the crystals from 280 mm to more than 800 mm focal length. As mentioned
ealier, the thermal lens in the case of Yb:KYW for CW pumping was expected to have a
focal length between 300 mm and 350 mm. In QCW pumping, the average thermal load
is decreased and the resulting thermal lens weaker. The strength of the thermal lens can
be estimated by measuring the waist at the symmetry point.
In the case of Yb:KYW, the 3 mm long 2%-doped Yb:KYW crystals, cut along the
ng -axis, were pumped and emitted polarized along the nm -axis. The water cooling of the
slab was performed along the np -axis. These cut and cooling directions have been choosen
to optimize the cooling: from the values given in table 3.1, the thermal conductivity is
the highest and the linear thermal expansion coefficients the lowest along np .
The Yb:CALGO crystals were pumped polarized along the a-axis because of the higher
absorption cross-section of 2.7 × 10−20 cm2 in comparison with a polarization along the caxis with absorption cross-section of 1.1×10−20 cm2 . Two ytterbium doping concentrations
for the CALGO hosts were tested: 2% and 5% in the crucible. Considering the segregation
coefficient of 0.49% of ytterbium in the CALGO host, the effective concentrations were
around 1% and 2.5%; the latter nomenclature will be used in the following. The advantage
of low-doped crystals lies in the lower absorption at the entrance surface, thus reducing
thermal bulging and the total thermal lensing. In light of the high absorption of the 2.5%37
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Figure 3.8: Layout of the dual-crystal cavity of the regenerative amplifier. The abbreviations of the components are L for lenses, DC dichroic mirror, PBS polarization beam splitter, LD laser diode, λ/2 and λ/4 half- and quarter-waveplate,
XTAL1 and XTAL2 both Yb:CALGO or Yb:KYW crystals, PC Pockels cell,
TFP thin film polarizer. M1 to M6 are high reflectors, M1 and M2 curved
mirrors with 500 mm radius of curvature, while M4 and M5 have 1000 mm
radius of curvature, and OC1-2 are output couplers. S denotes the symmetry
point of the short cavity, located between OC1 and OC2. OC2 is removed to
operate the long cavity, from OC1 to M6. For cavity-dumped operation, OC1
is replaced by a high reflector and the switching elements are inserted.
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doped crystal, shorter crystals could be used, decreasing the nonlinearities when operating
as a regenerative amplifier. The crystal lengths were 1.5 mm for the 2.5% doped crystal
and 2 mm for the 1%-doped one.
The laser diode, model P2-120-0982-2-TKS-C from nLight, delivered a maximum power
of 120 W through a multi-mode fiber with NA 0.22 and 200 µm mode-field diameter. Its
wavelength was tuned to the peak absorption of Yb:KYW at 981 nm or of Yb:CALGO at
979 nm by temperature control. In the case of Yb:CALGO, the 4 nm spectral bandwidth
of the diode was well matched to the 8 nm absorption bandwidth of the laser medium. The
laser diode could be operated either in continuous-wave or quasi-continuous-wave modes.
The 3 m long delivery fiber ensured nearly complete depolarization and homogenization
of the pump. The pump beam was collimated before being split into two beams by
a polarizing beam splitter working as a polarization analyzer, to pump both crystals
equally. To match the crystals a-axis, the polarization was rotated in one arm with
a half-waveplate. An additional pair of lenses focused the beams into the crystals. A
magnification of 1:3 ensured mode-matching between pump and laser modes.
The cavity has been designed to minimize nonlinearities during amplification: the laser
mode radius was 350 µm at 1/e2 in the crystals. To achieve these beam radii, the mirrors
M2 and M3 had a radius of curvature of 500 mm and M5 and M6 of 1000 mm. The
relatively large spot size in the crystals limited the available gain.
The regenerative amplifier is a part of the amplification chain to high energy of the
frequency synthesizer (cf. section 2.3). In the version shown in figure 2.5, the broadband
pulses out of the oscillator and the pulse from the pump chain have to be synchronized for
both frequency conversion and parametric amplification. The synchronous arrival time
of both pulses inside the nonlinear crystals is required, with a precision within a tenth of
the pump pulse duration. In the version shown in figure 2.6, this problem is circumvented
by splitting the output of the regenerative amplifier for front-end and pump line. For
further experiments however, the whole laser system might have to be synchronized very
precisely with an external laser source or other instruments. The timing of the amplified
pulses should hence be controlled. External factors such as environmental temperature
and humidity changes might influence the optical path length, meaning the exact arrival
time of the pulses. Thermal drift occurs time scales between several seconds to hours,
and can be compensated with feedback loops: the timing drift is measured, and a signal
is sent to a delay line on piezo or motor stage to adjust the optical length. The limitation
of the compensation comes from the range of the piezo or of the motorized translation
stage. During the long amplification path in the regenerative amplifier, a slight change
in the cavity length is multiplied by the number of round trips and has a high influence
on the timing. For this reason, a cavity with the shortest possible length is chosen. The
details of the calculations of thermal drifts are given in chapter 8.1.
Two cavities with different lengths are shown in appendix 10B, with the variations of
the spot size on the end mirror and of the waist in the crystal versus the focal length of
the thermal lens. The cavity with a total length of 5 m offers the advantage of a large
insensitivity to the changes of the thermal lens, but the long amplification beam path
would lead to a possible thermal drift of ±800 µm for ±1 K environmental temperature
change. The second cavity shown, with 3.8 m length, is shorter, but the stability domain
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against variations of the thermal lens is reduced. Experimentally, the first cavity has been
chosen and the breadboard stabilized in temperature to ±0.1 K.
In case of a too strong thermal lens, which might be due to the lack of measurements
of dn/dT for CALGO, an elliptic pump scheme has been thought of: the area would be
kept equal to the one for cylindrical pumping geometry, but the beam waist decreased in
the cooling direction.
Experimentally the designed cavity was fully operational at both full CW pump power
and at reduced duty-cycle quasi-CW pump power in the cavity-dumped and regenerative
amplifier regimes.

3.4.6 Component specifications
In this section, some key components as well as some design specificities are discussed:
the Pockels cell for the switching and the isolator for separating the input from the output
of the linear cavity.
Pockels cell
The Pockels cell is part of the switching mechanism for opening and closing the cavity,
together with the quarter waveplate (WPZ λ/4) and the thin film polarizer (TFP). The
Pockels cell operates when switched as a quarter waveplate; the combination with the
WPZ λ/4 corresponds to a half waveplate (λ/2) (cf. section 3.1).
The Pockels cell is based on the Pockels effect, i.e. the induction of birefringence in
a medium by the application of an electric field. The refractive index of the material
changes linearly with the applied electric field. This effect exists in crystals without
inversion symmetry, like BBO (β-Barium borate, β − BaB2 O4 ), RTP (Rubidium Titanyl
Phosphate, RbT iOP O4 ) or KD*P (Potassium Dideuterium Phosphate). The voltage
leading to a π/2 phase shift, Vπ/2 , is given by the formula:
Vπ/2 =

λ
d
LP C 4n2o reo

(3.10)

where λ is the wavelength, no the refractive index and reo the electro-optic coefficient,
depending on the material, the crystal cut, the position of the electrodes and the geometry
of the crystallographic cell. The Pockels cell has a length LP C and the distance between the
electrodes is d. To decrease the required voltage, two cells are combined, each switching
half and driven with the same high-voltage source; such a Pockels cell is called ”doublecell”.
The electro-optic coefficients, or Pockels coefficients, are specific to the crystal and the
matrix of all electro-optic coefficients can be reduced to a few elements, considering the
Kleinmann symmetry. [104, 105] The modelling of the Pockels effect is detailed in [104].
Let us consider two particular cases: BBO and KD*P cells, both easily commercially
available. BBO belongs to the 3m point symmetry group and KD*P to the 4 2m, so the
relevant coefficients are r22 = 1.7 × 10−12 and r63 = 10.6 × 10−12 , respectively. This leads
to a quarter-wave voltage Vπ/2 = 21 kV (5.4 kV for a double cell, 40 mm long, about
10 mm between the electrodes) in case of BBO and Vπ/2 = 6.9 kV (3.4 kV for a 40 mm
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long single cell, with about 10mm between the electrodes) in case of KD*P. The KD*P
one has an advantage concerning the lower high voltage required, but 5.4 kV at 1 kHz
delivered from a high voltage driver is now state of the art.
The main inconvenience in using KD*P Pockels cells is the hygroscopy of the crystal,
which reduces the lifetime of the cell. A package with sealed windows on both sides limits
this issue. The pulses propagate however through a longer material. KD*P additionally
suffers from gray-tracking. Other materials such as KDP might be used for the Pockels
cell, however KDP is also highly sensitive to gray-tracking. Considering the available
voltage of a high voltage driver and the significantly higher life-time of a BBO-based PC,
BBO was chosen as material in this setup.
Minimizing the accumulation of nonlinearities, as explained in the previous section,
requires a large beam diameter in the Pockels cell, thus a large aperture of the device.
After comparison of the existing Pockels cells on the market, a BBO double cell with
7 mm aperture was chosen: the Lightgate 7 from Gooch&Housego.
At high average powers, depolarization might occur in the Pockels cell. With the
absorption of the crystal, some heat is transferred into the lattice and induces strain in
the crystal. This induced deformation of the crystal lattice changes the refractive index
and induces a depolarization of the beam passing through.
The temperature of the crystal on the beam path is given for a Gaussian spatial distribution by:
r2
Pabs
(1 − 2 )
(3.11)
T (r) = T0 +
2πκCL
w0
with Pabs = αLP the absorbed power into the crystal, T0 the temperature at the crystal
boundary (r = w0 ), r the cylindrical coordinates, C a constant depending on the geometry
of the beam (1 for Gaussian, 2 for flat-top), κ the thermal conductivity, L the length of
the cell, T the temperature, α the absorption coefficient in the crystal and w0 the beam
waist at 1/e2 .
The depolarization results from the combination of 2 effects [106, 107]: the temperature
increase leads to a change of the refractive index, according to the formula given for
cylindrical symmetry in the cylindrical coordinates (r, θ):
R 2π R w
Iout rdrdθ
(3.12)
Pout /Pin =
R02π R0w
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rdrdθ
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where Iin = |A0 exp(− wr 2 )|2 and Iout = Iin exp(−αL) sin( Γ
).
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Γ1 is defined as: Γ1 = 2πnoλreo V 1 + 3∆T
+ ∆Treo(r) ∂r
with no the ordinary index of
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∂T
∂T
the material and reo the electro-optic coefficient of the Pockels cell.
The integration of Pout/Pin for a spatially flat-top beam results in:
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with:



Pabs
3 ∂n0
1 ∂reo
q=
+
(3.15)
2CκL n0 ∂T
reo ∂T
The ratio Pout/Pin is defined as the power going through crossed polarizer and analyzer.
When no voltage is applied, the transmitted power is equal to 0, and for a half-wave
voltage Vπ , without depolarization and absorption, the ratio between output power and
input power would be equal to 1.
In the literature, the absorption measurements of BBO vary between 0.001 cm−1 (UltiCrystal website) and 0.0001 cm−1 (Cleveland website), leading to absorption losses between ∼1.1% and 0.01% respectively, considering the worst case of 20 mJ pulse energy
at 1 kHz and 20 round-trips with a non-negligible energy. No depolarization problem has
been observed experimentally.
Isolator
The isolator is used to separate the input from the output of the regenerative amplifier
and prevents feedback into the oscillator. Feedback could lead to damage of the oscillator.
The optical isolator consists of a Faraday rotator located between an input polarizer and
an output analyzer.
The Faraday rotator uses the Faraday effect, which is a magneto-optic effect: in the
presence of a strong magnetic field in a medium, the polarization of the light is rotated
proportionally to the component of the magnetic field in the propagation direction. This
effect has been discovered by Faraday in 1845 and described by Rayleigh in 1901 [108]. The
typically used photo-magnetic material for Faraday rotators is Terbium Gallium Garnet
(TGG).
The polarization of the light is turned non-reciprocally in forward and backward directions by respectively 45◦ and -45◦ . The axes of the polarizer and analyzer are rotated by
45◦ . In the forward direction, the laser light is polarized by the input polarizer. In the case
of a linear polarized input beam, the polarizer is aligned to turn the linear polarization
onto the wanted direction – horizontally in the designed system. The polarization is then
rotated by the Faraday rotator by 45◦ , and transmitted by the analyzer. The polarization
of the output beam is then rotated by 45◦ from the input beam; the polarization is further rotated with a half-waveplate to vertical. In the backward direction, the laser light
is rotated first by 45◦ by the half-waveleplate, and further turned by −45◦ by the Faraday
rotator. This means than the polarizer reflects the laser light and does not transmit it.
The isolator is a critical element to protect the modules before the regenerative amplifier
— oscillator and stretcher — from the regenerative amplifier output: as the beam output
from the linear-cavity regenerative amplifier has to be perfectly aligned with the seed
beam, the leakage through the isolator would come back into the previous modules, which
would cause some perturbations and could even lead to damage.
In the design of this experiment, the bulk Yb:KYW solid-state oscillator is followed by
a fiber based stretcher. In view of the losses in the stretcher, two fiber amplifiers reamplify
the pulses before the regenerative amplifier (cf. section 5).
The isolation given by one commercial isolator is generally between 30 and 44 dB
respectively, which means that from 10 mJ at 1 kHz, still 10 µJ or 0.4 µJ, corresponding
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to 10 mW and 0.4 mW, could go back into the fiber amplifier, which would certainly
lead to damage. Two isolators in series reduce the leakage to ∼10 pW, considering the
minimum 30 dB attenuation, which is enough to prevent damage.
The maximal transmission of 90 to 92% of the seed beam through one isolator needs
to be taken into account in the required energy after the stretcher.
Furthermore, the isolator has to withstand the high energy out of the regenerative
amplifer. The maximum parameters with a pulse energy of 20 mJ, 1 mm beam radius
corresponding to the maximum aperture of a commercially available isolator (7 mm) and
1.2 ns pulse duration, lead to an intensity of 0.53 GW/cm2 and to a fluence of 640 mJ/cm2 .
With the nonlinear refractive index given in table 3.5 of 17 ×10−16 cm2/W for TGG, a
nonlinear phase shift of 40 µrad is accumulated by the pulse in the Faraday isolator.
Considering all parameters, the isolator from EOTech has been chosen in light of its
high damage threshold and high isolation. Experimentally two bulk isolators have been
used. It would have been possible to replace the first isolator after the stretcher by one
fiber coupled isolator to increase the mechanical stability of the system, but the available
fiber isolator exhibited too high losses.

3.5 Experimental results of the regenerative amplifier for different
laser crystals
The results are presented chronogically first for the Yb:CALGO crystals, published in [109],
then for the Yb:KYW ones, published in [110].

3.5.1 Yb:CALGO
Continuous-wave operation
The crystals are first tested in the short, single-crystal cavity. The distance between
the crystal and the symmetry point S, as defined on figure 3.8, was set to 157 mm
for the 1%-doped crystal. With 2.5% output coupling and 52 W incident pump power
(40% absorbed), 11.9 W are extracted at a wavelength of 1045 nm with a beam quality
parameter M2 better than 1.2.
To compensate for the stronger thermal lens then expected of the 2.5%-doped crystal
the distance between the crystal and point S is adjusted to 107 mm. This also decreases
the spot-size inside the crystals and results in a higher available gain. 11 W are extracted
from the 2.5%-doped crystals with 60 W incident pump power, thereof 80% absorbed,
and with 5% output coupling. The slope efficiency, measured with respect to the incident
and absorbed pump power, is 23% and 32% respectively. The free-running wavelength
decreases from 1056.7 nm to 1047.8 nm whilst the output coupling is increased from 2.5%
to 7.5% to maximize the output power.
The free-running wavelength of the laserhead with the 1%-doped crystal is closer to the
one of the seeder than the one with the 2.5%-doped crystal, indicating a higher achievable
gain. Also the larger spot sizes in the 1%-doped crystals than in the 2.5%-doped ones, in
light of the change of the distance of the crystal to the symmetry point, allow a reduction
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of the nonlinear phase shift in the regenerative amplifier operation. For those two reasons
the experiment is continued exclusively with the 1%-doped crystal cavity.

Figure 3.9: Variation of the power versus output coupling for a beam quality parameter
M 2 < 1.2 for the two crystal cavity.

(a) Slope

(b) Tuning curve

Figure 3.10: Characterization of CW laser head with two 2% crystals. (a) Power characterization of the laser head with the beam profile in the focus as inset. (b)
Measured tuning curve. The measurements were taken with a 7.5% output
coupler and with the cavity aligned for a beam quality parameter better than
1.2 at maximum output power of 23 W.

An experimental determination of the strength of the thermal lens is obtained by measuring the beam parameter of the one crystal cavity in the symmetry point: the beam size
varies at this point with the thermal lens. The result gives a focal length of the thermal
lens of 320 mm at nearly full pump power, which lies well in the estimated range for the
cavity design.
In the short two crystal cavity, the optimum output coupling to achieve maximum
output power was first determined. For this purpose the output coupler was varied while
adjusting the pump power to keep the beam quality parameter M2 between 1.1 and 1.2.
The spatial properties of the beam were measured with a commercial device (Metrolux
M2 Monitor ISO) according to the 4-sigma algorithm [111]. For high output couplers,
the limitation was due to the available pump power. The optimum output coupling was
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determined to be 7.5% as shown in figure 3.9, which corresponds to 305 W intra-cavity
power. For output couplers below 6%, the intra-cavity power is nearly constant, reaching
350 W. It decreased to 138 W for a 12.5% output coupler.
The cavity has been further characterized with the 7.5% output coupler. Figure 3.10a
shows the output power versus incident pump power of the short, two-crystal cavity, with
the beam profile in the focus of a lens as inset. The beam quality parameter M2 is better
than 1.2 on both axes. During these measurements, the free-running wavelength of the
laser is around 1042 nm. Changing from the short to the long cavity without the switching
elements no noticeable change of power is observed and the free-running wavelength is
still around 1042 nm. The maximum output power obtained is as high as 23 W for an
input pump power of 112 W. The slope efficiency is measured to be 37% and the threshold
is at 54 W pump power.
The wavelength was tuned by inserting a birefringent filter in the cavity [112]; the result
is shown in figure 3.10b for the 7.5% output coupler and at 112 W pump power. The
cavity was easily tunable over a bandwidth as wide as 42 nm, beginning at 1017.8 nm with
1.8 W and ending at 1060.6 nm with 4.5 W output power. More than 20 W are extracted
between 1040 nm and 1047 nm. The output power dropped off at long wavelengths
because of the reduced emission cross-section of CALGO, and for short wavelength due
to the reabsorption losses in the ytterbium ions, from the emission and absorption crosssection curves of the material.
Cavity-dumping and regenerative amplifier operation
In order to demonstrate cavity dumped and regenerative amplifier operation, the electrooptic switch presented in [49] and explained above is inserted in the cavity.
The repetition rate aimed at is 1 kHz, corresponding to a 1 ms period, which is long
compared to the upper state lifetime of the gain material of 420 µs. To store the maximum
possible energy, a pump duration corresponding to one to two upper state lifetimes is
necessary. Increased pump duration leads to higher heat dissipation in the crystal, thus
raises thermal effects. To avoid this a well-known solution lies in quasi-CW operation of
the pump diode. As the cavity is designed to be insensitive to the thermal lens and as
the product of lifetime and repetition rate is close to 1/2, both CW and QCW pumping
schemes are demonstrated.
A Stanford Research pulse-delay generator DG645 is used to synchronize the Pockelscell, the pulsed power supply of the laser diode and the seed laser.
During alignment one of the crystals was damaged and had to be replaced; however,
the new crystal limited the output power to 16.5 W for 105 W of input power. This loss
of power was attributed to either a higher concentration of color centers or to impurities
in the new crystal, as at the time of the experiments the crystal growth was still not fully
reproducible. These additional losses could not be compensated. The additional intracavity loss of 2 % due to the switching elements further reduces the maximum output
power at the free-running wavelength of 1045 nm to 10.9 W in CW-operation.
In cavity-dumped operation, under both CW and QCW pumping conditions 4 mJpulses at a repetition rate of 1 kHz were extracted. The similarity of the output-power
suggests that the CALGO crystals were not limited by thermal gain quenching. Due to
the insensitivity of this cavity, the beam quality is similar for both pumping schemes, even
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though the thermal load was reduced during the non-lasing time. The extraction time
was 3.72 µs long for CW-pumping and 3.79 µs in QCW pumping with a pump duration of
650 µs. The amplification durations corresponded to 186 and 187 round trips, respectively.
For seeded operation, a commercial Yb:KYW bulk oscillator running at a central wavelength of 1030 nm and delivering 16-nJ, 210-fs pulses at 42.5 MHz repetition rate was
used. The 6.5 nm spectral bandwidth of the seeder could sustain 170 fs long pulses. To
reduce nonlinear effects the seed pulses are chirped [49], before injection into the regenerative amplifier. They are stretched to the stretching ratio necessary for the amplification
stages located after the regenerative amplifier. The stretcher consists of four chirped fiber
Bragg gratings and fiber circulators. The 210 fs compressed oscillator pulse had to be
attenuated before coupling in the fiber, to avoid nonlinearities. Two ytterbium-doped
fiber amplifiers were inserted in the stretcher to compensate for the low input energy
and for the losses of the stretcher, such that the pulse energy was 1 nJ at the stretcher
output. The output pulses were 3 ns long and their bandwidth was limited to 4.5 nm by
the combination of the bandwidth of the CFBGs and the fiber amplifiers. The CFBGs
were designed to compensate for the higher-order dispersion of a grating compressor, thus
enabling a theoretical recompression to Fourier-limited pulse duration.

(a) Spectrum CD

(b) Spectrum seeded

Figure 3.11: Output spectra for both cavity-dumped (a) and regenerative amplifier (b)
operations of the Yb:CALGO laser. Both spectra were measured at a repetition rate of 1 kHz and with 118 W of pump power.

Figure 3.11 shows the spectra in both cavity-dumped (CD) and seeded operation for CW
pumping. In the cavity-dumped case, the beam profile is shown in the inset of figure 3.11a.
The M2 -parameter is in both cases 1.2. In the first case, the spectrum is centered at
1040 nm with a bandwidth of 6 nm (FWHM). This spectrum corresponds to the maximum
gain of the laser, but it does not overlap well with the seeding spectrum centered at
1029.5 nm. Seeded, as much as 3 mJ are extracted with a 2.2 nm wide spectrum, while
the central wavelength shifts to 1031 nm. Both behaviours, gain narrowing and spectral
shift, are consistent with the observed tuning curve, which reflects the available gain at
each wavelength. As shown in figure 3.10b, the gain reaches a maximum for wavelengths
between 1040 nm and 1047 nm, whereas it reaches only two-thirds of its value at 1030 nm,
with a decreasing slope towards shorter wavelengths, thus shifting the pulse to longer
wavelength during regenerative amplification.
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The optimal amplification occurs for 2.53 µs extraction time, corresponding to 125
round trips and a single-pass gain G0 per crystal of 1.03. The high number of round-trips,
due to the low single-pass gain, compensated for the intra-cavity losses, among others the
ones of the Pockels cell, and the reduced amplification of the gain peak of the material.
The transform-limited pulse duration is 500 fs. In light of the strong wavelength shift,
the energy comprised in 1 nm around 1029.5 nm represents only a small fraction (20%)
of the total pulse energy. This would prevent efficient seeding of the following amplifiers.
The energy in cavity-dumped operation at 1 kHz is consistent with the lifetime of the
material (420 µs) and the CW power. The energy extracted by the seed pulse is also
consistent with the gain available around 1030 nm.
Even though Yb:CALGO has a broad emission bandwidth, the spectral shape of the
gain is responsible for gain-narrowing, especially for seed spectra not centered on the
maximum gain of the material. A short seed-pulse would have to be centered at this
wavelength range to be amplified while minimizing gain-narrowing and taking advantage
of the broad emission of the material.
Due to the crystal damages and lower gain at 1030 nm than at 1042 nm, a Yb:KYW
crystal has also been tested, whose results are presented below.

3.5.2 Yb:KYW
In a similar way to the Yb:CALGO case, the system has been first characterized in CW,
then in CD operation, and finally as a regenerative amplifier.
Continuous-wave results
The cavity was optimized in the CW regime to extract maximum power with a diffraction
limited beam, while keeping the spot-sizes in the crystals larger than 300-µm spot-size
radius. In both crystals the smallest signal absorption is 65%. Figure 3.12a shows the slope
efficiency obtained with different output couplers. For this measurement, an attenuator
composed of a half-waveplate and a polarization beam splitter has been inserted in the
pump path to vary the pump power while keeping the pump wavelength constant. The
maximum output power is obtained with 15% output coupling and with a slope efficiency
of 40.3%. The free-running wavelength is 1031 nm. The high threshold at 55 W incident
pump power is due to the increased spot size inside the crystals. The tuning curve
measured for 112 W pump power and 15% output coupling is displayed in figure 3.12b.
The laser head is tunable between 1021 nm and 1033 nm with a maximum output power
of 19.4 W at 1031 nm. Then the center wavelength of the stretched seed pulses is matched
with the wavelength for maximum gain.
After insertion of the switching elements, which introduced some additional losses, the
maximum output power dropped to 19 W for optimum output coupling obtained by
adjusting the quarter-waveplate and the Pockels cell. Figure 3.13 shows the beam profile
measurement with the beam analyzer M2-200s from Spiricon, at the output located at the
TFP. The beam parameter M2 is better than 1.1, but the beam size was slightly larger than
expected. By measuring the beam waists for different pump power, i.e. various thermal
lenses, the strength of the thermal lens was estimated to be stronger than expected.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.12: Characterization of the dual-crystal laser head in continuous-wave operation.
(a) slope efficiency for different output couplers. (b) tuning curve obtained
for 112 W pump power and 15% output coupling.
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Figure 3.13: Measurement of beam profile: the caustic corresponded to a nearly
diffraction-limited beam with M2 < 1.1.

Using equations 3.6, the thermal lens was calculated to be 250 mm under the pumping
conditions of this laser head. The cavity was designed so that the spot size in the crystal
is insensitive to focal lengths of the thermal lens longer than 280 mm. Below this value
the spot size increases exponentially with a decrease in focal length; for a value below
210 mm, the cavity becomes unstable. Re-calculating the spot sizes in the cavity taking
the 250 mm thermal focal strength in both crystals into account results in an output beam
diameter of 1.7 mm in agreement with the measurements. In this configuration, the spot
sizes in the crystals are 350 to 400 µm wide, minimizing drastically nonlinearities at the
expense of gain.
This has been confirmed by estimating the dimensions of the pump spots in the crystals,
knowing that the pump spots have been adapted: they match the laser mode and the gain
is maximized. In this estimation, the crystal have been imaged on a CCD, as shown in
figure 3.14. Left and right crystals refer experimentally to the crystals 1 and 2. Comparing
the lightened diameter of the spot size in the crystal to the crystal edge, the beam diameter
of the flat-top pump was estimated.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.14: Pump spots in both crystals: (a) crystal 1, left in the experiment, and (b)
crystal 2, right in the experiment.

Cavity dumping and regenerative amplifier
After continuous-wave characterization, the cavity was operated first in cavity-dumped
(CD) regime and then as a regenerative amplifier. The Pockels-cell driver is triggered with
the pulse delay generator from SRS model DG645. The laser diode was operated in QCW
and CW regimes. In QCW operation, the pump duration is set to 500 µs, corresponding
to 1.5 times the lifetime of Yb:KYW, which reduces the thermal load in the crystals.
The maximum energy extracted from the cavity-dumped laser head is 5.5 mJ at 1 kHz
repetition rate at full pump power (120 W). As shown in figure 3.16a, the output energy
measured by varying the pump power is limited only by the available pump power. The
extraction time was set for 125 W pump power to 804 ns, corresponding to 38 round trips.

(a) Stretched pulse

(b) Spectrum

Figure 3.15: Stretched pulse measured in time and spectrum at the output of the KYW regenerative amplifier. The pulse was measured in time with the EOT 3500 detector and in spectrum with the spectrometer ANDO AQ6315 with <0.1 nm
resolution. The operating conditions were a repetition rate of 1 kHz with
120 W pump power at 50% duty-cycle, a build-up time of 804 ns for CD operation and 640 ns for regenerative amplifier operation, seeded with 0.6 nJ
energy.

In seeded operation the repetition rate was varied between 100 Hz and 1750 Hz, the
highest repetition rate achievable with the high voltage driver. The maximum energy of
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(a) Cavity dumped

(b) Regenerative amplifier

Figure 3.16: (a) Energy extracted in cavity-dumped operation and as regenerative amplifier versus incident pump power. The extraction time is set to 804 ns and
640 ns, respectively. The graph (b) shows both simulation and experimental
results.

6.5 mJ is extracted at a repetition rate of 1 kHz using 0.6 nJ seed pulses. At this seed
energy the extractable energy is nearly constant for repetition rates below 1400 Hz; above
this value the extractable energy begins to decrease, as expected considering the lifetime of
Yb:KYW. To achieve a gain of 60 dB, 31 round trips, corresponding to 640 ns, are required.
Most of the discrepancies between simulations with the absorption coefficient of 17.2 cm−1
and experimental results originate from the difficulty in modeling the absorption of pump
light in the experiment due to the uncertainty in the exact effective pump absorption
coefficient. The simulation with the lower effective absorption coefficient of 12.0 cm−1
predicts 6.5 mJ output energy which is consistent with the experimental results.
Figure 3.16b shows the variation of the output energy with the incident pump power,
experimental and simulated, for a fixed amplification time. The error bars in the experimental values are related to the in-situ pump power measurement. By increasing the
pump power in the simulations, without considering the limitations due to thermal effects,
the output energy would roll-over for high pump powers to reach nearly 10 mJ.
The narrowing of the amplified output spectrum is illustrated in figure 3.17. The 4.9 nm
wide seed spectrum is centered at 1030 nm. Filtering by the CFBGs and the spectral
reshaping in the fiber amplifiers significantly narrows the output spectrum compared
to the oscillator spectrum. Some self-phase modulation at the entrance of the fibers is
believed to cause the shoulders in the seed spectrum. The spectral centering has been
optimized for overall match to the cryogenic amplifier at 1029 nm after the regenerative
amplifier. The output spectrum of the cavity-dumped laser was 5.7 nm wide centered at
1028 nm wavelength. The output spectrum of the seeded regenerative amplifier was the
overlap of both seed and cavity dumped spectra.
In figure 3.18, the oscilloscope signals corresponding to the pulse build-up in both CD
and regenerative amplifier regimes are displayed with the output pulse and the end of the
gating signal. The delay on the oscilloscope between the end of the gate and the pulses
was due to the delay between the trigger signal and the signal delivered by the pulse delay
generator. The duration of the cavity round-trip amounted to 21 ns, corresponding to
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Figure 3.17: Measured spectra of the seed, the cavity-dumped laserhead and the regenerative amplifier. The measurement was taken with OceanOptics spectrometer
HR4000, with 120 W pump power at 50% duty-cycle and for a build-up time
of 804 µs for CD operation and 640 µs for regenerative amplifier operation
seeded with 0.6 nJ energy

3.15 m cavity length. The pulse was switched out of the cavity after the pulse build-up
saturated.

3.6 Summary
This chapter reported on the regenerative amplifier which is a key-element of the pumpline for the Yb based waveform synthesizer. Simulations have been carried out to find
optimum conditions for parameters such as crystal length, concentration and spot sizes in
order to reach several mJ output energy. Two crystals have been tested experimentally:
Yb:CALGO and Yb:KYW.
The simulation of the regenerative amplifier dynamics implemented first a simple model
solving the Franz-Nodvik equations for gain and extracted energy and second the numerical integration of the coupled equations describing the laser dynamics. The evaluation
of the thermal lens inside the crystal was done with the formulas estimating the strength
of the thermal lens under lasing and non-lasing conditions given in [56]. Both dynamic
analysis and thermal lens estimation as well as calculations of the nonlinearities accumulated during propagation have been considered in the cavity design and were used as a
starting point for the experimental realization.
In the first implementation, 1% and 2.5% doped Yb:CALGO bulk crystals were used
in a high power CW laser and in cavity dumped and seeded operation. In the single
crystal cavity 11.1 W at a free-running wavelength of 1051 nm was extracted from the
2.5% doped crystal as well as above 10 W for a wavelength tuned between 1048 nm and
1057 nm. The CW output power from the 2% doped dual-crystal cavity was as high
as 23 W at 1042 nm wavelength; the laser showed a smooth tuning behaviour between
1017.8 nm and 1060.6 nm. In cavity dumped operation, pulses with an energy of 4 mJ
and a spectrum centered at 1040 nm were extracted at a repetition rate of 1 kHz, in good
agreement with the wavelength of the highest gain of the material. When the laser head
was used as a regenerative amplifier at the same repetition rate, the 1 nJ seed pulses
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(a) Cavity dumped operation

(b) Seeded operation

Figure 3.18: Signals on the oscilloscope of the gate, the pulse building up and the pulse
switched out of the cavity in cavity-dumped operation and in regenerative
amplifier regime. The signals were measured with the Thorlabs detectors
DET10A/M. The operating conditions were: a repetition rate of 1 kHz,
120 W pump power at 50% duty-cycle for a build-up time of 804 µs for CD
operation and 640 µs for regenerative amplifier operation seeded with 0.6 nJ
energy.

centered at 1030 nm were amplified to 3 mJ. This was the first report on Yb:CALGO
used in a cavity dumped laser head and in a regenerative amplifier achieving both the
broadest tunability as well as the highest CW output power reported from this material.
Considering the CW output power of 23 W and the lifetime of the ytterbium ions in
the CALGO host, potentially 10-mJ pulses at 1 kHz repetition rate could be extracted
using low loss switching elements, however seeded at 1040 nm to 1045 nm. Even though
a not yet fully mature material, the good thermal properties of Yb:CALGO make it very
promising for a high energy, ultrashort pulses, regenerative amplifier [109].
With the Yb:KYW crystals, a regenerative amplifier delivering 6.5 mJ at 1 kHz repetition rate before compression with a beam quality parameter better than 1.1 was demonstrated. This was at the date of publication the highest reported pulse energy generated
from a bulk Yb:KYW regenerative amplifier. The pulses stretched to 2.35 ns can be
compressed to 615 fs with a multi-layer dielectric grating compressor with 81% efficiency.
When operated continuous-wave, a maximum output power of 19.4 W was achieved with
40.3% slope efficiency and M 2 < 1.1 with 15% output coupling; the laserhead was tunable from 1021 nm to 1033 nm. The experimental results were in good agreement with
numerical simulations of the laser dynamics.
The output of this laser was divided into two arms: after compression presented in the
chapter 5, the first one was used as driving laser for a CEP stable front-end (cf. chapter 6);
the second output, uncompressed, seeded a high energy pump line, presented in the next
chapter, to pump the parametric amplifiers (cf. chapter 7).
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To boost the pump energy of the pump line to the 100 mJ level, ytterbium based cryogenically cooled amplifiers are employed. This technology, pioneered by T. Y. Fan [79],
features high energies at high average powers, making it the ideal candidate for the booster
stages in the pump line to drive few cycle OPCPAs at high repetition rates. The multipass amplifier described here corresponds to the first stage of the module Yb-Cryo Amp
on figure 2.7. It is a cryogenically cooled ytterbium amplifier and is seeded with a fraction
of the output of the regenerative amplifier described in chapter 3.
After the description of the state of the art in high energy amplifiers, the multipass
amplifier with cryogenic composite thin-disk will be presented. Experimentally 72 mJ
have been extracted with 5.1 mJ seed and 18.5% extraction efficiency; the 0.4 nm wide
pulses are recompressible to 2.8 ps.

4.1 State of the art
Between 100 Hz and 1 kHz repetion rate, pulse energies as high as 1 J lead simultaneously
to high power amplification, because the average power reaches then 100 W to 1 kW.
High energy amplifiers at high repetition rates combine the challenges of high energy
amplification and high power operation: specifically, avoiding damage and accumulation
of nonlinearities for the high energy amplifiers and removal of the heat load from the laser
medium for the high power amplifiers. The heat load needs to be removed from the laser
medium to avoid distortions of the beam. Thoughtfully engineered heat management
in design involving homogeneous pumping and aggressive but homogeneous cooling then
minimizes thermally induced distortions and depolarization (cf. chapter 3.4.4). These
distorsions lead to spatial aberrations in the laser beam, e.g. to a degradation of the beam
quality, and to depolarization due to the stress generated in the medium. To minimize
these effects an effective cooling of the laser medium has to be designed and implemented
according to the thermal load to be removed from the gain medium.
Compared to traditional rod amplifiers improved cooling is possible by increasing the
interaction surface between the laser medium and the cooler [45]. Fiber lasers scale up
the length of the laser medium [45, 113], slabs scale the longitudinal cooled surfaces of
the slab [45, 114] and thin-disk lasers increase the transverse dimension of the medium
keeping the thickness very thin [45, 53].
High power, ultrashort pulses can be obtained with fiber amplifiers as demonstrated
by Eidam et al. in [115] with 830 W and a beam quality parameter better than 1.4, but
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the long interaction of the beam with the fiber limits the energy: the repetition rate in
that work is 78 MHz and the pulse duration 640 fs, i.e. the peak power attains only
12 MW. The fiber laser with the highest energy demonstrated to date is reported as 1 mJ
pulses from a fiber CPA system with bulk recompression [116]. The limitation in energy
scalability is set by self-focusing inside the fiber material causing damage [50, 113, 117].
The self-focusing limit occurs at ∼4 MW peak power.
In a bulk multi-pass amplifier, the spot sizes are scalable; this kind of geometry, in
contrary to the fiber geometry discussed above, minimizes hence the accumulation of
nonlinearities and the beam paths for a timing stability adequate to the pump line of
a waveform synthesizer (cf. section 8.1). Two geometries have been developed and are
nowadays widely adopted to achieve 100 W power levels: the slab and the thin-disk
geometry.
Among the slab lasers, one particular geometry is called “Innoslab”. It was developed
by Peter Rußbüldt and Thorsten Mans in 2000 for Neodymium doped laser media [114]
and extended in 2009 to ytterbium doped media [118]. A slab is defined as a crystal
thin in one dimension; the “Innoslab” is edge-pumped in the longitudinal direction, and
the seed is amplified with several zigzag passes accross it, as shown in figure 4.1b. The
thinness of the crystal and a good contact between both upper and lower faces to the
cooler are key for very efficient cooling and low thermal lensing. The heat removal is
increased by the short distance between pump beam and mounting surfaces. Thanks to
the zigzag path of the beam through the slab, the thermal distortions on the wavefront
are averaged during propagation. The alignment of the beam to amplify in the pumped
part of the crystal is critical to keep a high beam quality.
Innoslab based laser systems are limited in the extractable energy by the nonlinearities
accumulated during propagation through the long crystal. In view of the geometry of the
pump and laser beams, reaching a high quality beam profile is challenging: the excited
volume is much larger than the laser beam volume and the lack of guiding prevents higher
order modes from transverse lasing.
The thin-disk, developed by Giesen in 1994 [53], relies on a very thin but wide crystal,
typically <100 µm and up to 1 cm in diameter. The thermal lensing is reduced by
removing the heat in the longitudinal direction as shown in figure 4.1a. A highly doped
thin-disk, e.g. 10% for Yb:YAG, compensates for the thinness of the crystal and absorbs
efficiently the pump, but a recycling of the latter and the implementation of multi-passes
is often required to enhance the absorption. The extraction of the stored energy in the
crystal is realized in a similar way via multi-passes of the laser beam. The number of
passes through the crystal was increased to 13 passes by Neuhaus et al. in [51] to achieve
25.9 µJ at 2.93 MHz repetition rate, corresponding to 76 W of average power. With
the increasing number of passes, the mechanical stability of the system is compromised,
and consequently the long term operation of the laserhead. The cited 13-pass cavity
is therefore actively stabilized. At ETH in Zürich, 242 W were demonstrated from an
Yb:YAG oscillator at 3.03 MHz repetition rate [119]. In the summary of the 15 year
development of thin-disk lasers from Giesen [120], the scalability to high power and energy
is discussed; Trumpf GmbH produces for machining applications (welding, cutting) a 5 kW
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thin-disk laser pumped with 8 kW optical power, albeit without diffraction-limited beam
profile. Overall, thin-disk lasers proved their scalability to high power.

(a) Thin-disk

(b) Innoslab

Figure 4.1: Schematic representation of the (a) thin-disk [45] and (b) Innoslab [121] geometries.

Thin-disk lasers are limited by amplified spontaneous emission (ASE), which growths
transversally saturating and limiting the gain. When ASE is reflected at the edges of the
disk, it crosses several times the pumped area, being amplified with the small-signal gain
at each pass; that can lead to parasitic lasing. The highly doped thin-disk has a high
small-signal gain. In the absence of a laser power extracting the energy, the transverse
amplification of ASE depletes the stored energy and lowers the gain available for laser
pulse amplification. Another limitation of the thin-disk is the small gain per pass: the
thinness of the disk limits on one hand thermal effects like bulging and ensures a good heat
transfer in the longitudinal direction, but on the other hand it also limits the available
gain. Several passes have to be implemented for efficient extraction of the stored energy,
increasing the complexity of the system and the overall length.
Scaling towards high power and high energy is conceivable not only with amplifier geometry but also with adequate choice of the material: the relevant parameters concern
mechanical and optical properties. Laser hosts suitable for high energy are able to store
the energy, i.e. a long lifetime of the doping ion in the host is advantageous. Besides, high
emission cross-section is suitable for high power; mechanically, the main characteristic is
the capacity of the host to remove the heat and minimize the deformations due to heat
load, i.e. thermal properties like thermal conductivity, thermal expansion and change
of refractive index with temperature gradients have to be taken into account. Thermomechanical and thermo-optical properties vary with temperature of the host and improve
substantially at cryogenic temperature. A commonly used and extensively studied material is Yb:YAG [79, 122]: at 100 K the emission cross-section increases by a factor of 4.5
compared to room temperature, while the emission banwidth decreases accordingly. At
100 K the thermal conductivity increases by a factor of 4 reaching 49 W/m K, whereas the
variations of the refractive index with temperature dn/dT and the coefficient of thermal
expansion decrease by a factor of 8 and 3 reaching respectively 1 and 2 ppm/K. Moreover, the small quantum defect between 5% and 10% is crucial to reduce the heat load
in the crystal. Finally, direct diode pumping in the upper manifold of the ytterbium ion
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is highly efficient. This reduces thermal lensing and consequently the aberrations during
amplification.
The enhancement of the optical and thermo-mechanical properties of Yb:YAG at cryogenic temperatures leads to amplifiers with an average power in the multi-kW, like the
one delivering 963 W average power reported in [123], or with energies beyond the Joule
level, e.g. 10.1 J at 1 Hz repetition rate or 6.3 J at 10 Hz demonstrated by Mason et
al. in [124]. Ultrafast amplifiers already reaches tens of mJ, e.g. 56 mJ at 1 kHz repetition
rate as in [125].
The concept implemented in this laser system is based on a cryogenically cooled composite thin-disk (CTD) with a relay imaging architecture, as first described by Luis Zapata
in “Methods, systems, and apparatus for high energy optical-pulse amplification at high
average power” [126]: the laser medium is a disk thicker than in a usual thin-disk laser
and the thermal bulging is reduced with an undoped-cap with fashioned edges rejecting
the ASE. Two-stages will boost the energy from a few mJ up to the 1 J level. The next
section presents this multi-pass architecture in detail.

4.2 Cryogenic composite thin-disk multi-pass amplifier
The multi-pass amplifier, as described in [127] and shown in figure 4.2, is based on strict
relay-imaging for a good beam quality and a gain-medium shaped to reject ASE.
The cryogenic composite thin-disk is composed of a 1 mm-thick, 10% doped Yb:YAG
disk bonded to a 4 mm thick index-matched YAG undoped cap, fashioned with a parabolic
shape. The fashion of the undoped cap reflects ASE out of the gain module to avoid
recirculation of ASE. The second role of the undoped cap is the limitation of thermal
lensing: only the doped thick-disk is thermally loaded, and the stiffness of the undoped
cap prevents thermal bulging. The other side of the thick-disk is soldered to a heatspreader cooled down to cryogenic temperature.
A 500 W fiber-coupled laser diode (Laserline GmbH) provides the energy to the disk.
A customized telescope demagnefies the output of the 1000 µm mode-field diameter fiber
to 4.4 mm onto the disk, with a super-Gaussian higher order spatial profile. The superGaussian spatial beam profile can be imaged to a flat-top beam in the focus. The distance
between the telescope and the CTD is 180 mm; the image is projected onto the CTD with a
small reflective prism at the top of the angled kaleidoscope assembly, shown in figure 4.2b.
On the opposite side of the kaleidoscope, another prism collects the unabsorbed pump
light for measurement or possible recirculation of the pump. Two further prisms on the
top of the angled kaleidoscope assembly are used for looking at the disk with a camera:
the alignment of the pump beam in the center of the disk and its overlap with the laser
beam is eased. The wavelength of the laser diode was tuned with temperature control
of the cooling water to the highest absorption of Yb:YAG, which is located at 940 nm
wavelength. This leads to 90% absorption of the pump light.
To seed the amplifier in parallel to the front-end (cf. 2.7), the output beam of the
regenerative amplifier is split with a half-waveveplate and a TFP. The seed beam is coupled
in and out of the cryogenic multi-pass amplifier through a TFP and passive polarization
switching: at each passage in the mirror switchyard, the polarization is rotated by 120◦ .
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.2: Setup of the cryogenically cooled multi-pass amplifier. (a) Schematic 3D
view of the amplifier with the vacuum telescope for relay-imaging, the mirror
switchyard to separate the passes, the angled kaleidoscope directing the amplified beam to and from the crystal, and the gain module assembly. (b) Zoom
on the top of the kaleisdoscope with detail on the polarization switching.

After 6 passes through the crystal, the beam, reaching the last mirror of the switchyard,
is sent back on itself. A quarter-waveplate is inserted before it to rotate the polarization
into the orthogonal one. The input and output beams with polarization parallel and
perpendicular to the optical table, respectively, are separated with a TFP. For efficient
gain extraction 12 passes are necessary. The relaying architecture is made with a 1:1
vacuum telescope composed of two identical 3 inches diameter lenses with 300 mm focal
length, set at the afocal distance. The collimation of the incoming beam and the exact
alignment of the telescope are verified with a CW beam and a shear-plate. The beam
path is folded between the telescope and the crystal with the angled kaleidoscope: the 85◦
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angle on incidence on the mirrors in combination with the polarization switching strongly
limits the use of dielectric mirrors, and protected silver mirrors are used. The drawback
of silver mirrors, even with a protective coating, is in their degradation in contact with
the humidity of the air.
Two systems were built in parallel: one was in the part of the group located at
MIT [128], and one in CFEL in this work. In [128] the repetition rate was 100 Hz to
300 Hz, corresponding to a heat load of 5 W to 15 W during pumping from the quantum
defect. In this work the intended repetition rate was >100 Hz meaning that the thermal
load to remove from the crystal was >5 W in average with 10% duty-cycle. Further heat
load estimated to 10% originates from the reflected fluorescence. The total heat load at
the goal repetition rate of 1 kHz amounts then to 50 W from the quantum defect and
50 W from the fluorescence. The cryogenic cooling was designed for removing this heat
load. The bottleneck was however the crystal itself and the heat passing through the soldered high reflecting (HR) side: a larger crystal diameter would increase the heat flow and
removal. A further improvement compared with [128] concerned the temperature control
of the cold-head: as the bandwidth of YAG is strongly depending on the temperature, as
well as the thermal coefficient and cross-sections [79], temperature control is equivalent to
the control of the amplified bandwidth. For the intended OPCPA pumping, a compromise
between high efficiency and bandwidth (i.e. pump pulse duration) was interesting to be
investigated in detail. For this reason, the cold-head was equipped with a temperature
control system, as shown in figure 4.3.

Figure 4.3: Heating system for temperature control of the cold head based on recirculating
liquid helium. The crystal is mounted as close as possible to the cooling
surface, whereas the heat foils to stabilize the temperature to the desired
value are placed around it.
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The mounting of the heat foils is illustrated in figure 4.3: a copper plate (Holder for
heaters on the figure) with milled-out portions for the heat foils is screwed on the cold surface (Cold surface) of the cryogenic cooler (Coldhead (Oerlikon)). Precisely manufactured
copper blocks (Clamp) press each heat foil (Heat foil ) for an optimum thermal contact.
A copper plate (Upper holder for heaters), with a hole in the middle for the crystal heat
spreader (Heat spreader (Copper)), is used to clamp the heaters. The crystal heat spreader
is mounted in the middle of the cold surface and of the heat foils: the foils are used to
increase the heat load on the cryogenic cooler, so that it quenches and stabilizes at the desired temperature. The crystal heat spreader needs to be mounted with the least thermal
resistance to the cold head. Two temperature sensors, a photo-thermistor (Temperature
sensor 1 ) and one silicon diode (Temperature sensor 2 ), measure the temperature. The
Si diode is mounted as close as possible to the crystal heat spreader.
The coldhead CoolPower 10 250 MD from Oerlikon, able to remove close to 300 W at
130 K, is based on a Griffith-MacMahon compressor for the circulation of liquid helium.
The lowest temperature achievable on the cold surface was 25 K. By quenching the cooler
the temperature could be adjusted. The clamped heat foils brought up to 300 W heat
load; a power supply and temperature was monitored by a control software written in
LabView(TM) that adjusted the current through the heating elements. The heat foils
were mounted around the heat sink of the crystal, to ensure the best thermal contact
between the crystal and the cold head. The temperature measurement was set-up as close
as possible to the heat sink of the crystal. The disadvantage of this complex temperature
control over a simple Dewar lies in the movements of the compressor for the Helium
circulation which induce vibrations of the cold head propagating to the vacuum chamber
and coupling into the optical table. These vibrations might disturb the CEP stability
required by the synthesizer. A detailed analysis of the mechanical vibrations and their
influence on other parts of the system is however beyond the scope of this thesis.
With this system, only preliminary temperature dependent measurements have been
realized: a communication failure during temperature measurement caused an accident
leading to full damage of the cooler and crystal.
For further experiments, this complex cold-head has been replaced with a simple Dewar
without temperature monitoring as shown in figure 4.4. The crystal heat spreader is
mounted directly to the cold surface (Cold surface) of the Dewar. The liquid nitrogen
contained inside the Dewar boils due to the thermal load in the crystal and evaporates
through the three pipes at the top of the Dewar (Pipes for evaporation). The Dewar is
mounted directly onto the flange closing the chamber. To minimize the thermal resistivity
the cold surface of the Dewar is made of copper and the gaps between the surfaces of the
heat spreader and of the cold surface are filled with 0.5 mm indium foil.
The vacuum chamber was designed to accomodate 6 flanges: one for mounting the
cryogenic cooler or the Dewar and opposite to it one with a window for the beams. On
the sides a turbo pump HiPace from Pfeiffer and a vacuum gauge were mounted on two
flanges. One flange had a feed-through for the connectors of the measurement diodes and
the last one was unused. The pressure in the chamber was typically 10−6 mbar at room
temperature and 10−7 mbar at cryogenic temperature.
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Figure 4.4: Dewar replacing the cold head from Oerlikon. The crystal is mounted directly
on the cold surface, and the temperature is set by the boiling temperature of
the liquid nitrogen – 77 K.

Measurements of the spectral properties of Yb:YAG have been taken with the temperature controlled cold-head and are presented in the next section. The last section describes
the experimental results obtained with both cold-heads in continuous-wave regime and as
multi-pass amplifiers.

4.3 Properties of Yb:YAG at cryogenic temperatures
At cryogenic temperatures the optical and thermo-mechanical properties of the material
strongly depend on the exact temperature inside the crystal. The width of the absorption
line is of importance for the absorption of the pump, whereas the emission linewidth
determines the maximum spectral width of the amplified pulse. The spectral width is
measured with the spectrum of the fluorescence, which is equivalent to the measurement
of the gain.
In the context of the pump line of the ytterbium based waveform synthesizer, the
spectral width of the emission line is important to determine the available bandwidth
during amplification of the laser pulses. The spectral bandwidth was then measured
versus temperature. The temperature measurement was not performed directly inside
the crystal but between the cold head and the heat spreader: the effective temperature
inside the crystal is slightly higher. With the heaters controlling the temperature of the
crystal the fluorescence bandwidth was measured versus temperature of the cold-head.
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The spectral width was resolved with the spectrometer ANDO AQ6315 with 0.05 nm
resolution. From 0.8 nm at 80 K, the bandwidth increased to 1.3 nm at 130 K, as shown
in figure 4.5. The central wavelength remained located at 1028.9 nm.

Figure 4.5: Evolution of the spectral bandwidth of the fluorescence as a function of the
temperature of the Yb:YAG crystal.

4.4 Experimental results
4.4.1 Continuous-wave operation
The composite thin-disk was first tested in a multi-mode cavity composed of the disk,
a 300 mm focal length lens and an output coupler. The extracted power is shown in
figure 4.6. In figure 4.6a, the output coupling was varied between 7.5% and 15%. A
maximum efficiency of 52.1% was reached with 10% output coupling. The efficiency
curves are linear and show no sign of saturation, even when the disk is pumped with
150 W CW pump power. The maximal CW-power was 80 W.
The temperature dependency of the extracted power was also measured and the results
are shown in figure 4.6b. From 80 W output power at 80 K heat sink temperature,
the power dropped to 24 W at 158 K. This is due to the decrease of the emission and
absorption cross-sections of Yb:YAG with increasing temperature.
The extraction measurements in QCW pumping regime with a maximum average pump
power kept to 150 W are shown in figures 4.6c and 4.6d. The former illustrates the burst
energy versus pump power: up to 250 mJ are extracted from the disk in 1 ms at 20 Hz
repetition rate. The latter displays the average output power versus pump pulse duration
at 10 Hz. 80 W are extracted at 30 ms, corresponding to 150 W average pump power. All
these measurements show no roll-over in the extracted power and energy; the extraction
is limited by the pump power and not by thermal effects.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.6: Characterization of the composite thin-disk CTD1 in a multi-mode cavity.
In continuous-wave pumping: (a) Efficiency curves for 7.5%, 10% and 20%
output coupling. (b) Output power versus temperature of the heatspreader.
In QCW pumping: (c) Burst energy vs. burst pump power at 20 Hz repetition
rate. The burst duration is 1 ms, i.e. approximately the life-time of Yb:YAG.
(d) Average output power measured at 10 Hz repetition rate with increasing
pulse duration.

4.4.2 Power amplification
After the characterization of the stored energy in the disk, it was used as the gain medium
of the multi-pass amplifier and seeded with the output of the regenerative amplifier. The
power amplification was measured for two different seed values of 1.35 mJ and 5.1 mJ.
The former corresponds to the effective seed for the multi-pass amplifier when operating
in parallel to the front-end in the ytterbium-based frequency synthesizer. The latter
corresponds to the maximal seed energy available from the regenerative amplifier to test
the multi-pass amplifier.
Figure 4.7 shows the amplification for 6 and 12 passes through the disk. The repetition
rate set for this measurement is 100 Hz; the laser diode operated in QCW regime with
10% duty-cycle. At full burst power this corresponds to 49.5 W average power onto the
disk, 92 % of which is absorbed. After 6 passes 12.9 mJ and 34 mJ respectively were
extracted with the low and high energy seeds, whereas 63 mJ and 72 mJ were extracted
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1/n
with 12 passes. The corresponding gain per round-trip defined as g = ln EEout
with
in
n the number of passes was 1.14 for 6 passes with low seed energy, and 1.1 with high
energy seed. The linear amplification is a sign that the amplifier is not yet saturated.
The gain per pass decreased with 12 passes to 1.12 and 1.08 respectively, indicating that
the extraction is better saturated than with 6 passes. The increase of the output energy
from 63 mJ to 72 mJ with an increase of the seed from 1.35 mJ to 5.1 mJ means that the
amplifier was not saturated with the low energy seed.

(a) 6 round-trips

(b) 12 round-trips

Figure 4.7: Pulse energy after 6 and 12 amplification round-trips for low and high seed
energy.

The effective seed energy is actually dependent on the spectral overlap between seed and
gain line-shape. The spectral width of the input pulses is 3.6 nm centered at 1028.2 nm,
but the width of the fluorescence spectrum at 80 K was 0.8 nm centered at 1028.9 nm:
effectively, only the energy contained in the overlapping region is used for seeding. Figure 4.8 illustrates the evolution of the spectrum after amplification in the four cases (6-12
passes, low and high seed energy). Experimentally, the central wavelength of the amplified pulse shifts from 1029.1 nm to 1029.4 nm. The bandwidth decreased down to 0.5 nm
after 6 passes and 0.4 nm after 12 passes amplification, because of gain narrowing.
As a comparison, in the twin-system built at MIT 23 mJ and 68 mJ are extracted for 6
and 12 passes respectively, limited by the energy and stretching of the seed, as reported
in [127].
To understand the limitation of the extracted energy in the system at MIT compared
to the one in this experiment, let us calculate the nonlinear phase accumulated through
the multi-pass amplifier by the pulses from both seeds. The pulse used in the MIT system
comes from an Yb:KYW commercial regenerative amplifier delivering 1.5 mJ per pulse,
stretched to 300 ps. The pulse bandwidth is 3.5 nm, meaning that the seeding is actually
realized with 0.4 mJ in the amplified 0.8 nm. After amplification and gain narrowing,
the pulse duration decreases to 70 ps. For comparison, my system uses pulses stretched
to 2.35 ns and with 3.6 nm spectral width; the pulse duration is reduced to 390 ps after
gain narrowing to 0.6 nm. The accumulation of nonlinear phase is calculated with the
formula 3.5, taking the values of the nonlinear refractive index coefficient of YAG as
7.3×10−16 cm2/W at 94 K and 6.5×10−16 cm2/W at room temperature [129]. The nonlinear
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(a) 1.35 mJ seed, 6 round-trips

(b) 1.35 mJ seed, 12 round-trips

(c) 5.1 mJ seed, 6 round-trips

(d) 5.1 mJ seed, 12 round-trips

Figure 4.8: Spectra after 6 and 12 amplification round-trips: the spectra have been taken
for different pump powers, for 2 seed energies and for 6 and 12 passes through
the amplifying medium. The spectra narrows down to 0.4 nm due to gain
narrowing.

phase after 12 round-trips in the multi-pass amplifier amounts then to 1.5 rad and 0.32 rad
for both MIT and CFEL systems, respectively.
The energy fluctuations were measured with the energy meter set to record 10000
consecutive pulses and were 0.75% and 0.52% with respectively 496 W and 190 W incident
burst pump power. At higher repetition rates, a similar energy was extracted from the
disk. With 190 W burst pumping power, the pulse energy after 12 passes in the disk
decreased slightly from 16 mJ at 100 Hz to 14 mJ at 500 Hz.
The beam profiles in the near and far-fields are shown in 4.9. The rows show the beam
profile after 6 and 12 passes through the disk and the columns the far-field and near-field
of the 5 mJ seed and 72 mJ amplified beams. The far- and near fields are similar for
the seed and amplified beam, e.g. no distortions were attributable to the amplification
itself. The degradation of the gaussian input beam profile is due to the CTD used in the
experiment: it was damaged in the center during previous experiments as illustrated by
the strong scattering in figure 4.10. As a comparison, figure 4.10b shows the disk under
operation as it should look like.
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Figure 4.9: Beam profiles: the beam profiles after 6 and 12 passes through the disk are
displayed in rows; the first two columns show the far filed of the input and
amplified beam, and the last two colums the far-field of the input and amplified
beam. The Gaussian input beam from the regenerative amplifier is distorted
due to a previous damage in the disk, but no change in the spatial profile is
observed during amplification.

4.5 Summary
In this chapter, a multipass amplifier based on a cryogenically cooled composite thin-disk
delivering 72 mJ is demonstrated as part of the high energy pump line for OPCPA pumping. The design of the gain medium [126] allows a reduction of the parasitic lasing limiting
the gain in traditional thin-disks, e.g. an increase in the gain, via an undoped end-cap with
fashioned edges bonded to the disk. Cooling to cryogenic temperatures increases material
characteristics such as thermal conductivity, emission and absorption cross-sections and
decreases the change of the refractive index with temperature gradients. Yb:YAG has
been chosen as gain medium for its high reliability, manufacturing reproducibility and
good thermal properties.
The cooling of the crystal has been realized first with a closed circuit of liquid helium
recirculated with a compressor, then with a Dewar filled with liquid nitrogen. The first had
the advantages of standing alone and long-term operation, but caused strong vibrations
over the full table. The second one prevented the vibrations which might disturb the CEP
stability of the front-end and the pointing stabilizers but allows an operation over only a
few hours.
With this amplifier, up to 80 W have been extracted from one disk with 52.1% opticalto-optical efficiency. Seeded with 1.35 mJ and 5.1 mJ, the pulses were respectively amplified to 63 mJ and 72 mJ with 12 passes in the multi-pass amplifier. The pulse spectral bandwidth decreases from 3.6 nm to 0.4 nm, because of the emission bandwidth of
Yb:YAG at cryogenic temperature and gain narrowing.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.10: Photo of the composite thin-disk during operation: (a) with and (b) without
damage.
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5 Pump line stretcher and compressor
This chapter discusses the stretcher and compressors used in the pump line of the frequency synthesizer before and after the successive high-energy amplifiers. On figure 2.7
this corresponds to the modules Stretcher and Compressor.
The spectral gain of the amplifiers influences the amplified pulse spectrum. During
amplification of a laser pulse, the spectrum is multiplied on every passage through the
amplifying medium with the spectral shape of the gain. In the case of non-uniform gain
some spectral components are amplified differently depending on the spectral shape and
the overlap with the gain peak. If the spectrum and gain are centered at the same
wavelength, the center of the spectrum is more amplified than the wings, due to the
limited bandwidth of the gain material. This leads to a spectral narrowing and is called
“gain narrowing”. For highly chirped pulse amplification, the stretched pulses are also
shortened in time, while transform limited pulses would become longer. Chirped pulse
amplification (CPA) is required as ultrashort pulses (∼ps time scale) are needed for the
OPCPAs. High energy, shorter pulses accumulate during propagation in the amplifying
media more nonlinear distortions than longer pulses: during the amplification two factors
contribute to the increase of the nonlinear phase, the increase in energy and the shortening
in time of the stretched pulses.
In this chapter available solutions for the stretcher and compressor, based on chirped
volume or fiber Bragg gratings or on bulk gratings, are discussed in detail. Afterwards the solutions are compared, justifying the choices of chirped fiber Bragg grating
(CFBG) stretcher and bulk grating compressor made to reach the large stretching factor
of ∼0.8 ns/nm required by this system, before presenting the experimental results. Their
design is compatible with both versions of the Yb frequency synthesizer, either based on
a Ti:sapphire oscillator or on an Yb one.

5.1 Gain narrowing and stretching ratio
When a pulse propagates over a distance z in a dispersive medium, the spectral components undergo a different velocity and are spread in time. For a Gaussian pulse with initial
Fourier-transform pulse duration ∆τ0 at FWHM, centered at the frequency ωL = 2πc/λL ,
e y, z, ω) is written as [130]:
the complex electric field E(x,
e y, z, ω) = E(x, y)B(z,
e ω)eiβz
E(x,

(5.1)

where x and y are the transverse directions, z the propagation direction, ω each frequency
e ω) is the spectral amplitude and β the propagation
component of the optical field. B(z,
constant.
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e ω):
In the time domain, the amplitude is given by the inverse Fourier transform of B(z,
Z ∞
1
e −iωt dω
Be
(5.2)
B(z, t) =
2π −∞
The propagation constant β is frequency dependent, and β(ω) can be expanded in
a Taylor series around the carrier frequency ωL for pulses with a spectral width ∆ω
respecting the relationship ∆ω << ωL and propagating in a media with refraction index
n(ω):
ω
β2
β3
(5.3)
β(ω) = n(ω) ≈ β0 + β1 (ω − ωL ) + (ω − ωL )2 + (ω − ωL )3 + ...
c
2
6
where βm = (dm β/dω m )ω=ωL . β0 is the absolute phase delay; β1 = 1/vg with vg the group
velocity is the group velocity; β2 is the group velocity dispersion.
The propagation in the dispersive medium adds a dispersion β2 written for the second
order:
λ30 z d2 n(λ)
β2 =
(5.4)
2πc2 dλ2
This linear phase results in a stretching of the pulse and the new pulse duration ∆τout is
given for a Gaussian pulse by:
s
β2
(5.5)
∆τout = ∆τ0 1 + 2 4 16(ln 2)2
∆τ0
In the chirped pulse amplification scheme, positive dispersion is introduced to stretch
the pulses, then the compressor adds negative dispersion to recompress the pulses. For a
full recompression of the pulses, not only the second order of the introduced dispersion
has to be matched but also the higher orders. For the compressed pulse duration of this
pump line of ∼500 fs, only the compensation up to the third order is relevant.
Not only material but also geometrical arrangements and interferometric structures
change the spectral phase of a pulse, as detailed in section 5.2.
The necessary stretching ratio to minimize the accumulation of nonlinearities during
amplification is determined by the amplification stage which is the most susceptible to add
nonlinear distorsions. From formula 3.5 this concerns the pulses with the highest energy
or the shortest pulse duration. Considering the gain narrowing, i.e. pulse shortening
occurring in the amplification stages of this system, the highest energy and shortest pulse
duration are likely reached in the last stage. Estimates of the resulting bandwidth after
each amplification stage will be presented in the following discussion.
As derived by Rouyer et al. in [131], the gain narrowing during amplification can be
estimated by the formula:
2 !−1/2

∆λ0
(5.6)
∆λ = ∆λ0 1 + βlnG
∆λf luo
with ∆λ0 , ∆λ, ∆λf luo the input, output and fluorescence spectral bandwidths, G the gain
and β the relative position of the peaks of the gain and input pulse spectrum:

2
λ0 − λf luo
β=2
−1≈1
(5.7)
∆λf luo
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Table 5.1 summarizes the different spectral bandwidths inside the pump line calculated
according to Rouyer’s formula.
Module

Regen

Cryo 1

Cryo 2

Parameter
Ein
Eout
∆λf luo
∆λin
λ0
λf luo
Gain
∆λout
Ein
Eout
∆λf luo
∆λin
λ0
λf luo
Gain
∆λout
Ein
Eout
∆λf luo
∆λin
λ0
λf luo
Gain
∆λout

Unit
nJ
mJ
nm
nm
nm
nm
dB
nm
mJ
mJ
nm
nm
nm
nm
dB
nm
mJ
mJ
nm
nm
nm
nm
dB
nm

Value
0.6
6.5
24
5.7
1030
1023
70.3
5.4
1.5
100
0.8
5.4
1030
1030
18
0.7
100
500
0.8
0.7
1030
1030
7
0.5

Table 5.1: Calculation of the spectral bandwidth after each amplification stage, according
to the formula from Rouyer et al. [131].

The discrepancy of the spectral width after the regenerative amplifier between calculation and measurement (cf. figure 3.17 in chapter 3) is most likely due to the fact that the
formula does not take into account the exact shapes of the gain and pulse: the gain shape
as obtained during Q-switched operation presents a double-peak which . In this experimentally implemented laser system, the stretched pulse and the free-running spectrum
of the regenerative amplifier working in cavity dumping operation were not completely
overlapping. The spectral components with low power density are less amplified and
finally cut down due to gain narrowing. Overall the spectrally limiting module is the
cryogenically cooled Yb:YAG multi-pass amplifier.
The power amplifier to reach 500 mJ to 1 J output energy is intended to be built on an
extended thin-disk design with 17 to 20 mm disk diameter. To minimize the nonlinearities
in this stage and in the last round-trips of the 100 mJ amplifier, a pulse duration of ∼500 ps
in the high energy amplifiers is required. Considering the limited spectral width of 0.6 nm
after amplification, this corresponds to a stretching ratio of 0.8 ns/nm.
In view of the high stretching ratio, the narrowing of the spectrum during amplification
to high energies translates one-to-one to a shortening in time. In the high energy stages,
susceptible to add nonlinear phase shift to the pulse, the pulses are then also shortened,
increasing further the nonlinear phase-shift.
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In a CPA scheme, the dispersion of the stretcher and compressor have opposite signs. It
also has to be considered that the optical components between stretcher and compressor
introduce additional dispersion. The second-order dispersion can be compensated but the
compression is limited by the third-order dispersion: usually the third-order dispersion
originating from the compressor and from the material have the same sign at 1 µm and
add up (cf. section 5.3).
The next section describes the possible stretcher and compressor solutions before justifying the choice of the implemented one. The last section concerns the experimental
realization of the stretcher and both compressors for the regenerative amplifier output
and the high energy booster amplifier.

5.2 Stretchers and compressors
Different stretchers have been developed over the last decades. Stretchers based on geometrical arrangements are either based on gratings or on prisms [132]. The grating
stretcher from Martinez [133] relies on a Newton telescope and the one from Offner [134]
on a Galilean telescope. Grating based stretcher and compressor differ from the prism
based ones by the amount of dispersion introduced for a given distance between gratings
or prisms respectively, where the grating method allows significantly higher dispersion.
For this reason, the prism based stretcher and compressor are not detailed here. Chirped
Bragg gratings bring less stretching than a grating or prism stretcher, but enable very
compact setups.
These solutions are presented and discussed below for stretchers and compressors. The
last section details different solutions and justifies the implemented one.

5.2.1 Chirped Bragg Gratings
The Bragg grating [135] is a periodic variation of the refractive index in the material,
creating interferences between forward and backward propagating modes; by adjusting
the grating parameters, constructive interferences highly reflect some given wavelengths,
acting as a spectral filter. This is used e.g. for wavelength stabilization in laser diodes. By
chirping the grating period, different wavelengths are reflected at different positions in the
material. The difference in the optical paths undergone by each wavelength adds positive
or negative dispersion to an optical pulse. The principle of a chirped Bragg grating is
shown in figure 5.1 with an example of a grating written in bulk and in fiber as inset.
The first chirped fiber Bragg grating was developed in 1978 by Hill et al. [136], and
further developed in the 80’s and 90’s [137, 138], originally for optical fiber communication
systems. Bragg gratings can be written with phase mask techniques in bulk (VBG) [139]
or in fiber (FBG) [138], or with a transverse holographic method [137, 140], which is now
wide-spread. The phase-mask technique is attractive because of its repeatability. The
grating length, hence the maximum achievable dispersion, is limited by the writing setup
of the phase mask.
The stretching factor seen by the pulse depends on the wavelength, the spectral bandwidth and the grating length. The dispersion D in fs/nm, the spectral bandwidth ∆λCBG
of the filter and the maximum stretching factor τmax are related by: D · ∆λCBG = τmax
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Figure 5.1: Working principle of a Bragg grating: in light of interferences between the
forward and the backward propagating waves, the different wavelengths are
reflected at different positions inside the material. In this example, the shorter
wavelength (bluest) are reflected before the longer ones (redest), introducing
negative dispersion. The insets show chirped fiber and volume Bragg gratings.

(cf. equation 5.5). τmax corresponds to the maximum delay which might be written inside
the material, to delay the extreme wavelengths of the spectral width ∆λCBG from each
other.
As the spectral shape of the filter can be first approximated with a rectangular shape,
the spectral bandwidth of the pulse needs to be at least a factor of two narrower than
the filter bandwidth to limit spectral clipping during the passage through the CBG. For
a Gaussian pulse, a factor of three between the FWHM of the quasi-flat-top filter and the
one of the pulse would actually cover the whole spectrum, even the components with very
low spectral density, i.e. ∆λCBG ≈ 3∆λF W HM . The consideration of only a factor of two
for the ratio between both spectral FWHM implies thus that the spectral components
with low energy are filtered out, which can be accepted in this specific design because
of the gain narrowing encountered during later amplification, narrowing the edges of
the spectrum, too. The filtering by the CBG means that the pulse is only lengthened
according to the dispersion seen by its spectral bandwidth.
One problem of Bragg gratings, either in bulk or in fiber, is the appearance of side
lobes in the reflected spectrum if the strength of the index modulation is constant over
a certain length and suddenly drops to zero. In order to avoid this, a technique called
apodization is used: the change in the refractive index is slowly ramped up and down over
a certain length. This decreases the reflectivity of the filter, which can be compensated
with an increased grating length. There is consequently a trade-off in the CBG design
between filter reflectivity and side-lobes suppression. Group-delay ripple may be present
even with apodization e.g. due to phase error of the phase mask [141].
Chirped volume Bragg gratings
The chirped volume Bragg gratings (CVBG), initially developed by Efimov et al. [142] at
the turn of the millenium, are now commercially available; their current maximum delay
is about 450 ps for a flat-top bandwidth of 7 nm, limiting the pulse bandwidth to ∼3 nm,
hence the stretching factor is quite low. In order to achieve 1 to 2 ns stretching, it would
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be necessary to have at least 4 CVBG in series [143]. As each of them has a reflectivity of
∼75%, the total reflectivity of the stretcher would be 31%. To obtain 0.8 ns/nm over 5 nm,
a design with 16 passes through the CVBGs could be a solution. Such an experimental
setup might introduce instabilities and issues during the recompression: to recompress
with a grating pair, the dispersion curves of both stretcher and compressor need to exactly
compensate each other, but a high number of CVBGs multiplies the production tolerances
and errors in the dispersion curve, thus endangers the recompression to a transform limited
pulse, and might lead to the appearence of unwanted satellite pulses.
Chirped fiber Bragg gratings
The commercially available chirped fiber Bragg gratings (CFBGs) are written in a similar
way to the CVBG, and encounter similar limitations as the CVBG, but their writing
process makes a longer grating possible. CFBGs were first developed for dispersion compensation in optical fiber communication systems, then extended to stretch and compress
the pulses in ultrafast laser systems.
The maximum stretching factor which can be written in one grating is 1100 ps for
CFBGs written by the company Teraxion in Québec. Some other possible sources for
CFBGs are the research group of Prof. Ben Eggleton in Australia, and the company Idil
in France, among others.
It seems logical to use several CFBGs in series to increase the stretching factor, which
is only practicable if the dispersion is very well controlled. During the writing process,
some delay ripples appear however on the dispersion filter as shown in figure 5.2. Their
period is about a few picometers. The delay ripples stem from random and systematic
errors during fiber manufacturing. They represent the deviation between the written filter
and the targeted one. Delay ripples distort the spectral phase of the pulses and result in
incompressible pedestals in the time domain. A correction of low frequency delay ripples
based on iterative measurements of the group delay (GD) curve and UV illumination of
the grating was demonstrated in [144]; the curve calculated for the new illumination is
obtained by using a simple solution of the inverse problem for the coupled-wave equation.
In that work, the low-frequency group-delay ripples have been reduced from ±15 ps to
±2 ps. According to the manufacturer TeraXion, the amplitude of the delay ripple is
reduced from 150 ps to 40 ps peak-to-peak after correction. During the writing-process
of a CFBG for 1550 nm, it is already possible to measure the delay ripples and to reduce
them with an adequate choice of parameters; at the time of designing and ordering, this
was not yet implemented for the writing setup of the 1 µm centered gratings, representing
a risk for the pulse compression when selecting this stretching method.
As a result, if the compressibility needs to be optimized so that the recompressed
pulses achieve a nearly transform limited pulse length, the number of CFBGs in series
for stretching the pulse should be minimized. It is besides possible to write a nonlinear
dispersion curve in the CFBGs to compensate higher order dispersion.
CVBG and CFBG as compressors
Passing backwards through a CVBG adds the opposite dispersion than the forward pass,
hence compresses the pulses up to the dispersion added between stretcher and compressor.
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Figure 5.2: Example of delay ripples on the GD of 3 CFBGs with 3.5 nm filter bandwidth
centred at 1550 nm, and with a stretching of 62.5 ps. Data: Courtesy of
TeraXion.

Unfortunately the high energies in the compressor require large apertures which are not
yet available. To date up to 8×5 mm2 grating aperture can be written, limiting the beam
diameter to ∼ 2 mm, which can sustain only mJ level energies for sub-picosecond pulses.
The passage through the glass also adds nonlinearities to the beam. This solution has
been discarded for all these reasons.
CFBGs are not an option as a compressor for mJ energy level with sub-picosecond
pulse duration, beause they are written in single-mode fused silica fiber: the maximum
peak power inside the fiber shoud not exceed a few kW to minimize nonlinearities.

5.2.2 Bulk grating stretcher and compressor
Grating and prism stretchers and compressors use angular dispersion and a geometric
arrangement to introduce dispersion on a pulse. When the low frequency spectral component of the pulse (reddest) undergoes a shorter optical path than the high frequency
ones (bluest), positive dispersion is introduced.
In figure 5.3, the principle layouts of a stretcher and a compressor are shown. Both
differentiate from each other by the distance between the gratings: in the case of a
compressor, the optical distance Lcomp is positive and negative in the case of the stretcher.
For this, the image of the grating G1 is placed as a virtual image by the telescope after
G2 : on the figure G2 is located between the telescope and F20 focal point of the telescope,
whereas the image of G1 would be located after. The incident γ and diffracted γdif f
angles are defined in the layout of the compressor, and are correspondingly defined in
the stretcher. The stretching factor depends on the parameter Lcomp . According to the
formula for a grating pair derived by Fork et al. in [146], the second (GDD) and third
order (TOD) dispersion for a grating pair are given by:
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Figure 5.3: General scheme of a grating stretcher (a) and compressor (b). Schema adapted
from [145].
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where lg is the perpendicular distance between the gratings and d the spacing of the
grooves of the grating.
According to the dispersion formula for a stretcher or compressor, the introduced GDD
and TOD depend on the line density of the grating and on the distance of the focus to
the grating.
In this experiment, in order to stretch the assumed 10 nm wide pulses up to 0.8 ns/nm
while minimizing the footprint, the grating would need the highest possible number of
lines per mm. Currently 1740 lines/mm are achievable while not introducing distorsions due
to TOD. Some companies like Richardson Gratings can increase it up to 2400 lines/mm,
however with too small an aperture for this system. The corresponding Littrow angle for
a given groove density is: 2d · sin(γ) = m · λL , where d is the distance between the
grooves, γ the incident angle and m the diffraction order.
In the case of a grating with 1760 lines/mm and using the first diffraction order, γ equals
64.9◦ at 1029 nm. The extreme wavelengths of the pulse spectrum λmin = 1026 nm,
λmax = 1032 nm are diffracted into the angles γmin , γmax according to the grating condition
d · (sin γmin,max + sin γ) = m · λmin,max to 65.6◦ and 64.2◦ , respectively.
Figure 5.4 shows a detail of the grooves of the gratings with 1760 lines/mm groove density
from Plymouth Grating Laboratory. The design of the grooves allows a high diffraction
efficiency >97.5%, as illustrated in figure 5.5: the diffraction efficiency in the first order
is given vs. wavelength and angle of incidence on the grating; the maximum diffraction
efficiency is represented in the yellow zone. In this grating design, the further away from
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Littrow angle, the least efficiency and the more narrowband. For a detuned wavelength,
the efficiency decreases as well. From this graph a pulse centered at 1030 nm with 10 nm
full spectral bandwidth incoming with an angle of incidence of 60◦ would be diffracted
with the maximum efficiency.

Figure 5.4: Details of the grooves of the grating from Plymouth Laboratory Grating.
Photo from the quotation of the gratings.

Figure 5.5: Efficiency curve of a grating from Plymouth Laboratory Grating optimized
for 1030 nm central wavelength. Graph from the quotation of the gratings.

Stretcher geometries
Several configurations of grating stretchers were demonstrated. For this system, two configurations have been examined: Offner [134, 147] and Martinez [148, 133]. The Martinez
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stretcher is presented in the following, whereas the calculations for the Offner stretcher
are in appendix 10C.
The scheme of a Martinez stretcher is shown in figure 5.6a. These figures show the ray
tracing of the beam inside the stretcher: the single-deck stretcher is shown from the top
and, as inset, from a different angle showing the input and output beams. The lens is
located 1 m after the grating. In the double-deck shown in figure 5.6b, the stretcher is
folded in the middle: 4 passes are done on each grating instead of 2 in a conventional,
single-deck stretcher. The advantage of this folding is the smaller footprint compared to
the unfolded version, but the alignment of the lenses would be complex from the point of
view of space, holders, and required precision. Each pass on the grating induces however
losses, and a small amplifier or a stronger oscillator would be necessary to compensate
for these losses. In order to reach the required 0.8 ns/nm stretching ratio, two double-deck
Martinez stretchers in series would be required.

(a) One-Deck Martinez stretcher

(b) Double-Deck Martinez stretcher

Figure 5.6: Martinez stretcher to reach the required 0.8 ns/nm stretching ratio for high
energy amplification, traditional and double-deck. Design by Eduardo Granados.

The grating of the Martinez stretcher can be chosen as multi-dielectric to be completely
symmetric with the compressor grating or gold coated. The manufacturers typically offer
1740 lines/mm for gold coated ones (Horiba Jobin-Yvon), whereas the multi-dielectric ones
have 1760 lines/mm (Plymouth Laboratories Gratings). The difference in the dispersion due
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to the line difference could be compensated with an adaptation of the angle of incidence
on the gratings without endangering the compression.
Another problem of this solution resides in the stability of the whole system. On such
large distances a small variation of the alignment of one optical component has a large
influence. The gratings and mirrors have to be thick enough to avoid distortions of the
surface and therefore of the wavefront.
Compressor geometry
As explained in figure 5.3 (b) the Treacy compressor [149] consists of 2 gratings placed at
or close to Littrow angle; the beam makes a double pass on both gratings. The spectral
components are diffracted under different angles and thus see different path lengths. After
the first pass, the beam is spatially chirped. A second passage through the compressor
overlays the individual spectral components in space. In order to obtain at the output
a not only spatially compressed but also temporally compressed beam, half of the total
dispersion is introduced by a single-pass. This makes it possible to reduce the required
distance between both gratings. The grating pair dispersion formula given in equation 5.8
covers the case of the compressor geometry: the distance between the gratings is negative
in the case of a stretcher and positive in the case of a compressor; this induces a change
of the dispersion sign.
In case of a transmission grating compressor, by passing through the gratings, the
beam will encounter self-phase modulation if the intensity is too high. As the damage
threshold of silica is 1.15 J/cm2 for 1 ps long pulses [150] and the nonlinearity threshold
determined by the critical power 3.5 MW, the maximum intensity on the grating imposes
a minimum waist radius of 4.6 mm, which should be increased to 6-10 mm for safety
reasons. Reflection gratings will be used to avoid this issue.
With 1740 l/mm and 1 m separation between the mirrors, under Littrow angle, a dispersion of −1.319×108 fs2 is coupled to a third order dispersion about 1.959 × 109 fs3 ; this
dispersion corresponds to the one needed to stretch the seed pulses to 0.65 ns/nm.
A grating stretcher followed by a grating compressor has the advantage of completely
eliminating the higher order dispersion after recompression if their dispersion curves are
opposite, but the sizes of the gratings lead to high costs and the long beam paths to an
increased mechanical instability. The presented double-deck double Martinez stretcher is
quite compact though it still needs close to 30 m free space propagation. Therefore, in
this work, the combination of CFBG and double-deck compressor is pursued.

5.3 Dispersion analysis and comparison of the solutions
A twin-system of the high energy booster was developed in parallel in the group of Prof.
Franz X. Kärtner at MIT; this system required as well stretcher and compressor. The
stretcher at MIT was designed as a double-deck double-Martinez stretcher shown in figure 5.6b, which fixes the design of the compressor. To reduce the development effort both
systems should receive the same compressor, i.e. the compressor designed in this work
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had to be compatible with the double-deck double-Martinez stretcher. The stretcher was
then designed to match the compressor.
The resulting compressor design compensates exactly the dispersion introduced by the
gratings ordered at MIT for the double-deck double-Martinez stretcher, though the groove
density is slightly different: by adapting the angle of incidence of the 1760 line/mm gratings
to 59.85◦ instead of 60◦ , the TOD/GDD ratio is equal to the one of the stretcher with
57.5◦ and 1740 line/mm. This means that at least the GVD and TOD could be exactly
compensated between the grating stretcher and the grating compressor. The CFBGs are
however designed to compensate a grating compressor with 60◦ angle of incidence upon
the first grating, which is the main design of the compressor. The dimensions of the
gratings and of the roof mirrors are calculated through geometric raytracing and angle
considerations with Mathcad. A simulation with TracePro confirms these dimensions and
allows for a more detailed sensitivity analysis.
The compressor after the regenerative amplifier (cf. figure 2.7) is illustrated in figure 5.7.
Figure 5.7a represents the implementation of the compressor, folded between both gratings
G1 and G2 with the mirrors RM6 and RM7 to decrease the foot-print, and figure 5.7b
the so-called “double deck” compressor: the compressor of figure 5.7a can be folded with
the roof mirrors RM4 and RM5 in a double pass compressor, to reduce the footprint by
half. The double-deck can be implemented after the cryogenic amplifier, depending on the
grating efficiency, as the losses have to be minimized after amplification to high energies.
The sensitivity analysis is performed with TracePro by tilting one mirror or grating and
observing the pointing difference on a screen 5 m away from the first grating. As a result,
the gratings as well as the roof mirror consisting of RM1 and RM2 have to be aligned
with a precision of <1’ around the X-axis to meet the clear aperture of the optics and
to minimize distorsions due to the gratings. RM3, RM5 and RM6 are introduced in the
beam path if the double-deck is needed. RM5 and RM6 are mounted on a periscope with
fine adjustable mirrors. Both mirrors could also be rectangular and optically contacted
orthogonally to each other, forming one unit with a tolerance on the angle about 1.5’.
This solution was discarded due to its cost.
In this work, the implemented solution for the stretcher is the one based on CFBG,
presented in detail hereafter. The grating-based stretcher was not the preferred solution
due to its high cost and space requirements, but the implemented CFBG stretcher and
bulk grating compressor were designed to be compatible with this back-up solution.
Here, only a recompressibility to pulse length below 1 ps after the regenerative amplifier is aimed at and a stretching ratio of ∼0.8 ns/nm is the main goal. The scheme
of the stretcher is shown in figure 5.8. The oscillator (not represented) is coupled in
a custom-made, commercial fiber amplifier, which has three outputs: the outputs For
Super-continuum and For DFG for Tm Amplifier are for the actively CEP-stabilized
front-end of the synthesizer (cf. 2.5) and the third output is the one for seeding the regenerative amplifier. This low energy arm is stretched through one CFBG with a FWHM
bandwidth of 6 nm, then amplified, thus avoiding the accumulation of nonlinearities during the propagation of ultrashort-pulses in fibers. A second CFBG preceeds a last fiber
amplifier followed by two CFBGs located on a four port circulator. Both fiber amplifiers
are single-mode, co-propagating core pumped, polarization maintaining amplifiers. The
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(a) One-Deck Compressor

(b) Double-Deck Compressor

Figure 5.7: TracePro simulation of the compressor after the regenerative amplifier. On
the top, the single deck version is represented, whereas the double-deck version
is on the bottom.

chosen fibers are highly doped and absorb the 700 mW pump power with 140 dB/m; the
pump wavelength is centered at 975 nm. The gain is calculated to be 16 dB per amplifier with derated pumps: on one hand, using only one amplifier would have been on the
achievable limit, but would result in the loss of scalability; on the other hand, there is
still some spare pump power to increase the output power if necessary.
At the entrance of the custom-made, commercial fiber amplifier, the pulse from the
oscillator is assumed to be an ideal sech2 unchirped pulse. It leaves Amp2 and Amp3
with an estimated duration of 1.7 ps and Amp1 with ∼750 fs duration due the dispersion
(GDD and higher orders) introduced by the fibers. From this point, several stretcher
concepts based on CFBGs have been compared: different spectral widths of the CFBG
(3, 5, 6, 7 and 15 nm) and the losses of the assembly due to circulator and CFBG have
been considered.
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Figure 5.8: Scheme of the fiber amplifier with three outputs: one to seed the regenerative amplifier with its stretcher, one for the super continuum and a spare
one. Amp1, Amp2 and Amp3 are parts of a custom-made, commercial fiber
amplifier, whereas Amp4 and Amp5 have been built within the stretcher. The
energies and pulse durations after each stage and split are indicated on the
drawing.

• The losses are mainly caused by the circulators (3 dB losses), whereas the reflection
of the CFBG is specified to be better than 80% by Teraxion. Adding the losses of
the splices, the losses of each assembly can be estimated to 4.5 dB. Fiber amplifiers
compensate for these losses.
• CFBGs with 15 nm bandwidth would avoid cutting down the input spectrum, thus
they would keep a Gaussian spectrum. The number of CFBGs to reach the required
stretching ratio would however be too large considering the delay ripples and the
losses.
• Two CFBGs with 3 nm bandwidth on the contrary would stretch the pulse to the
required stretching ratio but drastically narrow down the spectrum, preventing a
recompression below a picosecond after the regenerative amplifier.
• The main problem of the delay ripples is their amplification through all the stages
[46]: in the last stage, at the Joule level, the spectrum could then be very sharply
structured. The difference between this solution and one based on CVBG as in [46]
mostly relies on the manufacturer’s know-how, and the confidence that the delayripple are well-controlled by Teraxion and the manufacturing process regularly improved.
Four CFBGs with 6 nm bandwidth represent the best compromise to reach the required
spectral width at the output of the stretcher, while limiting the influence of the delay
ripples. To compensate for the losses, two fiber amplifiers are added after the first and
second CFBGs.
The spectrum of the stretched pulses, narrowed down to the filter width of the CFBGs,
is reshaped by the amplification in the fiber amplifiers and in the regenerative amplifier.
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An estimation of the maximal spectral width after the latter is given by a wavelength
dependent Franz-Nodvik simulation; this only takes into account the available stored
energy for each wavelength, calculated from the emission and absorption cross-sections of
the material, and neglects the homogenization of the upper and lower laser levels. With
this simplified calculation and from the estimation of the gain narrowing from Rouyer’s
formula, the pulse duration after recompression is expected to be between 400 fs and 1 ps.
In conclusion it is interesting to test the CFBGs, but one should keep in mind the
potential issue of the delay ripples. The double-grating solution should work in all cases
and is kept as a back-up option. The CFBGs are more elegant and the “all-fiber” concept
is then fully utilized; for this reason this solution will be first implemented. As for the
compressor, the Treacy grating compressor is implemented after the regenerative amplifier
and after the cryogenic amplifier.

5.4 Experimental results
5.4.1 Stretcher
The implemented fiber stretcher with the necessary intermediate fiber amplifiers are represented on figure 5.9. The first 3-port circulator and apodized CFBG are spliced directly
to the split output from the commercial fiber amplifier, in order to minimize the nonlinearities accumulating through propagation in the fibers. The pulse is thus at least
1 ns long and the peak power is low enough to neglect the nonlinearities, even after the
amplification stages. A second 3-port circulator and CFBG follow the amplifier (Amp4
on figure 5.9). After the second amplifier (Amp 5 on figure 5.9), a 4-port circulator with
two CFBGs terminates the stretcher setup. The intermediate amplifiers are pumped with
an Oclaro diode centered at 974 nm and with a JDSU diode centered at 976 nm delivering both more than 600 mW power. They consist of a high-absorption (140 dB/m at
915 nm) single-mode fiber from CorActiv (Yb 401-PM, photodarkening resistant). The
whole setup is polarization maintaining and all splices were made with an Ericsson splicer
FSU995PM. As the fiber PMCMS1060 for the CFBGs from Teraxion are specially made
by Nufern, the parameters of the splicers had to be adapted from the ones for splicing
standard fibers; they were tested and improved to optimize the transmission. From an
average of 0.4 dB measured losses, splices to PM980 fiber were improved to less than
0.2 dB measured losses on average.
First, the commercial fiber amplifier from figure 5.8 and the stretcher were characterized
by coupling a transform-limited 200 fs Gaussian pulse coming from the output of the seed
oscillator model T-Pulse manufactured by Amplitude Systèmes, attenuated to achieve an
input energy level between 2 and 8 pJ, corresponding to the expected available energy
from the Ti:sapphire oscillator in a 10 nm spectral bandwidth centered around 1030 nm.
The repetition rate is with 42.5 MHz half the one of the Ti:sapphire oscillator. This allows
a compatibility with both versions of the Yb frequency synthesizer shown in figures 2.5
and 2.6.
The commercial fiber laser delivers 600 µW with 17.2 nm bandwidth on the split output
after the first amplification stage. As the first CFBG cuts the spectrum to its own spectral
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width, less than 100 µW seeds Amp4. The latter is set up to deliver 140 mW with 400 mA
pump current. At the output of the stretcher, both Amp4 and Amp5 are configured to
have 48 mW average power, corresponding to 1.13 nJ pulse energy.
The pulse train of the stretched pulses (a), the seed spectrum (b) and the output
spectrum (c) are displayed in figure 5.10. The measurements of the stretched pulse train
were acquired with a fast oscilloscope (Agilent 8GHz 80804B/001) and the spectra with
a high resolution spectrometer from OceanOptics (HR4000).
The reflection bandwidth of each of the four CFBGs is centered at the wavelength
1029 nm ±0.1 nm, hence no spectral cut was observed in addition to the one expected
from the nominal bandwidth of the filters. This has been measured with an ANDO AQ6315 spectrometer with 0.05 nm resolution. The effective stretching ratio of the pulses
can be obtained from the measurement of the temporal and spectral widths and is equal
to 0.65 ns/nm.
The spectral and temporal resolutions are not high enough to resolve the possible
delay ripples. These would have been experimentally observed after compression of the
pulse, because they would have caused a long pedestal in the time domain. The spectral
modulations on figure 5.10 originate from SPM in the fiber pre-amplifier.

5.4.2 Compressor
The compressors are mechanically engineered because of the extra-large size of the mirrors
and gratings. The first compressor refers to the one after the regenerative amplifier and
the second compressor to the one after the cryogenically cooled booster, set up in this work
after the 100 mJ booster stage, but compatible with the booster stage toward the Joule
level. A first version of the holders was designed by the DESY and CFEL engineering
teams for the compressor after the regenerative amplifier, and the later experimental
discoveries were used as input for the mechanical design of the compressor after the
cryogenically cooled amplifier. Figure 5.11 shows the holder of the second grating and an
overview of the folded compressor, while the one after the cryogenically cooled amplifier
is shown in figure 5.12.
In order to reduce the footprint the compressor is folded horizontally and vertically with
a double-deck. Thanks to the high first order diffraction efficiency of the gratings, the
overall efficiency of the compressor after the regenerative amplifier is 81%, corresponding

Figure 5.9: Experimental setup of the CFBG stretcher: two isolators Iso have been added
to the prepared layout shown in figure 5.8. A 2 ps long pulse with more than
6 nm bandwidth is stretched up to 4 ns; its spectral bandwidth is narrowed
to 5.5 nm.
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(a) Pulse train after stretching

(b) Spectrum before stretching

(c) Spectrum after stretching

Figure 5.10: (a) representation of the stretched pulse train on the oscilloscope. The spectral modulations can be seen in the time domain. The spectra before and
after the stretcher are displayed in (b) and (c). The modulations orginate
from SPM in the first fiber amplifier.

to 97.5% per pass on the gratings. For this reason, the second compressor has been also
designed with a double-deck. In light of the size of the beam after the 1 J amplifier and the
narrower bandwidth, the optics of the second compressor are much higher and narrower
(cf. table 5.2). The degrees of freedom have been chosen to allow an easy alignment: in
the second version the vertical alignment screw of the roof mirror has been removed, as
well as one of the three alignment screws of the baseplate of the gratings. The other two
screws of these baseplates have been kept to fine tune the parallelism of the lines with the
beam polarization and the vertical tilt alignment. The angle of incidence can be finely
aligned with an adjustable screw; in the first version the location below the mid-point of
the grating led to a vertical shift while aligning the angle, that is why it has been shifted
in the second one to the middle of the grating. Table 5.2 summarizes the dimensions of
the mirrors and gratings used in both compressors as well as the degrees of freedom for
the alignment.
In the second version, the alignment screws have been redesigned to ensure a longer
travel range with a finer step size via a double differential screw. The alignment of the
folding mirror was limited to vertical alignment for one mirror and horizontal alignment
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(a) Holder of the grating G2

(b) Compressor layout

Figure 5.11: Mechanical design of the compressor after the regenerative amplifier. (a)
Holder of the big grating G2. (b) Layout with holders and beam path. The
adjustment screws are shown in red.

for both, though not as fine as with the differential screw. The translation stage was
modified to improve the stability. A photograph in figure 5.13 illustrates the compressor
after the regenerative amplifier.
The alignment of the compressor started by placing the optics according to the calculated distances and angles. The precision of this alignment was verified with references
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(a) Holder of the grating G2

(b) Compressor layout

Figure 5.12: Mechanical design of the compressor after the cryogenic amplifier. (a) Holder
of the big grating G2, with dimensions. (b) General view of the compressor.
The adjustment screws are shown in red.

at very long distances: for example, the vertical alignment of a component was confirmed
over 4 to 5 m before placing the next component. For the fine adjustment of the folding mirrors along the Y-axis, this alignment distance has been increased to 7 m. The
alignment of the optics along the X-axis has been verified in a similar way.
After setting the optics the fine-tuning of the pulse compression is performed with
the angle of incidence onto the first grating, the parallelism of the two gratings and the
distance between them. The pulse duration was measured first with a fast photodiode
(EOT3500) and an oscilloscope (Lecroy WaveRunner 640 Zi); the oscilloscope was then
replaced with a sampling scope (Agilent). The bandwidth of the oscilloscope was 4 GHz
and the one of the photodiode 12.5 GHz, meaning that the total bandwidth of the chain
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Optic
Grating
Folding mirror
Roof mirror

Abbr.
G1
G2
FM1
FM2
RM1
RM2
RM3

Dim.
[mm2 ]
60 × 120 × 25
390 × 120 ×60
80 × 120 ×25
80 × 120 ×25
200 × 40 ×15
200 × 40 ×15
200 × 40 ×40

Regen.
Clear ap.
[mm2 ]
45 × 105
375 × 105
70 × 105
70 × 105
190 × 35
190 × 35
2 ·190 × 35

Align
θy , θx , θz , y
θy , θx , θz , y
θx , θy
θy
θy
θx , θy
θy

Dim.
[mm2 ]
130 × 210 × 40
160 × 210 ×40
85 × 210 ×30
85 × 210 ×30
140 × 75×24
140 × 75×24
140 × 75×75

Cryo.
Clear ap.
[mm2 ]
105 × 195
145 × 195
80 × 195
80 × 195
135 × 70
135 × 70
2 ·135 × 75

Align
θy , θx , θz
θy , θx , θz
θx , θy
θy
θy
θx , θy
θy

Table 5.2: Dimensions of the optics in the compressors with degrees of freedom in the
alignement. Dim. dimensions, Clear ap. clear aperture, Align alignment degrees.
Parameter
w0,max
lg
AOI
τin,F W HM
τout,F W HM
∆λF W HM

Unit
mm
m
◦

ns
ps
nm

Regen
4
1.109
60
2.35
0.650
3.6

Cryo
20
1.109
60
0.26
2.45
0.4

Table 5.3: Parameters of both compressors. The given pulse duration of the pulses after
the cryogenically cooled amplifier is the expected one.

was limited to 3.8 GHz, corresponding to 260 ps resolution; with the sampling scope,
the minimum pulse duration measurable was 140 ps. The grating separation was set
up in the center of the range measuring the shortest electrical pulse duration of 140 ps.
The autocorrelation was then measured with an autocorrelator with 50 ps scan range
(APE PulseCheck 50) and the alignment of the compressor optimized iteratively. Further
diagnosis of the proper alignment was the beam profile after the compressor: remaining
spatial chirp, due to non-parallel gratings, leads to horizontal ellipticity of the beam.
The angle of incidence on G1 and G2, their parallelism and the distance in-between were
scanned systematically to achieved the best pulse compression.
After the regenerative amplifier, the pulse duration reaches a minimum of 615 fs, assuming a Gaussian fit and deconvolution, as shown in figure 5.14. 15% of the energy is
estimated to be in the pedestals by substracting the energy in an ideal Gaussian pulse
and in the real pulse. On the autocorrelation trace, there is no sign of an uncompressed
background; this indication is however strongly limited by the sensitivity of the autocorrelator. The absence of an uncompressed background was double-checked with SHG of
the compressed pulses. The efficiency of 45 % confirms that the main energy is located
in the compressed pulse. By taking the Fourier-transform of the spectrum, the pulses
from the cryogenically cooled amplifier are expected to be compressible in a similar way
to 2.45 ps.
After the compressor, the beam profile is elliptical, with a ratio of 2/3. This might originate from the inherent divergence of the beam inside the compressor competing with the
angular dispersion, even if the Rayleigh length of 48 m is longer than the total compressor
length. Therefore, the beam diameter at the input of the compressor has been increased
by a factor of 1.5 by changing the telescope located between the regenerative amplifier
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Figure 5.13: Photograph of the compressor after the regenerative amplifier: the gratings
are located on the right, the roof mirror and folding mirror on the translation
stage on the left.

and the compressor. The increase of the beam diameter is limited by the clear aperture
of the gratings. The divergence of the collimated beam, with collimation verified with a
shear-plate, has been reduced from 0.2 mrad to 0.13 mrad, however without noticeable
improvement of the output beam. A cylindrical telescope with 200 mm and −150 fs
sagittal focal lengths compensates for the ellipticity.
During operation over several days, some changes in the stretched spectrum, monitored
with a fast photodiode at the output of the regenerative amplifier, have been correlated
with variations of the compressed pulse duration. These variations were originating from
temperature and humidity variations in the stretcher box. Water cooling stabilizes since
partly the temperature inside the box, and nitrogen flooding controls the humidity. With
a controlled environment around the fiber based stretcher, the spectral shape of the pulses
and consequently the compression remain constant over time.

5.5 Summary
In this chapter, concepts for stretching and compressing the pump line pulses have been
examined and compared. Their design is compatible with both versions of the Yb frequency synthesizer: the actively CEP stable one starting with a Ti:sapphire oscillator and
the passively CEP stable one based on ytterbium oscillator. The implemented stretcher
consists in four CFBG with two intermediate fiber amplifiers compensating for the losses.
The stretching ratio of 0.65 ns/nm is close to the estimated one of 0.8 ns/nm, meaning that
the gain narrowing in the fiber amplifiers and the spectral cut in the CFBG has been
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.14: (a) Autocorrelation of the pulses compressed at the output of the regenerative
amplifier and (b) expected autocorrelation at the output of the cryogenically
cooled booster.

correctly estimated. The compression is achieved with a bulk grating compressor; the
1740 lines/mm gratings are separated with a perpendicular distance of 1.109 m. The pulse
compression of the regenerative amplifier output delivers pulses as short as 615 fs, close
to the Fourier-transform limit of 612 fs, with ∼15% energy spread in the pedestals.
The pulses compressed after the regenerative amplifier drive the front-end presented in
the next chapter and pump a first amplification stage of the CEP stable generated pulses
(cf. chapter 7), whereas the compressed pulses from the power amplifier will be used in
the future for other experiments.
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The intended experiments in strong-field physics driven with the Yb based waveform
synthesizer depend on the strength of the electric field. The latter varies with the CEP
of the single to few-cycle pulses, hence CEP stability is required.
The CEP-stable front-end, Front-end in figure 2.2 is based on the scheme described
in section 2.2.2 and consists of a first white-light (WL) continuum stage followed by two
parametric amplifiers, whose idler is CEP stable and used to generate a second whitelight supercontinuum. The driver pulse of the first WL stage is here the compressed
output of the regenerative amplifier described in chapters 3 and 5. Two versions of the
front-end were implemented, differing in the central wavelength of the amplified spectral
region of the first white-light stage: with the first one, the proof-of-principle of the CEP
stability was demonstrated, and the central wavelength of the second one is located in a
spectral region not amplified by the frequency synthesizer, in order to ensure a smooth
and compressible phase of the later-on amplified spectra.
White-light generation (WLG) is a complexe process involving several nonlinear mechanisms and was demonstrated in previous works in bulk with pulses shorter than half
a picosecond or several tens of picoseconds long; the shorter ones generate a coherent
white-light whereas the longer ones lead to incoherent broadening. There was thus an
uncertainty on the coherence of the WL generated with sub-picosecond pulses as in this
work. The questions to answer concerns the coherence of the WL spectrum, required for
generating a second WL stage with passive CEP stability, and its shot-to-shot stability,
to ensure constant conditions for the second WL stage. The WLG with sub-picosecond
pulses is thus experimentally investigated prior to the implementation of the CEP-stable
front-end. A further numerical analysis would be necessary for an in-depth understanding
of the white-light broadening.
The experimental realization of the front-end is discussed in the following sections.
The first section details the white-light generation with sub-picosecond pulses and the
optimization of experimental parameters. The second section describes the OPAs and the
second WL stage. Finally, the reconstruction of the complete electric field of the amplified
signal and the measurement of the CEP stability are presented.

6.1 White-light generation with sub-ps pulses
After the presentation of the mechanisms underlying WLG and of the state of the art,
the experimental setup for the WL study is discussed. The experiments investigate the
influence of the materials, of their length, and of the pump pulse duration.
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6.1.1 State of the art
White-light generation in bulk materials was first demonstrated in the NIR in 1970 [151].
Extension to the mid-infrared and the visible was previously demonstrated in [152].
White-light generation in bulk is an extremely complex process and still requires a deeper
understanding, even if the experimental implementation seems trivial. Several theories
were developed over the last decades, and the most accepted one was proposed by Bergé
in [153] and Chin in [154]. The spectral broadening results from the interplay of nonlinear
effects during propagation through a medium: the driver laser is focused inside a crystal
at intensities leading to strong nonlinear interactions with the material. With spectral
broadening the pulse shortens in time due to self-steepening. This increases the intensity
up to the level required for self-collapse of the beam in space, increasing the intensity
even further: self-collapse happens when the nonlinear phase overcomes diffraction. This
process ultimately results in plasma generation by freeing electrons; the plasma defocuses
the beam. When the plasma defocusing compensates the self-focusing, a filament is created. This ensures a long interaction length for the formation of all spectral components.
During propagation other nonlinear effects contribute to the broadening: self-steepening
shortens the trailing edge of the pulse in time and leads to a broadening toward shorter
wavelengths; four-wave mixing between all the frequency components contributes to the
spectral broadening. The material dispersion plays an important role on the temporal
overlap of the different frequencies, i.e. it influences the frequency mixing.
Self-focusing would lead to catastrophic damage if not stopped by the plasma defocusing of the beam. For sub-hundred femtosecond pulses this plasma is created by multiphoton excitation (MPE) [37], whereas for longer pulses it is generated by avalanche
ionization [37, 155]. Pulses with picosecond duration belong to the intermediate region
and stable white-light continuum was not previously demonstrated with this pulse duration. It is consequently of great interest to understand whether a stable, reproducible and
smooth spectrum can be generated from these pulses and what mechanism underlies the
supercontinuum generation (SCG). In the case of avalanche ionization stopping the SPM,
the energy loss of the driving pulse should be noticeable and the spatial characteristics
of the beam modified. In the case of MPE, a bandgap dependence of the medium on the
WLG should be observed [156].
The broadening is limited on the short wavelength side by the material bandgap, as
discovered by Brodeur et al. in 1998 [157, 158, 159]: if the ratio between the photon
energy of the driving laser and the material bandgap is less than a threshold equal to
2, no supercontinuum is created. The created spectral components are absorbed instead
by two-photon absorption; the generation through SPM competes with this process. As
the broadening begins by the extreme wavelengths the absorption prevents any further
broadening. This plays a role e.g. in the choice of the material for WLG and is particularly
critical for WL driven in the visible. Once this condition is fulfilled, the bandwidth of the
blue wing of the WL increases with the material bandgap, as demonstrated experimentally in condensed materials for a fixed driving wavelength by Nagura et al. [159]. The
influence of the driving wavelength on the blue shifted wave and its width was studied by
Smetanina et al. in [160]: increasing the driving wavelength leads to a blue-shift and to a
narrowing of the spectrum.
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The influence of the divergence of the driver laser was studied in [161]: the numerical
aperture of the focusing lens is important to couple the maximum energy into the filament.
The separation of both spatial beam parameters – beam diameter and divergence – is
possible by introducing an iris before the focusing lens reducing the beam diameter.
WLG driven with a 2-µm laser was demonstrated in 2013 by Malevich et al. [162]:
a Ho:YAG regenerative amplifier delivering 550 fs long 3 mJ pulses drove WLG in 8mm long sapphire and 6-mm YAG. The spectra from the sapphire plate extended from
500 nm to more than 2.5 µm, with a strong dynamic in the spectral amplitude. For longer
pulse durations, WLG was demonstrated in fibers with 60 ps [163] and 600 ps [164] long
pulses. It is believed that no generation with pulse duration close to a picosecond has
been previously reported. Generating WL with this pulse duration represents a challenge
for finding the right parameters, between peak power and medium length: long pulses
may acquire nonlinearities over the material length, such as in a fiber, however with a
limitation to a few kW peak power. In the case of a pulse with duration close to a
picosecond, the input and output energy of the WL is limited by the interaction length.
The exact parameters to generate a stable filament in bulk, delivering several nJ output
energy, will be examined carefully and reported in the following.
The filament formation is influenced by several parameters, such as the focusing of the
driving beam and the peak power, as Ashcom et al. have reported in [161]. The peak
power is the key for self-phase modulation and self-steepening leading to collapse of the
beam in time and space. The critical peak power for self-focusing grows quadratically
with wavelength and inversely with the refractive and nonlinear index coefficients n0,mat ,
n2,mat :
λ2
(6.1)
PCrit = α
4πn0,mat n2,mat
where α depends on the spatial distribution of the beam and equals 1.8962 for Gaussian
beams. From the material parameters given in table 6.1, the critical powers for YAG (respectively sapphire) become then 1.36 MW (3.26 MW) for 1 µm wavelength and 0.22 MW
(0.68 MW) for 515 nm wavelength.

YAG
YAG
Sapphire
Sapphire

λ
nm
1030
515
1030
515

n0
[]
1.8153
1.84
1.7552
1.7731

n2
10−16 cm2/W
6.5
10
3.06
3.3

Egap
eV
6.3
6.3
9.9
9.9

ZDW
nm
1.6
1.6
1.315
1.315

Table 6.1: Comparison of the material parameters important for WLG, from [165, 166,
167, 168, 169, 97].

The ratio between peak power and critical power for self-focusing has been mentioned
in [158, 155] to characterize the operating piont. Kandidov et al. report a ratio Ppeak/Pcrit
of ∼5 [170]. The same group reported a ratio close to 1 for SCG in transparent condensed
media in [155]. The parameters of these experiments are close to the ones of this study.
The optimum experimental parameters for WLG with sub-picosecond pulses such as
the ratio Ppeak/Pcrit are determined in this experimental study. Its setup is presented in
the following sections, then the results obtained for 1030 nm and 515 nm driven WL are
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described. Parameters to optimize during SCG are the reproducibility of the spectrum
and the stability of the energy of the supercontinuum from shot to shot and over a long
operation time. A detailed study of WL continuum with long pulse duration is thus
performed, in which pulse duration, material and central wavelength are varied.
The complexity of the WLG process raises the question of the compressibility of the
pulses, i.e. of the behaviour of their phase, and of their coherence. The experiment of
Bellini et al. in 2000 with 100 fs long pulses from a Ti:sapphire laser demonstrates that
the supercontinua generated by two phase-locked lasers are coherent and that random
phase jitter is negligible [171]. The phase of super-continua was characterized in [159],
but for shorter driver pulses.

6.1.2 Experimental setup
The experimental setup of the WLG study, shown in figure 6.1, is composed of a telescope
to demagnify the incoming beam (Tel in the figure), of the setup for white-light generation
itself, including a focusing lens (L) and a crystal for WLG (X1 ) and of the diagnostics
setup. Be fore the focusing lens a variable attenuator is used to vary the intensity at
the crystal entrance. The numerical aperture at the entrance of the filament is varied
with a set of BK7 lenses with focal lengths ranging from 50 mm to 200 mm. An iris (not
shown) located before the focusing lens allows a slight change of the input beam diameter,
hence of the focused beam diameter, as described in [161]. This variation is kept to the
minimum to avoid diffraction effects in the focus.

Figure 6.1: Layout of the experimental setup of the white-light generation study. SHG
stands for second-harmonic stage, L1-L4 focusing and collimating lenses, I
iris, λ/2 half-waveplate, Att attenuator, WLXtal WL crystal, PD1-PD2 photodiodes, PM powermeters, and Spect. Vis. and Spect. MIR spectrometers
for visible and MIR. Filter sets cut the pump wavelength to avoid saturation
of the detectors.

For the measurements of the WL generated with 515 nm driving wavelength, a supplementary SHG stage (SHG) is added after the compressor. The SH is generated with
a 1.5 mm long BBO crystal and 3 separators, which are high reflectors for 515 nm and
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anti-reflectors for the fundamental wavelength, isolate the frequency doubled pulses from
the fundamental ones. The energy after the SHG stage was 1 mJ, from which only a few
µJ were used for this experiment.
The diagnostics setup needs to cover the broadest possible wavelength region, ideally
from the visible to the mid-infrared. For this reason, two spectrometers and two photodiodes were employed: the detection in the visible was performed with an HR4000
spectrometer from OceanOptics covering the range from 200 nm to 1100 nm and with an
InGaAs photodiode EOT4000; in the IR, the spectrometer used was a NIRQuest 256 from
OceanOptics ranging from 1100 nm to 2500 nm and a detector Det10D/M from Thorlabs.
A set of filters cut the fundamental spectrum before the detection with photodiodes as
well as in the measurement with the IR spectrometer. In the visible, the spectrometer
was saturated at the pump wavelength, because the saturation induces an artificial broadening toward the red. This has the advantage of resolving the supercontinuum without
introducing the ripples of short or long pass filters. The filtering of the pump before the
IR spectrometer was necessary to avoid the saturation of the instrument, but reduced the
signal level of the continuum and prevented to record the whole broadened spectrum.
The materials for WLG used in this study are YAG with 6 and 10 mm length, sapphire
with 6 mm length and CaF2 with a thickness of 6.35 mm. As sapphire is birefringent,
the broadening depends on the orientation of the polarization with respect to the crystallographic axes and a half-waveplate is added in the input beam path to rotate the
polarization. The intensities are calculated in the focii, taking into account the Fresnel
losses for an angle of incidence of 0◦ on the crystals.
The criterion for the optimization is the generation of the broadest spectra with less
than 5% fluctuations in the two spectral regions below and above the pump wavelength.
The filters used to cut the pump determine the lower and upper wavelength regions.
During the formation of the blue wing, third harmonic is generated, which mixes with
the input beam via four-wave mixing to extend the broadening toward the driver pulse;
the THG is a decisive step in the WLG, even though its efficiency remains as low as 10−6
to 10−4 [172]. The wavelengths of the broadened wing which exhibits a smooth spectrum
and is closest to the driving pulse are generated last. Directly around the driver pulse selfphase modulation broadens the spectrum. In these experiments, this broadening around
the driver extended maximum to 200 GHz bandwidth. The WL spectrum shows thus a
dip with low spectral density and it is convenient to define the lower spectral region up
to this wavelength. In the following measurements this dip was located at 900 nm.
In the analysis, the response function of the filters, lens coatings, silver mirrors and
powermeters have been taken into account to rescale the energies and the spectra.
A measurement with one configuration (10 mm YAG-crystal and 100 mm focal length
lens) has been repeated 10 times for the calculation of the error bars. During each
measurement, the lens was removed and the incoming beam misaligned; realigning the
WL shows then the influence and reproducibility of the position of the lens and the angle
of incidence on the crystal. The error is calculated from the standard deviation σ with the
√
formula: Err = σ/ N , N being the number of measurements. The measurement of the
beam diameter in the focus of the lens with the CCD is not limited by the resolution of
the camera and had a precision of less than 1 µm. For further analysis, the contribution
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of each term in the expression of the intensity, peak power, and fluence (input power,
beam diameter) is taken into account with the geometrical mean.

6.1.3 Influence of material
This section will compare first the results obtained for 1030 nm driven WL with 6-mm
long sapphire and YAG crystals, then focus on the differences in the continuum for 6 mm
and 10 mm long YAG crystals. These thicknesses and crystals corresponded to the best
results obtained for different focusing conditions. At the end, the results obtained with a
515 nm driving laser will be presented.
The first measurement set was acquired by varying the WLG crystal and its thickness.
The setup was optimized for each crystal: the focusing lens was exchanged, its position
varied and the variable attenuator adjusted to find the optimum numerical aperture, start
position of the filament and intensity.
Comparison of the materials: sapphire and YAG
Stable WL supercontinuum is generated at 1030 nm with all three materials. The WLG
induced in CaF2 crystal led to rapid degradation of the crystal; techniques such as rotating or moving the CaF2 plate are well developed, but lead to disturbances on the
pulses. For the application in a CEP-stable front-end, this is not suitable and CaF2 was
discarded. The setup with a 100 mm focusing lens, the 10 mm long YAG and 2.7 mm
input beam diameter presented the lowest sensitivity to experimental variations such as
crystal position and intensity.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.2: Spectra of the white-light supercontinua obtained with (a) 6 mm YAG and
(b) 6 mm sapphire under different focusing conditions.

Figure 6.2 shows the measured spectra for the 6-mm long YAG and sapphire crystals,
rescaled so that the area corresponds to the measured energy for the blue and red shifted
waves. The normalization of the spectra is performed for the blue wing, to clearly show the
change in spectral density between both spectral domains with the different configurations.
Figure 6.3 shows the evolution of the FWHM spectral width with the focal length,
whereas figure 6.4 displays the evolution of the power vs. intensity and normalized peak
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Figure 6.3: Spectral width of the blue and red waves of the supercontinua obtained with
6 mm YAG and 6 mm sapphire. The full spectral width is taken at 5% from
the maximum amplitude of each wing.

power. In all graphs showing the characteristics of both blue and red broadened waves,
the IR power is shown with the red line, the visible one with the blue line.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.4: Power contained in the blue wing and red wing of the supercontinua, vs.
intensity (a) and normalized peak power (b) of the input beam.

The intensity in the focus of the crystal is here calculated with the diameter of the
collimated input beam in x and y, propagated with ABCD formulas through the focusing
lens and with the measured distance between the center of the thin lens and the surface
of the crystal. The precision of the distance measurement is taken into account in the
calculation of the error bars of the intensity. The super-continuum is generated for peak
powers close to the critical power, which is in agreement with previous observations [173].
One can see a trend on these graphs in the broadening of the driving pulses: the power
is slightly lower in the visible, but higher in the IR with YAG than with sapphire. The
broadening in sapphire is difficult to extend towards the IR, and even not measurable
with this experimental setup in the configurations with the 75 mm and 100 mm lenses,
corresponding to divergences of 14 mrad and 18 mrad, the energy of the red broadened
wave being below the sensitivity of the detection apparatus. The power measured in the
filaments created in YAG or sapphire is similar in the visible region but differs in the
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IR. This different behavior, which was also reported in [173], might originate from a too
short filament in the 6 mm long sapphire compared with the 6 mm long YAG crystals,
considering the long pulse duration, and narrow-band input spectrum, of the driving
laser. In case of sapphire no broadening is observed for the largest spot sizes: in this case
the focusing was probably too loose to start accumulating nonlinearities via self-phase
modulation and to shorten the pulse in time with self-steepening.
The conversion efficiency from the driving laser into the supercontinuum is less than 5%.
This is an indication that avalanche ionization is probably not the ionization mechanism,
but multi-photon ionization [154].
Influence of the material length: case of YAG
Figure 6.5 shows the spectra obtained for the 10 mm long YAG. In a similar way as in the
previous section, figure 6.6 and 6.7 show the evolution of the spectral bandwidth and of
the power of the red and blue broadened waves vs. intensity and peak power, comparing
the 6 mm and 10 mm long YAG crystals.

Figure 6.5: Spectra of the white-light supercontinua obtained with 10 mm YAG for different focusing conditions of the driver pulses.

Figure 6.6: Spectral width of the blue and red waves of the supercontinua obtained with
6 mm and 10 mm YAG.

With the short YAG crystal of 6 mm, the IR power is lower than with the longer YAG
crystal. The spectral width of the filaments created in the 6 and 10 mm long YAG crystals
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can be compared in a similar way: the spectral width achievable from the longer crystal
is constant over the different experimental configurations, but varies strongly in the case
of the shorter crystal.
The spectra obtained with both the 6 mm and 10 mm YAG crystals are narrower in the
configuration with the smallest spot size than with larger spot sizes. The powers contained
into both IR and visible wings seem to increase with the intensity and to decrease with
the peak power in the case of the shorter crystal, which is related to the accumulation of
nonlinearities along propagation in the material.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.7: Power contained in the blue wing and red wing of the supercontinua, vs.
intensity (a) and normalized peak power (b) of the input beam for 6 and
10 mm YAG crystals.

This might correspond to a saturated and a transient filament in the 10 mm YAG
crystal and in the 6 mm YAG or sapphire crystals, respectively. A long crystal and a
loose focus care for accumulating nonlinearities over the propagation length, generating
new spectral components around the input spectrum and shortening the pulse in time.
Observations on the spatial profile of the filament
For the long YAG crystal, two domains of WLG exist with the following, different characteristics depending on the lens position. If one progressively increases the distance
between lens and crystal, i.e. the crystal is shifted through the focus, a filament appears,
then splits up, then another, stable filament forms. In the first filament the broadening
is mainly toward the visible; neither the IR power nor the IR spectrum are measurable
with this detection setup.
The second filament extends significantly further, from the visible to the mid-IR. The
root-mean-square (rms) stability is different in both domains: a low amplitude noise in
the lower wavelength region is typically obtained in the first configuration, whereas the
long wavelength part is usually optimized to reach a low noise in the second domain. The
minimization of amplitude fluctuations for both spectral regions simultaneously is only
possible in the second filament position, however the complexity of the alignment and its
robustness against external influences are greatly depending on the exact experimental
parameters (lens, EP ).
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Both filaments present further distinguishable characteristics: in the first domain, the
edges of the filament are visually extremely sharp, without halo, and the filament presented a low divergence. In the second one, the divergence increases, and a halo appears,
containing nearly all the spectral components present in the filament, the IR being proportionally stronger.
The exact behavior of the filament between both domains strongly depends on the
exact focusing conditions and input energy: either the transition between both domains
is smooth, or there might be a transition with multi-filamentation. The behavior of the
divergence of the filament can be explained by the guiding of the filament over different
lengths: the first domain corresponds to a focus position further inside the crystal than in
the case of the second domain [155]. This matches the observation that the continuum is
starting very close to the surface of the crystal in the case of a 6 mm crystal; the focusing
of the input beam onto the surface during the optimization of the alignment repeatedly
led to damages of the crystal in this configuration.

Figure 6.8: CCD acquisition of the driving beam for three energies: (a) below threshold
of WLG, (b) at threshold, and (c) when the filament is well-established.

The pump profile is measured with a CCD camera after the crystal, with and without
the filament, as shown in figure 6.8. There is a clear change in the beam profile. The
filament is here filtered out to isolate the pump. When the filament appears, the beam
profile of the infrared beam is modified and a weak side-lobe appears, at the same position
than the filament. A change in the beam profile is typically correlated with an avalanche
process of the ionization [155].
As avalanche ionization typically starts from a defect in the crystal, the crystal has
been translated transversally to the propagation direction : this verified that this change
is actually independent of the beam position on the crystal. A possible explanation of the
change in the beam profile might then be the influence on the filament formation of the
spatial characteristics of the beam, which is slightly astigmatic.
Results for 515 nm driving pulses
For a pump wavelength of 515 nm, broadening has also been observed. The broadening
is limited toward the UV by the absorption edge of the material. The spectra obtained
with compressed pulses, 450 fs long after doubling, are shown in figure 6.9.
Strongly different behaviors have been observed in both cases. In the case of 515 nm
central pump wavelength, spectral broadening could be obtained with the YAG and sapphire crystals, but only for a limited range of focusing conditions, indicated in figure 6.9.
The broadening was significant with CaF2 , but the crystal degraded immediately. This
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different behavior is due to the material bandgap, as explained in [157]: for CaF2 , the
absorption edge is lower than for sapphire and YAG. In the WLG process, the extreme
wavelengths are generated first and their absorption prevents the spectrum to broaden
towards the pump wavelength. A strong absorption in the UV leads to damages of the
material.
During the spectral measurements of white-light driven with 515 nm or 1030 nm pulses,
a bandgap dependency of the blue-shifted spectrum was noticeable. This dependency on
the material bandgap is a sign of multi-photon excitation intervening in the filamentation
process.

Figure 6.9: Spectra obtained with 515 nm driving wavelength. The two materials are
6 mm sapphire and 6 mm YAG crystals. Three focusing configurations lead
to a spectral broadening in YAG.

6.1.4 Influence of pulse duration
After studying the influence of the material on the white-light continuum the influence of
the pulse duration has been investigated in two ways: first by changing the compression
of the driving pulses, second by narrowing down their spectrum.
For this set of measurements the setup chosen after trying different lenses was the
10 mm long YAG crystal with a lens of 75 mm focal length. The distance between the two
gratings of the compressor was changed to vary the pulse duration, while keeping the full
spectrum delivered by the regenerative amplifier. The pulse duration was monitored with
a PulseCheck50 autocorrelator from APE. The autocorrelation was fitted with Matlab
with a Gaussian pulse shape to obtain the pulse duration. The pulse durations were
varied between 615 fs, 1030 fs and 1070 fs corresponding to the compressed, and most
positively and negatively chirped pulses, respectively.
Figure 6.10 shows the obtained spectra, spectral width and power of the blue and red
broadened waves. The shape of the spectra remained similar for all measurements. The
power however tends to depend on the pulse duration: the power in the visible domain
increases slightly for long pulses, either positively or negatively chirped, whereas the one
in the IR tends to decrease. The minimum fluctuations are obtained with the shortest,
transform-limited pulse duration. The spectral width remains constant for negatively
chirped pulses, but tends to decrease in the visible for positively chirped pulses.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6.10: Influence of the chirp on the supercontinuum generation. The spectra are
plotted in (a), the evolution of the spectral width in (b) and the power and
rms stability as a function of group delay dispersion in (c). In (c), the solid
lines show the power evolution whereas the dashed curve displays the rms
stability.

The WL obtained with transform limited pulse durations is more robust against environmental disturbances than the one obtained with stretched pulses. This might be
compensated with a longer crystal to saturate the filament generated with longer pulses,
in a way similar to the demonstration in the previous section showing the scaling from
more traditional, few 100 fs long pulses to sub-picosecond pulses.
When the pulse duration was increased while keeping the pulses transform-limited, a
similar trend was observed, as shown in figure 6.15: The spectral shape remains similar,
the power in the visible tends to decrease while the IR one increases slightly. The filament
was however difficult to stabilize for narrowband, long pulses, and a longer crystal would
probably have been necessary to reach saturation. This is correlated with the increase
of the rms fluctuations with the narrowing of the spectral width. This behaviour differs
from the one of the filament generated with ∼100 fs long pulses, where a pre-chirp helps
to increase the spectral width and stability: the pulses are effectively compressed during
propagation in the material, which increases the accumulation of nonlinearities at the
beginning of the filament formation. In the case of sub-picosecond pulses though, the
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6.11: Influence of the transform-limited pulse duration on the supercontinuum
generation. The spectra are plotted in (a), the evolution of the spectral
width in (b), and the power and rms stability vs. transform limited pulse
duration in (c). In (c) the solid lines show the power evolution whereas the
dashed curve displays the rms stability.

dispersion of the material is not high enough to change significantly the pulse duration
over the relatively short propagation length.
In this study with narrower spectra and transform limited pulses, a narrowing of the
bluest wing is observed, in a way similar to the previous case with stretched driver pulses.
The red spectral wing tends to broaden slightly.
From this study, the best parameters to generate a stable, broadband white-light supercontinuum correspond to an intensity of ∼8 GW/cm2 , a numerical aperture of 0.015 with
the 100 mm focal length lens and compressed pump pulses. The rest of the front-end for
the frequency synthesizer is now described and builds on this WL stage.

6.2 Two-stage amplification and CEP-stable WLG
Two parametric amplification stages amplify a narrow spectral band of the optimized
first WL stage; the spectral bandwidth corresponds to <100 fs pulse duration. This is
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important for the stability of the second WL stage. To demonstrate the CEP stability,
the OPAs have first been tuned to amplify at 2 µm, then at 2.45 µm. The results at
2 µm, previously published in [174], are detailed in this section. As the phase around the
driver is not well-preserved during supercontinuum generation and cannot be amplified
for frequency synthesis, tuning the OPA from nearly degenerated 2 µm to 1.7 µm was
necessary. This way, the spectral domain around the central frequency of the driving
pulses for the second WL stage is not included in the spectral regions amplified in each
parallel channel of the waveform synthesizer.
Figure 6.12 describes the experimental layout of the front-end including the interferometric measurement of the CEP stability. From the high-energy Yb:KYW regenerative
amplifier, a minor portion of 0.65 mJ energy is used in the front-end. After the generation
of white-light with sub-picosecond pulses, optimized with µJ input energy, 10 mm YAG,
two quasi-degenerate OPA stages amplify a spectral bandwidth of 200 nm centered at
2.18 µm to 7 µJ. Experimentally the optimum length of the BBO crystals (X2 and X3) is
found to be 6 mm and 5 mm. The passive CEP stable idler of the second OPA, centered
at 1.96 µm, is then used to generate white-light in a 3 mm long YAG crystal (X4).

Figure 6.12: Layout of the experimental setup of the front end, consisting of two whitelight generation stages WLG1 and WLG2, OPAs and f-2f measurement. TFP
stands for thin-film polarizer, M1-M7 flat mirrors (dielectric high reflectors
for the pump and silver mirrors for the broadband pulses), X1-X4 nonlinear crystals, L1-L6 focusing and collimating lenses, λ/2 half-waveplate, Att
attenuator, Spect. spectrometer, D1 dichroic mirror, and BS beam combiner. L1-L3 are focusing lenses for the 1 µm beams, respectively, whereas
the broadband pulses are collimated and focused with the parabolic mirror
C1 and curved mirrors C2-C4.

In this configuration the pulse-to-pulse fluctuations of the second WLG are 3.4% and
2.8% for the spectral regions below and above the driver wavelength, respectively. The
spectra of the signal and idler after the second OPA stage are shown in figure 6.13. The
signal is centered at 2178 nm with 210 nm spectral bandwidth (FWHM), while the idler
spectrum has 153 nm bandwidth centered at 1956 nm, corresponding to 26 fs transform
limited pulses.
The amplitude fluctuations of the signal after the second OPA are measured to be less
than 2% rms, enabling stable WLG. The second WLG stage is driven by 7 µJ pump
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Figure 6.13: Spectra of the signal and idler out of the second OPA in the front-end.

pulses. The pulse duration has been estimated to be 43 fs at the entrance of the second
WL stage: this estimation assumes that the WL is formed close to the entrance of the
crystal, and that the pulse is stretched by the material dispersion. No stretching has been
used to match the signal and pump duration in the OPAs, explaining the low efficiency
of the parametric amplification. Matching the durations would have required 4700 fs2
second-order dispersion; at 2 µm central wavelength, this represents a high dispersion,
reachable either with extremely long propagation through material, or more conveniently
for example with a prism pair. The losses would have reduced the seed energy for the first
OPA, yet superfluorescence appears at too low power density of the signal. The stretched
pulses should have been recompressed before WLG, for example with DCMs.
In the WL spectrum generated with 2 µm driving pulses shown in figure 6.14, the
broadband minimum between the anti-Stokes spectrum and the driving wavelength results
from destructive interferences, as demonstrated in [160]. Even though the spectral density
is low in this spectral region and not visible on a linear scale, it is sufficient to seed an
OPA stage.

Figure 6.14: Spectrum of the CEP-stable white-light, generated with the 1.956 µm centered idler in 3 mm YAG represented on logarithmic scale.
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The disadvantage of a nearly degenerate OPA stage is that the driver pulses of the CEP
stable WLG overlap with the MIR amplification region of the waveform synthesizer. By
shifting the central wavelength of the signal of the BBO-based OPA at 1.7 µm, the idler is
generated at 2.48 µm, which is then frequency doubled to 1.24 µm. The idler wavelength is
thus located at a local maximum of the transmission of BBO: the absorption is minimized
at this wavelength compared with 2.45 µm or 2.5 µm. 1.27 µm corresponds experimentally
to the easiest reachable wavelength to drive the CEP-stable WL. Ideally though, the driver
would be located between 1.4 µm and 1.6 µm, because the 515 nm pumped noncollinear
OPA and the 1030 nm pumped degenerate OPA are computed to extend respectively up
to 1150 nm and down to 1.8 µm. This might be achieved with KTP or LiNbO3 based
OPAs, but is out of the scope of this thesis, as the results with 2.45 µm presented below
are fulfilling the requirements for the front-end.
The shift of the OPA signal to 2.4 µm has been implemented experimentally. Two
filters were needed to suppress the remaining fundamental at 2.45 µm. With only one
filter, cutting 85% of the fundamental, the remaining 2.45 µm pulses competed with the
1.25 µm second-harmonic, leading to a WL with >4% noise. The spectra of the signal,
idler and its second harmonic are shown in figure 6.15a and the spectrum of the blueshifted wing of the white-light in figure 6.15b. The 35 nm wide signal pulses centered at
1758 nm have a transform-limit duration of 93 fs assuming a sech2 fit. The corresponding
idler pulses are centered at 2457 nm and 55 nm wide, corresponding to 115 fs assuming a
sech2 fit.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.15: (a) Spectra of the signal centered at 1.7 µm (blue curve) and the corresponding idler at 2.4 µm (red curve). The SHG of the idler (green curve) is
obtained by conversion in a 3 mm long BBO crystal. (b) Spectrum of the
visible broadening of the WL generated by the frequency doubled idler in
6 mm YAG. As the idler is passively CEP stable, its SHG and the generated
WL are CEP stable, too.

An uncertainty remains whether the spectral phase of the super-continuum is continuous
or shows jumps which would prevent compression to transform-limit of the spectrum. This
uncertainty arises with the use of long driving pulses for the first WLG. A knowledge of the
pulses including spectrum, electric field, spectral and temporal phases is then required to
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remove it. The low energy of the generated white-light makes this measurement difficult
without prior amplification of the spectrum. For this reason, the amplified signal of the
second OPA of the front-end was measured, even though its spectrum is only 35 nm wide.
The signal pulse characteristics were measured with second-harmonic frequency resolved optical gating (SH-FROG). The FROG setup is similar as the one of an intensity
autocorrelator [175], but the spectrum of the sum-frequency between the delayed pulses
is measured versus the delay [176].
The results are shown in figure 6.16. The retrieved 33.2 nm wide pulses are 197 fs
long. The measured spectrum and the reconstructed one agree very well with each other
after marginals correction. The spectral phase is well-behaved and compressible. The
Fourier-transform of the measured spectrum is 53 fs long.

Figure 6.16: FROG measurement of the signal pulses after the second OPA in the frontend. The measured (a) and retrieved (b) traces are shown in the first row
and the retrived spectral (c) and intensity (d) profiles in the second row. In
(c), the retrieved spectrum is the blue line and the measured one the green
line. The phases are displayed in red.

6.3 CEP stability
In a passively CEP-stable front-end, the pulse generating white-light (WL) and the pump
pulse for the OPA have to originate from the same pulse to cancel the component of the
CEP varying from pulse to pulse (cf. chapter2.2.1). This is realized in this setup and the
CEP stability is verified.
The CEP stability of the 2 µm driven WL was confirmed by interfering the fundamental
spectrum at 960 nm with the SHG of the remaining idler in an f-2f setup. Figure 6.17
shows the CEP stability over more than 11 h. This measurement was taken for the WL
generated with 2 µm idler.
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(a) f-2f measurement

(b) Data analysis

Figure 6.17: CEP stability measured with f-2f setup over 11 h (a) and its analysis to
extract the phase (b). The variations of the CEP are better than 90 µrad
measured over 11 h. The total acquisition lasted 11h, with a spectrum taken
every 5 s by averaging the spectrometer signal over 100 ms. The fringes faded
away with the pointing drift of the driving laser caused by the environmental
changes.
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The fringed spectrum was acquired with the spectrometer HR4000 from OceanOptics
with 10 ms integration time every 10 s. The spectral position of the fringes reflects the
change in the CEP: if the CEP is stable, then the fringes remain constant from shot to
shot. Some tests on the f-2f interferometer confirmed the correctness of this measurement:
e.g., the fringes widened spectrally and disappeared with a non-zero delay in both arms of
the interferometer; they shifted with the phase-matching angle of the BBO which changed
the central wavelength of the SHG; the contrast decreased when rotating the polarisation
in one of the interferometer’s arm.
The fringes slowly drifted away during the acquisition because of the pointing drift
of the driving laser; this can be stabilized with a slow feedback loop compensating the
environmental drifts. Previous works have demonstrated the phase stability of WLG for
pulses shorter than 550 fs [23, 173]. The CEP of the WL has been confirmed to be
preserved for both short and long driving pulses for the first time. The analysis of the
spectral position of the fringes shows rms fluctuations of 90 mrad over 11 h.

6.4 Summary
A passively CEP-stable front-end based on white-light generation has been demonstrated.
WLG with 700 fs driver pulse duration has been reported for the first time. A detailed
study of the reproducibility of the WLG and of its stability has been conducted. From
the experimental observations, compared to the widely accepted WLG theory of Chin
and Bergé, multi-photon ionization seems to be the dominant mechanism defocusing the
beam after the time-space collapse. This study shows that the well-known white-light
generation in bulk with ∼100 fs long pulses is scalable to sub-picosecond driving pulses
by adapting focusing conditions and material length; one major difference lies in the need
to compress the pulses at the input of the crystal to ensure accumulation of nonlinearities
for starting the filament. From the broadening of the 700 fs long, 1030 nm centered
pulses, 200 nm at 2 µm were amplified in a two-stage parametric amplifier. The CEP
of the spectrally broadened pulse and of the pump pulse cancel out in the generated
idler pulse. This CEP-stable idler is then used for generating CEP-stable WL in another
YAG crystal. The CEP stability is measured with an f-2f interferometer over 11 h with
90 mrad rms fluctuations. These fluctuations could be decreased with a slow feed-back
loop stabilizing the input pulse and its pointing.
In order to amplify the spectral bandwidth 1.8 µm – 2.4 µm in one of the channels of
the waveform synthesizer, the OPAs in the front-end have been detuned to 2.45 µm and
frequency doubled to 1.27 µm. The generated WL is stable after cutting the fundamental
pulses at 2.45 µm with two 1.3 µm short-pass filters. The spectral phase retrieved from a
FROG measurement of the signal is well-behaved and compressible.
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This chapter will give an overview of the amplification of the different spectral channels
of the Yb:frequency synthesizer, shown in figure 2.4. One application of the whole system
is the generation of attosecond pulses which is a process needing at least hundreds of
µJ-level pulses to be efficient. At a µJ energy level sub-cycle or few cycle pulses might be
used for other experiments, such as field-emission [177].
The channels of the synthesizer cover the spectral domains 440-650 nm, 670-1180 nm,
and 1.8-2.4 µm, as shown in figure 2.4. They correspond to parametric amplification of
the phase-matched bandwidths for 1030 nm, 515 nm and 343 nm pump with the welldeveloped, commercially available and high energy compatible BBO crystal.
As discussed previously, from the 6.5 mJ out of the regenerative amplifier, 1.35 mJ
seeds the cryogenically cooled multipass amplifier, the residual energy is compressed to
∼700 fs long, 4.2 mJ pulses. Substracting the 650 µJ for the front-end as demonstrated
in chapter 6, 3.5 mJ, 700 fs long pulses remain for OPA pumping. 700 fs pulse duration
in the first amplification stages is of advantage, compared to 2 ps long pulses such as after
the multi-pass amplifier, for minimizing the superfluorescence coming from OPCPAs. The
amplification design will hence consist in amplifying the spectral domain covering 550 nm
to 2.4 µm first with the regenerative amplifier pulses, then to higher energies with the
pulses amplified in the cryogenically multipass amplifier. The visible noncollinear OPA
(NOPA) will be discussed for the sake of compatibility with potential further extension.
The split of the energy output from the regenerative ampifier is represented in figure 7.1
in the two amplification cases of two and three OPCPA channels. The pumps for amplifying the visible part and the NIR region are the 2nd and 3rd harmonics of the fundamental
pulses at 1030 nm. The assumption for the energy split was to pump all OPCPA stages
with the same number of photons, in such a way that the three amplified pulses have
an equal amount of photons, which corresponds in a first approximation to the shortest
possible transform limited pulse, as shown in chapter 8. The conversion effiencies assumed
for splitting the IR were 50% for the doubling and for the sum between green and IR.
With these pump levels, the OPAs can reach the µJ level.
After a presentation of the theory and state of the art of the OP(CP)As, the calculations
and experiments for the SHG and THG of the fundamental frequency will be presented.
The design of the OP(CP)A stages will then be explained. The chapter will close with
the first experimental results.
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(a) Split of the regenerative amplifier for three OPCPA channels

(b) Split of the regenerative amplifer for two OPCPA channels

Figure 7.1: Splitting of the output of the regenerative amplifier for seeding the multipass
cryogenic amplifier and pumping the first stage of OPCPAs. (a) and (b)
correspond to the pumping of three or two amplification channels, respectively.

7.1 Fundamentals of frequency mixing
Frequency doubling, tripling and parametric amplification are three-wave mixing processes
which can be represented with two photon interaction between two virtual energy levels,
as indicated in figure 7.2 and governed by the interaction equations between the three
fields [96].
The case of parametric amplification is represented in figure 7.3. A strong pump p
interacts with a signal pulse s, resulting in an amplified signal pulse at the output as well
as the generation of an idler wave i, in agreement with the law of energy conservation.
The parametric gain decreases exponentially with the increase of the phase mismatch
between pump, signal and idler. The phase mismatch parameter is defined as: ∆k =
kp − ki − ks , where kp , ks and ki are the wavevectors of the pump, signal and idler waves.
The conversion is maximum when ∆k = 0, and to amplify broadband pulses, a small
phase-mismatch over a broad bandwidth is needed. The phase-matching bandwidth is
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Figure 7.2: Energy diagrams of three-wave mixing processes: second harmonic generation
(SHG), sum frequency generation (SFG) and difference frequency generation
(DFG).

Figure 7.3: Scheme of parametric amplification: the pump p and signal s enter the frequency mixing crystal with the non-collinear angle α. The pump is set at the
angle θ from the axis OA of the crystal. The idler i is generated as the pump
and signal interact.

determined by the group-velocity mismatch (GVM) between signal and idler pulses; the
larger the GVM, the narrower the phase-matching. Large gain bandwidth is thus expected
close to degeneracy (ωi = ωs ) in type 1 phase-matching and when the group-velocity of
the signal matches the one of the idler. This condition can be obtained geometrically
in a NOPA, as shown in figure 7.3. The broadband phase-matching is reached with an
appropriate choice of the angle θ between pump and signal. In this configuration, the
signal and the projection of the idler on the signal wavevector propagate at the same
speed inside the crystal, ensuring their temporal overlap. The group-velocities of signal
and idler are thus related with: vgs = vgi cos Ω, with Ω the angle between signal and
idler [178].

7.2 State of the art
Nonlinear frequency conversion, experimentally demonstrated first in 1961 [179] and theoretically studied since 1962 [180], has been further investigated during the last decades.
The increase in average power and pulse energy of the laser systems have set a challenge
to the implementation of frequency conversion, but are also a great opportunity. This
includes crystal quality, beam quality and thermal management.
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7.2.1 Frequency doubling and tripling
Very high energy, nanosecond pulse duration laser systems, like NIF, use KTP crystals; for
NIF, large aperture crystals (40×40 cm2 aperture) were developed [45], but this laser operates single-shot. In longer operation, KTP crystals degrade due to gray-tracking [181].
For long-term operation, borate crystals like BBO, LBO, C-LBO or BiBO show no degradation due to gray-tracking. Their lower effective nonlinear coefficient has to be compensated by adjusting the crystal length. BBO crystals were first grown in 1984 [182],
whereas lithium tri-borate (LBO) crystals were manufactured in 1989 [183]. With very
broadband phase-matching and a transmission up to 2.4 µm for BBO and 2.6 µm for
LBO, they were applied for SHG, THG and also for parametric amplification.
The frequency doubling and tripling of ultrafast, mJ level lasers is highly efficient, as
the conversion efficiency increases with the intensity, but unwanted nonlinear processes,
like SPM, appear. They lead to spectral and spatial distortions of the pulses. There
is therefore a trade-off between beam quality and high conversion efficiency. In 1992,
Brown et al. demonstrated 80% SH conversion efficiency of 900 mJ Q-switched Nd:YAG
laser; the beam profile was a super-Gaussian 6th order [184]. Akahane et al. reached
in 2007 25% SHG conversion efficiency of 35 ps long, 8 mJ pulses, with a beam profile
suitable for OPCPA [185]. In 2010, Hermann et al. generated 7 mJ UV with 40%
conversion efficiency from a 78 ps Nd:YAG laser [186]. To overcome the limitations in
conversion efficiency, some strategies have been developed, as in [187], where the pulses
are converted when stretched, and compressed after conversion. For future conversion of
high peak power pulses, one could imagine a similar scheme as this demonstration [187].

7.2.2 Broadband parametric amplification
Broadband parametric amplification in the MIR and in the NIR has been demonstrated
by [188, 32, 20]. In [188, 32], the wavelength of a neodymium doped pump laser was
1 µm, and in [20] the pump lasers are a Ti:Sapphire amplifier operating at 800 nm and
its second harmonic. Matyschok et al. have amplified a broadband spectrum covering the
range 650-1100 nm to 10 µJ level with an ytterbium doped pump [189].
Broadband amplification up to levels higher than hundreds of µJ was implemented with
non-collinear OPAs. The visible part of a white-light super-continuum was amplified
to 300 µJ by Tzankov et al. and recompressed to sub-25 fs [190]. Pergament et al.
demonstrated a 180 µJ OPA; the pulses centered at 810 nm were compressible to 15 fs.
These results obtained with BBO based OPA were reproducible with LBO crystals [191].
In [192] Stanislauskas et al. amplified an 800 nm signal generated with WL up to 35 mJ
and compressed the pulses to 9 fs. 90 mJ have been reached with 10 fs long pulses by
Tavella et al. in [193].
The most commonly used nonlinear crystal is BBO for its broad phase-matching and
transmission up to 2.4 µm. In OPAs where the signal or idler is longer than 2.4 µm,
absorption might be detrimental: at high energy levels, the latter generates heat in the
crystal, which could lead to thermal aberrations, stress and depolarization.
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7.2.3 Crystal quality
During propagation in the crystals the pulses accumulate nonlinear phase shift, leading
to distorsion in the spectrum and in the phase-front. Another effect related to the spatial
intensity distribution is back-conversion: when the highest conversion has been reached,
the pump is depleted and back-conversion occurs. For Gaussian beams the highest intensity is spatially in the center. For limiting both effects as well as the risks of damages, the
aperture of the crystals has to be scaled up. The homogeneity and quality of the crystals
had consequently to be improved. A bubble, inclusion, defect or impurity leads to local
absorption and to light scattering. The crystals heat up locally with absorption, inducing
some stress which might lead to damage of the crystal [45]. Single or multi-photon absorption in the crystals might induce bond-breaking, i.e. a local damage of the crystal. This
phenomenon, also called gray-tracking because of the gray track visible at the irradiated
location in the crystal is reversible depending on the illumination conditions (duration
and intensity) [194]. This occurs for example in KTP crystals. A long and intense illumination leads to catastrophic damage. Absorption as driving force of gray-tracking
depends on the difference between bandgap and photon energies. The material bandgap
is generally located in the UV, for example 350 nm for KTP, 189 nm for BBO and 160 nm
for LBO. In the case of THG, the generated wavelength is in or close to the UV-region
and single-photon absorption leads to damage. In this respect, LBO is a perfect material
for SHG: the photon energy of the frequency doubled pulses lies a factor of three lower
than the material bandgap.
Several techniques have been developed for optimizing the crystal quality and minimizing its absorption. The inclusions and bubbles depend on the growing process and on the
materials used for the crucible [195]. Absorption has been related to the presence of O-H
bonds in the material, for example in lithium niobate; adding dopants such as manganese
into the stoechiometric material prevents the formation of these bonds [196].
The optical properties (absorption and nonlinear refractive index coefficient) of BBO
were studied for different crystal manufacturers at DESY [197]. The results confirmed
the practical experience, that the crystal quality strongly depends on the manufacturing
company and their manufacturing process. The residual absorption of the nonlinear
crystals in the UV and in the green is responsible for a decrease in the lifetime of the
crystal: when a UV photon with 5-7 eV energy is absorbed, its energy is high enough to
break bonds in the crystal, inducing damage. In the green, the two-photon absorption
of photons with ∼2-3 eV energy leads in a similar way to damages. This microscopic
local break acts as a center for further damage in the material inducing macroscopic
damage. The homogeneity of the crystals is relevant for high energy conversion because
of the increase in the beam sizes: the probability for the beam to hit a defect in the
crystal leading to damage is higher than for small beam diameters. These damages are a
question of time.
Even though the following experiments are realized with the conversion of the remaining
energy of the regenerative amplifier and the average power is thus kept low, the crystal
quality is of high importance for a long life-time of the synthesizer. Thermal management
of the crystals for frequency conversion will be an issue during the amplification with the
output of the cryogenically cooled amplifier, but its detailed study is outside the scope of
this thesis.
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7.3 Frequency doubling and tripling
Harmonic generation from the fundamental was simulated with SNLO [198, 199, 200],
then implemented experimentally.

7.3.1 Simulations
Two crystals were investigated because of their different optical properties: BBO and
LBO. SNLO performs simulations based on plane-wave mixing or two-dimensional model;
here the 2D-mix-SP module was used, including diffraction, birefringent walk-off, groupvelocity walk-off and group-velocity dispersion. The Maxwell differential equations are
integrated using the split-step fast Fourier transform (FFT) method, as described in [198,
199, 200]: the equations are integrated over z for constant time step t and the transformation occurs between z and k = nω/c. For this project, the optimum conversion was
defined to be the highest efficiency reachable with temporally transform-limited and spatially Gaussian pulses. In table 7.1, the parameters of the materials and their cuts for
converting 1030 nm to 515 nm and 1030 nm mixed with 515 nm to 343 nm are shown.
Parameter
W alk − of f
θ
φ
def f

Unit
mrad
◦
◦

pm/V

SHG
BBO LBO
56.98 8.16
23.4
90
90
13.6
2.01 0.828

THG
BBO LBO
74.1 18.72
32.5
90
90
40.1
2.01 0.69

Table 7.1: Parameters of BBO and LBO for SHG and THG.

Table 7.2 shows the parameters of the simulation, with the expected output energies,
pulse duration and spectrum. The output energy corresponds to the pump energy for OPA
design, with equal photon amounts in each three pump beams, as shown in figure 7.1.
This means that the 3 OPA pumps contained the same amount of photons per pulse, in
order to have equally weighted amplified signals. The resulting energy in the UV was
thus three times higher than in the IR.
Parameter
w0
lXtal
Ein,1030
Ein,515
Eout
τin
τout
∆λout

Unit
mm
mm
mJ
mJ
mJ
fs
fs
nm

SHG
SHG BBO SHG LBO
1.7
2
0.7
1.7
2.4
2.4
0
0
1.8
1.6
700
700
540
530
0.53
0.51

THG
THG BBO THG LBO
1.7
1.1
0.5
1
0.45
0.45
0.9
0.9
0.84
0.86
700, 540
700, 530
470
430
0.66
0.64

Table 7.2: Parameters for SHG and THG with the compressed output of the regenerative
amplifier.

These parameters reflect some assumptions: in the calculation for THG the pulse shortening during conversion into green has been taken into account, but the waists of the SHG
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and IR beams were assumed to be equal. This would not be true without a telescope for
matching the IR to the green. Experimentally working without a telescope simplifies the
setup and avoids interfaces and losses. The THG efficiency would however be decreased.
The intensity on the crystal is 37.8 GW/cm2 for SHG, which is close to the damage
threshold of BBO. Increasing the spot size and compensating with longer crystals reduces
the risk of damage. The maximum aperture for manufacturing the crystals is however 15 ×
15 mm2 , hence the maximum beam diameter at 1/e2 is 5 mm for Gaussian beams. Testing
experimentally with smaller beam diameters allows to explore the exact limitations for
doubling the output of the cryogenic amplifier.
The B-integral expected during frequency doubling amounted to 0.34 for BBO and
0.13 for LBO, considering the full crystal length and the nonlinear refractive indexes
n2,BBO,515 = 10.9 × 10−16 cm2/W [94] and n2,LBO,515 = 2.58 × 10−16 cm2/W [201].

7.3.2 Experiments
Figure 7.4 shows the experimental layout for SHG and THG: the compressed output of
the regenerative amplifier is split between the front-end described in chapter 6 and the
pumping of two OPCPA channels, as shown in figure 7.1. The goal of this setup was
to verify the calculations and achievable conversion efficiencies with good beam quality
before implementing the SHG for pumping the NOPA.

Figure 7.4: Frequency doubling and tripling setup. The crystals are named X1 and X2,
the lenses for the mode-matching telescopes L1 to L4, the mirrors M1 to
M3. For attenuating the beam, the quarter-waveplate λ/2 and the thin-film
polarizer TFP were used. The measurements of the pulse energy and beam
quality were taken with an energymeter and an M2 -meter, respectively.

Two different crystals have been compared: BBO and LBO. The lengths of the BBO
crystals were 0.5, 0.7 and 1.0 mm, and the ones of the LBO crystals 1.5, 1.7 and 2 mm.
Before the telescope the beam diameter was 4 mm at 1/e2 . The telescopes reduced the
beam by a factor of either 0.75 or 0.6 or 0.4. The smallest beam diameter was used
with the thinnest crystals to reach the highest efficiency. In the optimization between
conversion efficiency and beam quality, the goal was to keep the beam quality parameter
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M2 below 1.4 and mostly to have a circular, homogenous, Gaussian beam profile in the
far field. This is important for pumping in an homogenous manner the NIR NOPA.
In view of nonlinearities in the crystals, the conversion efficiency was limited with
the 0.7 mm long BBO crystal to 37% with a good beam quality (M 2 < 1.3), generating
0.28 mJ SH. With the 1 mm long crystal, the interaction length was increased and a larger
beam diameter was possible, which reduced the peak intensity and hence the nonlinear
phase accumulated in the crystal. The conversion efficiency has been increased up to
∼41% with a beam quality parameter of 1.4.
With LBO, a higher conversion effciency of 45% was obtained with the same beam
quality. The optimum parameters were the 2 mm crystal with a collimated beam with
3.4 mm diameter. The efficiency curves obtained with 3.4 mm input beam diameter, for
1.5 mm long BBO and 2 mm long LBO respectively, are shown in figure 7.5a. A good
operation point was found to be the conversion in BBO from 1.75 mJ infrared to 0.75 mJ
green.

(a) Efficiency curves

(b) Beam profile

Figure 7.5: Results of the frequency conversion: (a) efficiency curves of SHG obtained
with BBO and LBO and (b) measurement of the caustic at the working point
of 0.75 mJ green with 43% conversion efficiency.

The measurement of the caustic, acquired with the M2 -meter M200-s from OphirSpiricon Ltd., is displayed in figure 7.5b with the beam profile in the focus of the lens
illustrated in the inset. The beam profile was similar with BBO and LBO, even though
LBO introduced on the phase front less distortion caused by nonlinearities. The beam
diameter was 3.2 mm and the divergence of 0.3 mrad corresponds to a well-collimated
beam.
For pumping the NOPA the SHG was implemented with the BBO crystal. Further
improvement will be done by encapsulating the SHG crystal in a small box flooded with
nitrogen. The flooding is to avoid degradation of the crystal due to impurities and outgassing products originating from single or two photon-absorption of the scattered green
light.
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7.4 OPA and OPCPA calculations
For parametic amplification the pulse durations of signal and pump have to be matched
to each other. In the case of an OPA, signal and pump pulses have the same duration,
whereas in an OPCPA the signal is stretched. The approximate seed duration is typically
a third of the pump pulse duration for optimizing gain and spectral bandwidth [202]. The
following condition has to be fulfilled to respect the local approximation valid for OPCPA:
Lc,OP A <

∆τchirped
LGV M
=
3
3 · |GV M |

(7.1)
∆τ

chirped
the group velocity
Here, Lc,OP A is the length of the OPA crystal, LGVM = |GVM|
mismatch length. The parameters and the maximum crystal lengths for the amplification
stages pumped with the regenerative amplifier and the cryogenic amplifier are given in
table 7.3. The group velocity mismatch GVM1−2 is defined as the difference of the inverse
1
1
of the group velocities at wavelengths λ1,2 with GVM1−2 = vg,1
− vg,2
, where vg = c/GVI
1
and GVIλ the group velocity calculated for wavelength λ as GVIλ = n −λ
dn .
λ
dλ
For uniaxial materials, the effective refractive index for a beam at an angle θ from the
ordinary optical axis is calculated as:

cos2 θ sin2 θ
1
=
+
nef f (θ)2
n2o
n2e

(7.2)

Sellmeier coefficients for BBO were taken from Ref. [203].
Material
Regen.

Cryo.

λp , λs , λi
µm
0.343, 0.55, 0.911
0.515, 0.85, 1.66
1.03, 2.06, 2.06
0.343, 0.55, 0.911
0.515, 0.85, 1.66
1.03, 2.06, 2.06

τp
ps
0.4
0.5
0.7
1.7
2.1
3

α, θ
◦

4.5, 37
2.5, 24
0, 21.6
4.5, 37
2.5, 24
0, 21.6

def f
pm⁄
V
1.98
2.02
1.84
1.98
2.02
1.84

GVMs−p
fs/mm
-188
-68
60.8
-188
-68
60.8

GVMi−p
fs/mm
-316
-101
60.8
-316
-101
60.8

GVDλp
fs2/mm
250
134
42
250
134
42

GVDλs
fs2/mm
130
68
-101
130
68
-101

GVDλp
fs2/mm
60
-31
-101
60
-31
-101

Lc,OP A,max
mm
0.4
1.8
3.8
1.8
7.5
16.4

Valid Approx?
×
∨
∨
∨
∨
∨

Table 7.3: Verification of the validity of the local approximation for OPCPA in BBO for
the regenerative amplifier (cryogenic amplifier) pump pulse durations of 700 fs
(3 ps) in the IR and correspondingly 500 fs (2.1 ps) and 400 fs (1.7 ps) in the
green and UV. The parameters are given for BBO typ 1 (psi = eoo).

The pulse duration after the regenerative amplifier of 700 fs determines the parametric
amplifiers as inbetween OPA and OPCPAs. In the case of the amplification after the
cryogenic amplifier, the pump pulses will be ∼3 ps in the IR, ∼2.1 ps in the green and
∼1.7 ps in the UV, corresponding to the OPCPA case.
With a computational code giving the phase-matching gain, starting parameters for
crystal length, intensity and noncollinear angle have been found. In the case of the MIR
degenerate OPA (DOPA) and NIR NOPA, the noncollinear angle inside the crystal is 0.6◦
and 2.4◦ , respectively, and the intensity is 50 GW/cm2 for both.
The first stages of the DOPA pumped at 1 µm and NOPA, pumped at 515 nm, have
been further simulated with Chi2D, a software written in the group of Prof. Morgner
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by Tino Lang [204, 189]. This simulation software is based on a (2+1)D algorithm and
encompasses the effects of dispersion, self-phase modulation and walk-off during the nonlinear interaction of the pump and signal along the crystal. With these simulations, the
mentioned starting parameters have been refined.

7.5 Experimental results
Figure 7.6 shows a schematic layout of the DOPA stages and dispersion management.
The crystals of the three amplifying stages X1-X3 are BBO cut at 21.8◦ ; the crystal used
in the first amplification stage was 4 mm long. The pump was split into three parts: 75 µJ
powered the preamplifier stage, ∼100 µJ the stage after the Dazzler and the rest the last
stage. The pump beam was focused with lenses into the crystals to 210 µm radius in the
first stage. The signal was focused and collimated with curved mirrors to minimize the
dispersion. The internal angle between pump and signal was 1.65◦ . The corresponding
intensity in the first stage is thus 97 GW/cm2 .

Figure 7.6: Schematic layout of the experimental setup of the DOPAs and dispersion
compensation. The three stages are represented: stage 1 preamplifying before
the Dazzler, stages 2 and 3 after the Dazzler. L1-L3 lenses for mode-matching
of the pump, C1 parabolic mirror for collimation of the CEP stable white-light,
C2-C5 curved mirror for focusing and collimating the signal, M1-M6 flat silver
mirrors, X1-X3 BBO crystals, Mat material for dispersion compensation, λ/2
half-waveplates and TFP thin-film polarizers. The separation of the short
and long spectral components of the super-continuum is performed with the
dichroic mirror DC. The short wavelengths will later be amplified in the stages
NOPA1 and NOPA2, which can be built in a similar way to the DOPA stages.

The spectra displayed in figure 7.7 correspond to different crystal lengths: the broadest
spectrum was amplified with the 4 mm long BBO crystal. In longer crystals, the groupvelocity mismatch limits the phase-matching bandwidth and leads to a narrowing of the
amplified spectrum. The efficiency was limited by the mode-matching of the signal and
the pump pulses: the diameter of the signal beam is much smaller than the pump beam.
The first stage amplifies the white-light by a factor of 575 measured with a photodetector (Thorlabs Det10D/M). The spectrum covers the range 1800–2500 nm and extends beyond 2.5 µm as shown in figure 7.7: the measurement was limited by the range
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900–2500 nm of the NIRQuest spectrometer from OceanOptics. Figure 7.7 illustrates the
narrowing of the phase-matched spectral width with the length of the crystal. The broadest spectrum was achieved with the 4 mm long crystal and a gain higher than 550. This
spectrum corresponds to a 23 fs long transform-limited pulse. Superfluorescence was measured with the photo-detector by blocking the signal; the superfluorescence background
was 1.7% under these conditions. During amplification of the signal, less superfluorescence is however generated. The amplification factor increased to 3000 by increasing the
pump energy to 100 µJ; the measured energy of the signal was ∼1 µJ.

(a)

(b)

Figure 7.7: Spectra of the signal of the DOPA, (a) for different crystal lengths and (b) by
varying the delay between pump and signal. In (b) the signal was stretched
before amplification with 6 mm ZnSe; the spectra correspond to the amplification of different spectral regions.

The temporal overlap of signal and pump pulses was verified by introducing materials
in the path of the signal. ZnSe adds positive second order dispersion, whereas materials
with zero-dispersion wavelength below 1.8 µm add negative second order dispersion. In
this experiment BK7 was used. From the starting parameter of the required chirp given
by Chi2D and formula 5.5, between 6 mm and 10 mm ZnSe were estimated for matching
the pump pulse duration. The amplification gain decreased however with 6 mm ZnSe and
the chirp was noticeable when varying the delay between pump and signal pulses. The
amplified spectra for several positions of the translation stage are shown in figure 7.7b. In
order to understand whether this comes from the spectral phase of the super-continuum,
this chirp measurement was repeated with a different signal seeding the OPA.
The crystal generating the CEP stable white-light was exchanged from 2 mm to 6 mm
in order to test the following assumption. The chirp on the WL is estimated by the
dispersion of the material, assuming a start of the filament at the entrance of the crystal.
The pulse duration was estimated by taking the Fourier-transformation of the spectrum
and by propagating the pulse through the materials. The red wing of the WL spectrum
extends above 2.5 µm and was approximated by a super-Gaussian of the 3rd order. The
pulse duration was then expected to be ∼25 fs and ∼70 fs at the exit of the 2 mm and 6 mm
long YAG crystals and 200 fs and 50 fs at the entrance of the DOPA crystal, respectively.
If the assumption of the white-light phase by the material dispersion is correct, a different
behavior should be noticeable during amplification with 700 fs long pump pulses. Though,
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Figure 7.8: Spectra of the signal of the DOPA for different angles between the pump and
the signal. The temporal intensity profile, calculated assuming a transformlimited pulse, is shown in the inset.

the same behavior of a strong chirp on the amplified spectrum was observed, meaning
that the phase will have to be characterized thoroughly after amplification in future work.

7.6 Summary
The amplification of the spectral bands was rewieved in this chapter and preliminary
experimental results given. The split of the remaining energy from the regenerative amplifier is detailed in light of the parametric amplification of the channels of the waveform
synthesizer. In the case of amplifying two channels, which are the NIR NOPA and the
MIR DOPA, the pump is experimentally split between 0.4 mJ at the fundamental and
0.75 mJ at the doubled frequency.
Calculations of the DOPA and NOPA were performed with the software published
as ”Chi2D” [204] as a starting point for the experiments. The first DOPA stage was
implemented with a gain of 3000 and amplified signal pulses to the µJ level.
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broadband pulses
The last part of the frequency synthesizer consists in the recombination (or synthesis) of
the pulses amplified in the different channels and their compression. The combination of
two or more ultrashort pulses to generate a single to sub-cycle pulse is a crucial step of the
frequency synthesizer. Two major issues have to be studied: the timing stabilization of
the individual pulses and the dispersion management for compressing the pulses. Timing
stabilization in the parametric amplifiers is also a critical point to keep the temporal
overlap of the pump and signal pulses. The required precision of the timing differs with
the application: in the case of parametric amplification, a stabilization whithin a few
tens of femtosecond suffices, whereas the waveform synthesis requires a stabilization more
precise by three orders of magnitude.
In order to compress the pulses to the transform-limit, the dispersion management for
stretching and recompressing the pulses needs to be examined carefully. In addition, the
CEP stability is also of importance for strong-field experiments with single-cycle to few
cycle pulses.
In this chapter only the concepts and preliminary work concerning timing stabilization,
CEP stabilization and dispersion management will be presented.

8.1 Timing stabilization
Timing can be measured at the femtosecond to attesecond level only with optical means,
since electronic synchronization cannot perform better than 100 fs. The balanced optical cross-correlator (BOC) has been shown to be suitable to measure timing with subfemtosecond precision. It was developed for synchronization of two lasers in [205] and is
now used for timing distribution between all the instruments in large facilities such as
Fermi@Elettra (Italy) with 70 fs precision [206] or FLASH (Germany) with <10 fs precision [207]. In frequency synthesis of single to sub-cycle pulses, corresponding to <5 fs long
pulses, BOCs require a precision of a few tens of attoseconds for an efficient combination
as demonstrated in [208].

8.1.1 Balanced optical cross-correlators
The layout of the BOC is shown in figure 8.1. The experimental setup is slightly different
whether the two pulses have the same wavelength or not. The principle of the BOC is to
detect the signal of an optical cross-correlation between the two pulses, which is sensitive
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to their delay. In practice, the energy of both pulses is split into two equal arms, to delay
one arm to the other and to generate their sum-frequency. The timing jitter translates
linearly into variations of the generated signal when the delay is close to zero [209].

Arm 2
lamba 2 < lambda 1

CaF2
tau/2

Glass

Arm 1
lambda 1

Main beam

DC
CaF2
tau

Arm 2

M1

BS
Lambda/2

M2

X1

TFP

M
Arm 1
Lambda/2

TFP

M4

M3

DC

DC

M5
X2

BBO typ2

M

Det BPD
Det BPD

(a)

(b)

Figure 8.1: Scheme of a balanced optical cross-correlator: the two pulses have (a) the
same and (b) two different wavelengths. BS beam splitter 50-50%, M1 to M5
flat or curved silver mirrors X1 and X2 BBO crystals cut for type 1 phase
matching for SFG between the two branches of the BOC.

To stabilize the timing between the zwo pulses, a feedback loop (not shown) is implemented to control a piezo-transducer in one of the synthesizer channels. The two nonlinear
crystals are BBO crystals, cut for type 1 phase-matching for sum frequency generation
(SFG) between λ1 and λ2 . In this scheme, delays τ /2 and τ are introduced in the main
beam and in one of the BOC arms respectively. One arm of the BOC is consequently delayed by τ and the other one not delayed. The substrates chosen for the delays τ and τ /2
are CaF2 ones, because its transmission extends up to 5 µm, as illustrated in figure 8.2;
other possible materials, like undoped YAG, sapphire or infrasil, absorb above 4.3 µm,
4.2 µm and 3.4 µm, respectively. In the BOC scheme for pulses with the same wavelength,
the SFG from the combined pulses is transmitted by the dichroic mirror and the remaining IR is reflected to generate the second sum-frequency signal. This supplementary path
corresponds to the delay of τ .
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Figure 8.2: Transmission curve of standard substrates, like CaF2 , YAG, Infrasil and Fused
Silica

8.1.2 Jitter in the pump line
The timing jitter between the pump pulses after the regenerative amplifier and the cryogenic multi-pass amplifier has also to be minimized, such that the signal pulses from the
front-end and the pump pulses from the multi-pass amplifier arrive synchronously in the
OPCPAs. A sub-femtosecond precision is necessary for recombining the pulses from the
different channels. Moreover, the absolute timing is relevant for scientific experiments,
requiring synchronization of the frequency syntheziser with an external clock or another
laser system. The timing is influenced by thermal changes on a slow time scale and
vibrations on a fast time scale.
Thermal drift is calculated as ∆l = ∆T · α · l with α the thermal expansion coefficient,
∆T the temperature difference and l and ∆l the length and its variation, respectively.
The longest beam path occurs in the regenerative amplifier and in the following compressor and are estimated to be 195 m and 22 m. On a steel breadbord, considering an
expansion coefficient of 12×10−6 K−1 and 40 round-trips in a 5 m single-pass cavity, the
corresponding path difference for ±1 K is ±2.6 mm, or ±8.6 ps. The length of the cavity
on an aluminium breadbord, whose temperature is stabilized to ±0.05 K by an open-bath
chiller, varies only by ±250 µm, or ±800 fs. This is on the same order of magnitude as
the pulse duration after compression. For this reason a detection of these fluctuations
and their correction with a feedback loop is necessary.
Preliminary measurements of the timing jitter were performed with a commercial laser
system. The regenerative amplifier s-Pulse HP2 from Amplitude Systèmes was seeded
with a Yb:KYW oscillator (t-pulse). The implemented experimental setup for this measurement was a BOC detecting the timing-jitter between two pulses of the same wavelength, cf. figure 8.1. The difficulty originated in the highly different repetition rates
(42.5 MHz for the Yb:KYW oscillator vs. 1 kHz for the regenerative amplifier), pulse
durations (210 fs for the oscillator vs. 450 fs for the regenerative amplifier), and energies
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(16 nJ for the oscillator vs. 1.8 mJ for the regenerative amplifier). The higher repetition
rate of the oscillator caused a high background level: this was avoided by pulse-picking
the output of the oscillator with a Pockels cell located before the BOC. The pulse duration
difference was responsible for a short interaction time between both pulses; the head and
tail of the pulses from the regenerative amplifier caused some background. The useful
energy of the longer pulses has been equalized carefully to match the energy of the seed
pulses for obtaining a symmetric signal.
The measurement showed a high jitter of 3 ps, partially even between successive pulses.
This was at the time of the experiment not possible to compensate with the Labview control software and piezo driver: the jitter was faster than the bandwidth of the feedback
loop. This strong jitter might originate from a change after delivery inside the compressor, which made the compressor be mechanically much less stable, and is therefore not
representative of the jitter of these sources. This example still shows that the jitter inside
a regenerative amplifier and compressor has to be carefully considered.
In future work, the jitter between the home-made regenerative amplifier and the cryogenically cooled multi-pass amplifier will be measured after the respective compressors.
In this configuration enough energy is available and both pulse trains can be operated
at the same repetition rate. Both pulses originated from the same oscillator pulse, hence
only the jitter added by the compressor in one arm and the amplifier with its compressor
on the other arm has to be compensated for.

8.2 CEP stabilization
A stable recombination of the pulses is only possible if the CEP is kept stable. With the
passive CEP stabilization of the pulses in the front-end as demonstrated in section 6 only
slow thermal drifts and some vibrations need to be compensated. The vibrations might
come for example from the cryogenic cooler or the vacuum pumps used in the multipass
amplifier.

8.3 Dispersion management
The generation of compressed single-cycle pulses requires a careful dispersion management, compensating not only for the second order but also for higher order dispersion
of the material. In chapter 7, the pulses were assumed to be stretched to the optimum
duration for maximizing the efficiency of the frequency conversion. After a general description of possible schemes for dispersion management, it will be here explained how this
is realized in practice and how the pulses are recompressed to transform-limit duration.
The biggest challenge between stretching and compressing is the compression of the
pulses: with an octave-spanning spectral width, it is not possible to use a grating or
a prism compressor. Chirped mirrors or bulk materials are suitable alternatives. A
recombination of the pulses might be implemented to attain compressed pulse duration
at the exit of the combiner, but this leads to high intensities inside the combiners, thus to
nonlinear effects. This method of combination is hence not suitable for high energy pulses.
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This can be overcome by partly compressing the pulses before and during the combination,
then having a final compression stage for the full-bandwidth, as it is implemented in [210].
In the case of full compression after the combination, a large stretching ratio, different
in each arm, would need to be compensated for: designing several octave-spanning optics
is extremely challenging. It is then strategically easier to precompensate the chirp before
the combination. If the pulses are fully compressed directly after the last combination,
the high intensity on the surface of the mirror could lead to damage, or to nonlinearities
inside the material. For these reasons, the compression is partially realized before combination and finalized just before the actual experiment, in a vacuum chamber to avoid
the dispersion and nonlinearities from the air. The final compression of the five octave
spanning spectrum would be finalized after a piece of glass, with accordingly large beams
to avoid SPM. This scheme is however not scalable to high energies. For compression of
spectra of one up to two octaves, DCMs might be used, as demonstrated in [19].
For the first implementation of the Yb frequency synthesizer, the combination will
extend from ∼500 nm up to 2.5 µm, spectral bandwidth which can be supported by
double-chirped mirrors, as demonstrated in [19].
Stretching the pulses is relatively easier than compressing them: the optimum duration
is between ∼200 fs and ∼300 fs for the first stages, and ∼1 ps and ∼2 ps for the last
stages, as mentioned in chapter 7. This can be done with adapted material, or with a
prism setup, or with adaptive optics such as Dazzlers and spatial light modulators (SLM).
The options for the stretching and compression are then the following: first bulk
stretcher, DCM compressor, second DCM stretcher, bulk compressor, third prism + SLM
stretcher, bulk compressor, and fourth prism or grism + DAZZLER stretcher, bulk compressor. Before detailing these solutions, the building elements are presented. Finally, the
different solutions are discussed.

8.3.1 Stretching and compression of broadband pulses
In this section, the different elements mentioned above are presented in more details, but
not exhaustively.
Bulk material is used for its own dispersion. As explained previously in 5, the dispersion
of the material modifies the spectral phase of the pulse, leading to an increase
or a shortening of the pulse duration. Different materials and thicknesses might be
combined for fine tuning of the spectral phase. The dispersion curve of each material
presents a zero-crossing; the material dependent zero-dispersion wavelength (ZDW)
varies between 1.275 µm for fused silica and 4.81 µm for ZnSe (e.g.: 1.6 µm for
YAG, 1.545 µm for CaF2 , 1.315 µm for sapphire). For wavelengths below or above
the ZDW, the dispersion is positive or negative, respectively.
Double-chirped mirrors (DCM) are Bragg mirrors with a double-periodic structure.
These mirrors are usually designed in pair to cancel out fine oscillations in the
spectral phase. Their spectral width is limited as well as the total attainable chirp:
the broader the spectrum, the less achievable amount of chirp. Extending the spectral coverage over one octave is challenging and leads to reduced reflection values. A
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DCM design up to two octaves has been demonstrated in [211], however with 95%
reflection efficiency. Typically, DCMs are designed to introduce negative dispersion.
Prism, grating and grism are arranged geometrically to introduce negative or positive
dispersion; grisms are a combination of gratings with a prism pair. Grating and
prism pairs were presented in section 5: in these configurations, the higher order
dispersion are geometrically determined. The sign of the higher orders alternate for
odd and even orders. The combination of gratings and prisms forming a grism pair
introduces flexibility in the design of the higher oder dispersion: designs with all
negative dispersion orders or with different ratios between GDD, TOD and FOD are
possible. These solutions are limited to less than one octave spectral width, because
of the condition on the diffracted angle in gratings and prisms. They add orders of
magnitude more dispersion than bulk materials or DCMs.
Spatial light modulators (SLM) introduce a spatial modulation on the intensity and/or
on the phase of a laser pulse. Placed in the center of a zero dispersion pulse compressor, the SLM acts on the spatially chirped laser pulse, i.e. on each spectral component. The ”zero dispersion pulse compressor” consists in two gratings and two
lenses, arranged symmetrically to cancel the dispersion: compared to scheme 5.3,
the distance between the image of the first grating and the second grating is set to 0.
Due to the use of gratings, the maximum spectral width is limited to less than one
octave. In one implementation, the SLM is constituted of a phase mask modulating
the phase; another implementation relies on actuators, typically mirrors, to modulate the phase. The resolution is limited by the pixel or actuator size [212]. The
throughput of this kind of SLM amounts to 30-50%, which is easily compensated
by the next OPCPA stage. The energy is limited to a few µJ.
Dazzler or acousto-optic programmable dispersive filter (AOPDF) is a special type of
acousto-optic modulator (AOM) able to modulate the phase and the amplitude of
a laser pulse. The working principle of AOMs is to diffract the optical pulse by
an acoustic pulse: the latter propagates from a transducer through the crystal,
and is seen as a Bragg grating by the optical pulse. In the Dazzler, the spectral
phase is modified by diffracting the spectral components at different locations in the
crystal and the amplitude by the diffraction efficiency. This device is also limited
in its spectral width and resolution, e.g. 1.6 nm for the IR Dazzler. The main
limitation originates from the compensation of the Dazzler’s own dispersion: the
material (TeO2 ) is less dispersive at 2 µm than in the NIR or in the visible; the
Dazzler is able to compensate its own dispersion, still having capabilities to shape
the pulses; in the NIR and visible spectral ranges, the higher order dipersion needs
to be compensated externally, for example with a grism pair. The throughput of
the Dazzler device is defined by the maximum diffraction efficiency, the RF power
applied to each spectral components for amplitude shaping and the efficiency of the
additional grism pair [213]. For example, a NIR Dazzler combined with a grism pair
has an efficiency of ∼4% whereas a MIR one can diffract up to 40%.
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8.3.2 Description of the different schemes
The above mentioned schemes for stretching and compressing the pulses will now be
presented:
1. Only bulk materials used for dispersion compensation are well-adapted for finetuning the spectral phase, but presents two drawbacks: as the pulse propagates
through the material, it accumulates nonlinear phase-shift and only a few materials
have a ZDW high (low) enough to compensate the typically negative (positive)
dispersion introduced by other materials in the MIR (NIR).
2. Bulk stretcher, DCM compressor In this scheme the stretching is realized by
introducing positive dispersion via propagation of the pulses in a bulk material.
The pulses are compressed with DCMs after amplification. The choice of materials
with positive dispersion around 1.5 µm is limited to a few materials. A candidate
is ZnSe, e.g. used for this purpose in [20], but the handling of this material is not
trivial, in particular the polishing to optical quality. Fine-tuning of the dispersion
is performed with wedges controlling the exact material thickness.
3. DCM stretcher, bulk compressor The stretcher is realized with DCMs, introducing negative dispersion, and the compressor with propagation through bulk
material. Here also the fine-tuning of the dispersion is done with wedges controlling
the exact material thickness.
4. Prism or grating+ SLM stretcher, bulk compressor In this method, the
stretcher is implemented with an SLM based pulse shaper coupled to a prism pair
for obtaining the proper dispersion. This introduces negative dispersion, which has
to be compensated with a bulk compressor after amplification.
5. Prism or grism + DAZZLER stretcher, bulk compressor This metods replaces the SLM pulse shaper of method 4 with a Dazzler. The Dazzler, associated to
a prism or grism pair, introduces negative dispersion, which has to be compensated
with a bulk compressor adding positive dispersion.

8.3.3 Discussion
For amplification with BBO the dispersion added by the nonlinear crystal is positive for
the NIR NOPA and the visible DOPA and negative for the MIR DOPA.
The solution based on bulk material for both stretching and compressing is ruled out
due to the lack of materials with positive dispersion in the MIR.
The second and fourth solutions are comparable respectively with the third and fifth
ones for the flexibility they offer. The stretcher of solutions 4 and 5 is based on freeprogrammable devices, which allows for an easy optimization of the dispersion for optimum pulse compression, whereas solutions 2 and 3 are limited by the available materials
and their combinations.
The main difference between solutions 2 and 3 relies in the accumulation of nonlinearities during propagation through the materials: solution 2 minimizes the propagation of
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the amplified pulses through material compared with solution 3. Using ZnSe for compensating dispersion after amplification is possible, but its nonlinear index of 1.19·10−14 cm2/W
at 1.27 µm [214] is extremely high, i.e. the pulses accumulate a lot of nonlinear phaseshift. Solution 4 is limited to the bandwidth of the pulse shapers and would strongly
narrow down the spectral bandwidth: for example, the bandwidth of the NIR NOPA
would decrease from 680-1200 nm to 650-980 nm.
The solution using Dazzler is very flexible in the MIR, where the Dazzler can compensate its own dispersion and supports a spectral bandwidth between 1500 nm and 3000 nm,
much broader than the spectral width amplified by the DOPA. On the contrary, the necessary additional compensation of the Dazzler’s own dispersion in the NIR, e.g. by a
grism pair, limits the overall bandwidth of the stretcher. In the NIR domain two designs
of grism pairs were examined: the first one ranging from 650 nm to 950 nm is able to
compensate the dispersion of the Dazzler up to the FOD, whereas a design supporting the
whole bandwidth 650-1150 nm compensates only for the GVD and TOD of the 45 mm
long crystal, but let 35000 fs4 uncompensated. This high amount of FOD would not be
compensable with materials or DCMs.
λ1=6001190nm

Actual Design:

λ2=510630nm

λ3=410520nm

λ0=1300-5000nm

2% λ1 +
<10% λ0

1% λ2 +
<10% λ0

0.8% λ3 +
<10% λ0

Figure 8.3: Layout for the recombination of all spectra.

In the dispersion management, the beam combiners have to be taken into account.
In near future experiments, the amplified spectra will be recombined after the OPCPA
stages powered by the regenerative amplifier. This corresponds to the stages demonstrated
in the chapter 7. For that, some dichroic mirrors were designed by Layertec GmbH.
The recombination will occur as described in figure 8.3: the mirrors transmit the long
wavelengths and reflect the short ones, so that the latter are added to the main beam.
The substrate of the beam combiners is CaF2 for its transmission up to 5 µm. Great
care was taken to flatten the phase shift introduced by these mirrors, as well in the group
delay as in the group delay dispersion.
In the ytterbium based waveform synthesizer, a Dazzler will be used in the MIR to
fine-tune the dispersion and to keep flexibility, whereas the NIR channel will be stretched
and compressed with bulk materials and DCMs.
Figure 8.4 shows the linear combination of two pulses corresponding to the two channels
discussed in chapter 7. The NIR one is centered at 850 nm and is 4 fs transform limited,
and the MIR one is centered at 2150 nm and its transform limit is 15 fs. Both were assumed
to be Gaussian in time. The obtained pulse duration after synthesis would be between
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2.1 fs and 2.9 fs, depending on the energy ratio between the NIR and the MIR pulses.
The energy of one pulse was assumed to be normalized to 1 and the energy of the second
one varied with the ratios λM IR/λN IR , λN IR/λM IR , and 1. The electric fields present in the
three cases different behaviors: the electric field is the strongest for a higher energy in the
MIR than in the NIR with the ratio λM IR/λN IR . This situation corresponds simultaneously
to the shortest pulse duration. The amount of energy spread in the pedestal is however
higher than in the case with the inverse ratio λN IR/λM IR . Depending on the application,
one configuration or the other might be more suitable.

Figure 8.4: Synthesis of NIR and MIR channels: the amplified spectral bandwidth corresponds to 4 fs in the NIR and 15 fs. The energies between the NIR and MIR
channels have the ratios: (a) λM IR/λN IR , (b) λN IR/λM IR , (c) 1 . The electric field
is the strongest for a ratio of λM IR/λN IR .

The preliminary design of the compression of the MIR channel is shown in figure 8.6a.
This shows the electric field of the pulse after each dispersive element. The dispersive
elements represented in figure 8.5 comprise the YAG generating white-light, the material
stretcher ZnSe, the amplifying BBO crystals, the Dazzler and the recompression with
material and DCMs. The phase of the white-light is in the first step assumed to come
from the material dispersion. In this scheme, the pulses are shortened during amplification
in BBO and it was taken care that the chirp remains negative after each amplifier crystal.
If not, the pulse would be compressed during amplification, which would first correspond
to a nonmatched overlap of pump and signal pulses and second to ripples in the signal
intensity due to non-compensated high-order dispersion leading to superfluorescence. The
pulse duration is expected to be between 170 fs und 220 fs before each amplification stage.
This design includes a CaF2 window at the entrance of a vacuum chamber and the beam
combiner in the chamber for combination with the other channels of the synthesizer.
The final compression is here realized with DCMs to avoid high energies in material; the
DCMs deisgned in [211] cover 2 octaves and compensate for 0.33 mm ZnSe. The remaining
uncompressed phase shown in figure 8.6b demonstrates near perfect compression.

8.4 Summary
The timing of the pulses at the place of synthesis and the stability of the CEP are key
to success in frequency synthesis. The timing compensation and CEP stabilization have
been demonstrated in previous works. In this project, they will be implemented at a later
stage for compensating the slow variations originating e.g. from thermal drifts. The noise
sources will be investigated.
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Figure 8.5: Layout for the overall amplification of the MIR channel amplified with the
regenerative amplifier and its recompression.

After a discussion on the dispersion management of the synthesizer’s channels, a preliminary sketch of the dispersion compensation for the MIR channel was shown, which
will be adapted to the experiment after exact measurement of the phase of the amplified
pulses. This way, the dispersion management will accomodate the insight gained during
the building of the DOPA about the nonlinear phase of the white-light.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 8.6: Recompression of the pulses of the MIR channel: (a) Electric field after each
dispersive element and (b) remaining phase after compression.
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9 Conclusion and outlook
Coherent frequency synthesizers, delivering single to sub-cycle pulses, are promising sources
for soft X-ray isolated attosecond pulse generation. This work discussed the development
of a high energy, high repetition rate, single-cycle source for such applications. The efficiency of high harmonic generation decreases with the wavelength of the driving pulses to
the fifth power, whereas the cut-off photon energy increases with the square of this wavelength, neglecting phase-matching effects. Consequently, high energy, ultrashort pulses
are required to fulfill simultaneously both conditions; they might be generated with parametric amplification of a broadband, low-energy seed. The source presented in this work
aims at the mJ level, single-cycle pulses at 1 kHz repetition rate. The development of the
high energy picosecond lasers for OPCPA pumping is impeded for high repetition rates
because of the complex thermal management with high average powers. Ytterbium doped
laser materials offer a scalability to high energies and powers, in contrast to Ti:sapphire
lasers. The scalability of the spectral width of the broadband, low-energy pulses can be
obtained with white-light generation and nonlinear frequency conversion.
In this work, the pump chain of the ytterbium based waveform synthesizer was implemented. It consisted of an oscillator, fiber amplifier, stretcher, regenerative amplifier,
cryogenically cooled amplifier and compressor. The regenerative amplifier was based on a
dual-crystal linear cavity. Two materials were mainly studied: Yb:CALGO and Yb:KYW.
The amplification of 1029 nm centered pulses was limited in the former by the spectral
gain shape inducing a strong gain narrowing. In the latter, 31 round trips amplified
0.6 nJ seed pulses to 6.5 mJ at 1 kHz repetition rate. The amplification was found to
be in agreement with the simulations of the laser dynamics. The pulses, stretched with
0.8 nm/ns with a chirped fiber Bragg grating pulse stretcher, were successfully compressed
after the regenerative amplifier to 615 fs with 81% efficiency in a double-deck Treacy
compressor. The output pulses of the regenerative amplifier were further amplified to
72 mJ in the cryogenically cooled Yb:YAG thin-disk multipass amplifier. Gain narrowing
decreased the spectral bandwidth from 4.5 nm to 3.6 nm after the regenerative ampifier
and 0.4 nm after the booster amplifier. The output of the booster amplifier is expected
to be compressible to ∼3 ps.
The passively carrier envelope phase (CEP) stable front-end driven with part of the
compressed output of the regenerative amplifier relied on one white-light generation stage,
followed by 2 OPAs amplifying a fraction of the red broadened wing of the white-light
for generating a CEP stable white-light in bulk. An experimental study determined the
adapted and optimum parameters for generating white-light with sub-picosecond pulses.
The spectrum generated in the second white-light generation stage extended from the
visible to the mid-infrared and the CEP stability was demonstrated without active feedback over 11 h. The complete electric field of the signal was retrieved from a FROG
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measurement and shows that the different stages of the front-end lead to smooth and
compressible pulses.
The output of the CEP-stable front-end was split spectrally into the channels of the frequency synthesizer. In the MIR, a degenerate optical parametric amplifier amplified 2 µm
centered, 20 fs transform-limit pulses to the µJ level. Finally, the dispersion management
of the waveform synthesizer was discussed, with emphasis on the MIR channel.
Future work on the high energy pump chain is the recompression of the amplified
pulses to a few picoseconds. After completion of the parametric amplification stages with
the remaining energy of the regenerative amplifier, the channels of the synthesizer will
be further parametrically amplified to the mJ level with these compressed pulses. After
recompression, this source will be a powerful instrument for isolated attosecond generation
and other scientific experiments.
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The first appendix will cover the nonlinear broadening for the version of the Ytterbium
waveform synthesizer based on Ti:Sapphire oscillator, as explained in 2: adiabatic frequency conversion will be presented with experimental resultsr. Further appendixes concern optional cavity designs for the regenerative amplifier, and an alternative stretcher
design based on Offner stretcher. Finally, a list of abbreviations and a list of symbols
complete the appendices.

Appendix A: Adiabatic SFG and DFG
The following text previously partially published in ”Highly efficient broadband sumfrequency generation in the visible wavelength range” by Cankaya et al. [36].
Optical parametric amplifiers (OPAs) enable broadband amplification with relatively
high efficiency. For these amplifier systems seed sources with nJ energy level are favorable
to avoid excessive superfluorescence effects in the amplified pulse. Ti:sapphire oscillators
are good candidates for seeding of OPAs because of the high, multi-nJ, output pulse energy, well-developed CEP stabilization techniques and ultra broadband spectral coverage
in the near infrared region. This coverage is however limited to the near infrared regime,
thus restricting the seed bandwidth of the OPAs.
Three-wave mixing processes inside a nonlinear crystal enable wavelength conversion
to wavelength regions that are not covered by other broadband laser systems. The conversion bandwidth of the nonlinear processes depends on the phase mismatch parameter
between pump, signal and idler pulses, where for ultrafast pulses, the signal bandwidth
can reach more than 200 THz [215]. Such broad bandwiths are challenging to phase
match. Thin nonlinear crystals can support the broadband three-wave mixing process
but at the expense of efficiency. Several techniques were suggested in order to enhance
the efficiency over a broad bandwidth such as quasi-phase matching with chirped grating
design [216, 217], phase matching in bulk polycrystal [218], achromatic phase matching [219, 220, 221, 222], temperature gradient phase matching in a quasi-phase matched
crystal [223] and use of several crystals [217]. While these methods improve efficiency or
bandwidth of the conversion process all exhibit a trade-off between bandwidth and efficiency. By using the adiabatic frequency conversion method, based on a mechanism analogous to rapid adiabatic passage from atomic physics, one can overcome this limit [224].
From the analogy, it follows that in order to produce an adiabatic passage of energy
from a seed pulse to the frequency converted pulse, the phase mismatch parameter should
vary slowly during the conversion process, from a large negative phase mismatch value
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to a large positive one (or vice versa). The phase mismatch ∆k between the seed (ω1 ),
pump (ωp ) and SFG (ω3 = ω1 + ωp ) beams must be swept from ∆k < 0 to ∆k >
0 along the propagation axis in a nonlinear crystal. In the presence of a sufficiently
strong pump field, energy is efficiently converted from frequency ω1 to ω3 . Thus, the
adiabatic method relaxes the restriction of minimizing the phase mismatch between the
interacting beams, and instead requires ∆k to be varied slowly (i.e., adiabatically) during
the nonlinear interaction, allowing the system to adapt to the changes caused by the slow
phase mismatch. Mathematically, adiabatic evolution means that the system remains in
one of its eigenmodes for the entire dynamical evolution.
The amount of adiabaticity is determined by the adiabaticity inequality and can be
estimated by the Landau-Zener adiabaticity criteria, detailed in Ref. [224, 225, 226, 227].
Using the adiabaticity criteria for all frequencies involved, a full transition from the signal
(the lower state in two level atomic system) to the idler is possible, (the excited state
in two level atomic system), thus efficient conversion for a broadband source is achieved.
The conversion of each frequency component occurs at a different location along the
nonlinear crystal, correlating with the location of ∆k(z) ≈ 0 for the interacting waves
involved. When the phase matching is tuned over the entire signal spectrum, one can
obtain full-photon conversion for very broadband spectra [219, 220, 221, 222].
Adiabatic sum-frequency generation (a-SFG) with over 92 ± 0.5% photon conversion efficiency was demonstrated using an aperiodically-adiabatively poled KTP crystal [11-14].
In this demonstration, a pulse spectrum covering the range between 660 nm and 990 nm
produced by white-light generation is converted by a slowly varying quasi-phase matching
grating in a 20-mm-long KTP crystal to the spectral range between 405 nm and 500 nm,
corresponding to 140 THz bandwidth. To date of publication, this is the highest efficiency
and widest photon up-conversion reported from a sum-frequency generation process. Previous research reported only 11% photon conversion efficiency for an ultrashort pulse with
44 THz bandwidth centered around 765 nm [13], and conversion efficiency of 74 % for
a relatively narrow-band, tunable seed source between 1400 nm and 1700 nm [12]. The
adiabatic conversion technique was applied not only for sum-frequency generation but
also difference-frequency generation [15,16] and OPA’s to enhance the efficiency [17,18],
reporting nearly full photon conversion efficiency in the MIR [15,16].
The schematic of the experimental setup is shown in Figure 1. A Yb:KYW chirped
pulse regenerative amplifier system (Amplitude S-Pulse HP2), delivering 1 mJ-pulses at
1 kHz with pulse duration of 450 fs, centered at 1030 nm wavelength, was used to generate
both the signal and pump pulses for a-SFG. A small portion of the pump pulse (∼ 1.5%)
was used for pumping the white-light super continuum stage while only 2% of it was
used to pump the a-SFG stage. The rest of the pump was kept for further experiments.
The output of the amplifier was split by using thin film polarizers (TFPs) coupled with
half-wave plates (λ/2s). The white-light supercontinuum generated in a 6-mm long YAG
crystal was used as signal source to test the crystal for a-SFG. The pump beam was focused
inside the YAG crystal by using a lens (L1) with 100-mm focal length. The spotsize was
measured to be 25 µm. The pump intensity was finely adjusted by employing a variable
attenuator before L1. From the white-light process, a continuum covering from 510 nm
to the mid-infrared region was obtained. The output of the white-light was collimated by
using an off-axis parabolic silver mirror.
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Figure 10.1: Layout of the adiabatic SFG experiment. The signal to be covered was
generated via white-light continuum inside a YAG crystal.

An aperiodically-poled KTP crystal (a-PKTP) for a-SFG was designed by Haim Suchowsky supporting a seed spectral range between 660 nm and 990 nm. The poling period
of the KTP crystal was varied between 2.1 µm and 5.6 µm, allowing phase matching for the
signal wavelength range 660 nm to 990 nm. The corresponding period of the grating, with
length of 20 mm is given by the function KQP M = −30z 3 − 120z 2 − 1900z − 11300[1/mm]
in terms of distance along the propagation direction (z), centered at the middle of the
crystal, where the design principles for the quasi-phasematched grating follow those given
in Refs. [11,12]. In contrast to the previous works, the polynomial dependency of the
function was directly linked to the bandwidth and the dispersion of the material, which
allowed to preserve the adiabaticity condition for the broadband design. By filtering out
the spectral range with a combination of short and long-pass filters (FS1), the functionality of the nonlinear crystal was verified in this specific wavelength range.
To minimize temporal walk-off between seed and pump pulses, both seed and pump
pulses were stretched. The pump pulse was stretched to 10 ps using a grating pair, where
the gold coated gratings with 1200 mm−1 grove density were oriented close to the blaze
angle and separated by 12 cm from each other, while the seed pulse was stretched using
an 80 mm long slab of SF10. The glass thickness was determined by optimizing the
photon conversion efficiency in the a-SFG process. The pulse duration of the white-light
continuum at the entrance of the crystal was estimated to be 9.6 ps by taking into account
dispersion of YAG and SF10 plates.
The signal and pump pulses were combined by a dichroic mirror (DM1) which was
highly-reflective (99.9%) at 1030 nm and 95% transmissive for the signal range. The
average power of the signal was measured to be 6.5 µW before the crystal corresponding to
6.5 nJ per pulse. Both pump and signal pulses were then focused inside the aperiodically
poled KTP crystal by using a lens (L2) with 500 mm focal length. A telescope was
employed in the pump arm to match the spotsize of the pump with the signal at the
focus inside the KTP crystal. The radii at 1/e2 of the pump beam with Gaussian beam
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Figure 10.2: (a) Spectrum of white-light super-continuum after the short and longpass
filters (FS1). (b) Measured and expected spectrum for a-SFG selected by
short pass filters (FS3).

profile were measured to be 53 and 57 µm in x and y axes while the radius of the signal
was measured to be 55 µm. An aperture was used in the signal line before focusing to
clear up the spatial shape of the beam and reduce the effect of spatial chirp in the outer
part of the beam originated from the generation of white-light continuum. During the
experiments, the pump energy at the entrance of the crystal was increased up to 1.05 µJ.
Assuming 15% Fresnel reflection loss from the surface of the crystal and an effective area
of πw02 (w0 is the radius at 1/e2 ), this corresponds to an intensity of 0.94 GW/cm2 inside the
crystal to determine the conversion efficiency in the presence of the pump, the depletion
of the signal was measured with both a photo-detector (EOT, ET-4000) and an intensity
calibrated spectrometer (Ocean Optics, HR4000), (D/S). From the measured signals with
and without the presence of the pump, the actual photon-number conversion efficiency was
calculated. The SFG signal and the parasitic second-harmonic generation (SHG) signal at
515 nm due to the strong pump were separated by using a dichroic mirror (DM2), which
was highly-reflective (> 99 %) for the SFG range and transmissive (> 90 %) at signal and
pump wavelengths. During the efficiency measurement two band-pass filters (FS2) were
employed to avoid the strong pump and the residual SHG signal present after DM2.
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Figure 10.3: (a) Signal spectra in the absence and presence of the pump pulse with intensity of 0.50 GW/cm2 and 0.94 GW/cm2 (b) Photon conversion efficiency in
a-SFG process as a function of pump intensity. The measurement accuracy
was ±0.5%.

The spectrum of the white light continuum before the crystal is shown Figure 2(a).
In order to match the design signal wavelength range of the chirped KTP crystal the
spectrum was filtered to cover the range between 660 nm and 990 nm. The ripples that
are shown close to the lower and higher wavelength edges of the spectrum are due to the
transmission of the filters (FS1). In Figure 2(b), the measured and expected spectra of
the SFG signal are shown. The same spectrometer was used for the acquisition of the
SFG spectra. During the measurement of the SFG spectrum, the parasitic SHG signal
was suppressed by using two low pass filters (FS3). The expected SFG spectrum was
calculated from the signal spectrum by taking into account the transmission through the
short pass filters. The ripples in the SFG spectrum are due to the transmission spectrum
of the filters (FS3) used during the measurement. As can be seen from Figure 2(b), there
is an excellent agreement between the expected and measured SFG specta.
Figure 3(a) shows the spectra of the white-light supercontinuum after the filters (FS2)
in the absence and presence of pump light with an intensity of 0.50 GW/cm2 . The modulations in the spectra were due to filters used to cut the pump and residual second harmonic
resulting from the strong pumping. As can be seen, in the presence of the pump pulse,
nearly uniform spectral depletion of the signal was observed. The discrepancy with the expected uniform spectral depletion was attributed to tolerances in the manufacturing of the
aperiodically poled grating. Figure 3(b) shows the integrated photon conversion efficiency
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Figure 10.4: (a) Simulation for photon conversion efficiency along the crystal as a function
of signal wavelength for pump intensity level 1 GW/cm2 and (b) simulated
conversion efficiency at the end of the crystal as a function of wavelength for
various pumping levels.

over the spectrum as a function of pump intensity. This curve exhibits an asymptotic behaviour as a function of pump intensity, which is also consistent with the model described
in [228]. When the pump intensity increased to 0.94 GW/cm2 , the SFG photon conversion
efficiency increased up to 92 ± 0.5%. Above that intensity value reproduceable damages
on the surface of the crystal were observed.
Figure 4(a) shows numerical simulations of the photon conversion efficiency along the
aperiodically-poled KTP as a function of signal wavelength for a pumping level of 1 GW/cm2 .
The simulation, based on the finite difference method, was done for several pump intensities. As can be seen from the simulation, the conversion efficiency was constant along the
crystal, which is also consistent with the experimentally measured signal depletion shown
in Figure 3(a). In Figure 4(b), the conversion efficiency at the end of the crystal (L =
2 cm) is shown as a function of signal wavelength for three pumping levels: 200 MW/cm2 ,
1 GW/cm2 and 1.5 GW/cm2 . As can be seen, for a further increase in the pump intensity
from 1 GW/cm2 to 1.5 GW/cm2 , the conversion efficiency would increase only incrementally,
following the prediction of the Landau-Zener adiabatic theory.
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In conclusion, highly efficient sum frequency generation via Landau-Zener adiabatic
transfer was experimentally demonstrated in an aperiodically poled KTP crystal for the
spectral signal range of 660 nm to 990 nm. The photon conversion efficiency was measured
to be 92 ± 0.5% for a very broad spectrum converted to 405 nm to 500 nm when the pump
intensity was close to 1 GW/cm2 . This is the highest conversion efficiency demonstrated to
date for SFG. Such broadband visible spectra can be used to seed a visible OPA for high
harmonic generation or electron tip emission experiments.
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Appendix B: Cavity designs
The simulations of different cavities for the regenerative amplifier are shown below.

(a) Long cavity with 4-f telescope – f = 1000 mm

(b) Stability domain and spot variation in the crystal

(c) Stability domain and spot variation on the end mirror

Figure 10.5: Long cavity with 4-f telescope based on 1000 mm focal lengths, with the
sability domains and the waist evolution as a function of the thermal lens in
one of the crystals
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(a) Long cavity with 4-f telescope – f = 750 mm

(b) Stability domain and spot variation in the crystal

(c) Stability domain and spot variation on the end mirror

Figure 10.6: Long cavity number with 4-f telescope based on 1000 mm focal lengths, with
the sability domains and the waist evolution as a function of the thermal
lens in one of the crystals
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Appendix C: Offner stretcher
The Offner stretcher (cf. figure 10.7) has the advantage of reducing the spatial aberrations
introduced in the beam. Both convex and concave mirrors are centered in C. The image
of the grating is slightly decentered. The grating is aligned close to Littrow angle, which
makes the alignment easier and increases the stability of the whole system. The radius of
curvature of the convex mirror is half the one of the concave mirror.
A geometric analysis of the Offner stretcher has been published in [147]. The distances
are represented on figure 10.7. The formula of the slant distance b becomes:
b=

cos(γ − θ0 )
G
= (S6 − S1 )
cos(γ − θ0 − θ6 )
cos(γ − θ0 − θ6 )

(10.1)

Figure 10.7: Layout of an Offner stretcher. [147]

Taking into account the minimal and maximal diffraction angle for the extreme wavelengths of the spectrum and the incoming beam radius of ∼1 mm, the beam radii of the
spatially chirped beam are as follows: w0 = 18 mm, w1 = 8 mm, w2 = 34 mm, w3 =
26 mm. Both mirrors would be tilted by −0.8◦ and 3.3◦ relative to the first diffracted
beam. The mirror diameters, defined so that the spectrum is not clipped, are 440 mm
and 73 mm. The grating aperture would be 340 mm under Littrow angle to contain the
4 beams with 3 times their radius to avoid clipping. The roof mirror width is 220 mm.
The calculated Offner stretcher only allows 2 ns for >7 nm spectrum (cf. sec. 5.2).
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Appendix D: List of abbreviations
ASE
BBO
BOC
CEP
CFBG
CPA
CTD
CVBG
DCM
(a-)DFG
DOPA
EUV
FWHM
GD
GDD
GVM
LBO
MFD
MIR
MPE
NIR
NL
OPA
NOPA
OPCPA
rms
SC
(a-)SFG
SHG
TOD
UV
WL
WLG
Yb:CALGO
YDFA
Yb:KYW
Yb:YAG

Amplified spontaneous emission
Beta baryum borate
Balance optical cross-correlator
Carrier envelope phase
Chirped fiber Bragg grating
Chirped pulse amplification
Composite thin-disk
Chirped volume Bragg grating
Double-chirped mirror
(adiabatic) Difference frequency generation
Degenerate OPA
Extrem ultra-violet
Full-width half-maximum
Group delay
Group-delay dispersion
Group-velocity mismatch
Lithium tri-borate
Mode-field diameter
Mid-infrared
Multi-photon excitation
Near-infrared
Nonlinear
Optical parametric amplifier
Non-collinear OPA
Optical parametric chirped pulse amplifier
Root-mean square
Super-continuum
(adiabatic) Sum frequency generation
Second-harmonic generation
Third-order dispersion
Ultra-violet
Whilte-light
Whilte-light generation
Ytterbium doped calcium gadolinium aluminium oxyde
Ytterbium doped fiber amplifier
Ytterbium doped tungstate
Ytterbium doped yttrium aluminium garnet

Table 10.1: List of abbreviations
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Appendix E: List of symbols
α
∆λ
κ
λ
λP
λL
λF
λp
λs
λi
ω
τ
Bint
E
F
I
n0
n2

thermal expansion coefficient
spectral width
thermal conductivity
wavelength
pump wavelength (regenerative amplifier)
laser wavelength (regenerative amplifier)
fluorescence wavelength (regenerative amplifier)
pump wavelength
signal wavelength
idler wavelength
frequency
pulse duration
nonlinear phase shift
energie
fluence
intensity
refractive index
nonlinear refractive index

10− 6 m−1 K−1
nm
m K−1
nm
nm
nm
nm
nm
nm
nm
Hz
s
–
J
J/cm2
W /cm2
–
cm2/W

Table 10.2: List of symbols with unit
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